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Abstract 
This dissertation explores the robust confluence of syntactic and cultural factors 
involved in the structure and content of ch￩ngyǔ. It unpacks a number of structural 
tendencies in the data sample, and illuminates selected underlying cultural themes. 
The presence of syntactic and semantic parallelism within ch￩ngyǔ, as an expression 
of the correlative Chinese philosophy of the wǔx￭ng (五行  ‗Five Phases‘ or ‗Five 
Elements‘ of the universe), in the dataset is a recurring point. Syntactic parallelism is 
demonstrated via ch￩ngyǔ with invertible elements and by the overwhelming 
preference for syntactic parallelism, in particular the # N # N structure. Semantic 
parallelism is demonstrated via content words with related semantic fields or 
separable content words. The Chinese philosophical concepts of yīn and yáng are 
shown to have a clear impact on the use of numbers within ch￩ngyǔ. Yīn and y￡ng are 
preferably arranged in balance with each other. If only one is present, however, then 
y￡ng is considered to be preferable over yīn. The interaction between the numbers 
within ch￩ngyǔ has several pragmatic effects. For example, the combination of the 
numbers qī (七  'seven') and bā (八  'eight') is used to suggest disorder, untidiness or 
physical or emotional disturbance (Pellatt 2007:96). Bàn (半  ‗half‘) may be used in 
ch￩ngyǔ to denote the meaning of ‗a proportion.‘ It also may be used together with yī 
(一  ‗one‘) to indicate ‗any at all‘ as well as a cluster of closely related concepts 
generally indicating ‗the existence of a small amount.‘ Numbers also often have the 
effect of highlighting the contrast between two content words. Some ch￩ngyǔ have a 
clearcut syntactic analysis, others do not. This is due to their highly elliptical and 
idiomatic nature, the fact that many lexemes can fall into more than one word class, 
and the fact that ch￩ngyǔ are frozen expressions that often preserve some grammatical 
structures from Classical Chinese. Additionally, ch￩ngyǔ do include conceptual 
metaphors, from the standpoint of the conceptual theory of metaphor launched with 
Lakoff and Johnson (1980).     
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1.1.  Introduction and rationale 
 
Chinese culture is steeped in numbers and numerology, and is remarkable for its 
strong reliance on proverbs and idioms as discourse tools.
i  A specialized form of 
four-character idioms known as ch￩ngyǔ (traditional Chinese:  成語  simplified 
Chinese:  成语, literally ―set phrases‖) is accorded high regard and high frequency of 
use in spoken and written Chinese. Ch￩ngyǔ comprise nearly ninety per cent of 
Chinese idioms (Xu 2006: 108). Their metonymic allusions, tonal prosody and 
quadrisyllabic form reflect the influences of Classical Chinese literature and poetry. 
Similarly, numbers are freighted with special cultural significance and symbolism. In 
traditional Chinese cosmology, for example, numbers played a significant role in the 
creation of the universe. All odd numbers possess a masculine yáng (陽) nature, and 
all even numbers are yīn (陰), which assigns these numerals certain non-numeric 
properties, as well as asserting a categorial relationship based on shared 
characteristics between them and many other objects in the perceivable world: 
Every Chinese number from one to ten and beyond is redolent 
with negative or positive spiritual and symbolic associations 
by which… behavior may be consciously or unconsciously 
guided... 
(Pellatt 2007:108) 
Given the genuine importance of these two overarching concepts in Chinese culture, it 
is only natural they should frequently intersect, as numerous cultural concepts are   3 
expressed within ch￩ngyǔ that contain numerals. The significance and pervasive 
influence of both ch￩ngyǔ and numbers in Chinese culture and thought motivate this 
inquiry into the structural patterns and cultural significance of Chinese four-character 
idioms containing numeric values. 
While both the Chinese-language literature on ch￩ngyǔ and the English-language 
literature on idioms are well-developed (for the latter see especially Nunberg et al. 
1994, Gibbs 1992, Gibbs 1993, Gibbs 1994), the English-language literature on 
ch￩ngyǔ is somewhat sparse. Moreover, economic and political realities have spurred 
a current trend in favor of teaching Chinese as a second language in academic 
programs in the United States. With these things in mind, the purpose of this 
dissertation was twofold. First and foremost, the central thesis of the dissertation was 
that the creation and use of ch￩ngyǔ are guided by a confluence of robust and 
discoverable syntactic and cultural factors. The dissertation pursued this argument 
primarily by unpacking a number of structural tendencies in the data sample at hand, 
and secondarily by illuminating selected underlying cultural themes. 
A secondary goal was the hope that this dissertation will afford second language 
learners a better understanding of the manner in which ch￩ngyǔ function, both 
syntactically and pragmatically. This was the underlying rationale for all of the 
frequency data that has been provided regarding their structure and use: describing   4 
robust patterns in the underlying syntax of the ch￩ngyǔ in the data sample, as well as 
briefly examining the frequency that these ch￩ngyǔ occur in a corpus of both modern 
and ancient Chinese, can serve as an aid to learners of Chinese as a second language 
in their journey to discovery. This goal also partially motivated the inclusion of 
cultural data embedded within ch￩ngyǔ. These four-character tidbits can be the point 
of entrance into a vast reservoir of allusions to historical Chinese persons and events, 
traditional norms and values, ways and means of creative self-expression, and other 
aspects of Chinese culture. The literature review thus provides a helpful introduction 
to an array of topics related to ch￩ngyǔ, including a précis of their nature and how it 
stands in comparison with existing English-language literature regarding idioms. It 
briefly discussed their importance to (and immersion in) Chinese culture and literature, 
both as a direct reflection of written traditions of China that have existed for millennia, 
and as a rhetorical device (either as an appeal to authority, or as the adoption of an 
authoritative stance) in modern political and interpersonal discourse. Because of the 
special position that ch￩ngyǔ still hold in Chinese figurative language use (both 
colloquial and academic), gaining a measure of mastery over them is a worthy goal 
for the second-language learner of Chinese. 
The structural analysis focused primarily on the incidence and placement of 
numerals in the sample data. These are considered in relation to other numerals within   5 
the same ch￩ngyǔ, as well as in relation to other grammatical elements within the 
linguistic form. Ch￩ngyǔ containing one, two, three and the maximum of four 
numerals were discussed separately. Particular attention was paid to those ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numerals. These were probed with reference to the yīn and yáng 
properties of the numeric values, whether the content words are reduplicated or 
separable, the presence of syntactic and semantic parallelism and whether the 
numerals function to emphasize a contrast or show a proportion. After sorting these 
according to whether the first numeric value is greater than, less than or equal to the 
second, the ch￩ngyǔ were further analyzed with respect to the frequency and 
placement of numerals, collocations with other numerals, and observed patterns in the 
placement of instances of various lexical categories within the surface form. Ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numeric values were also examined to investigate the presence of two 
content words of related semantic fields in two symmetric sections. These were 
categorized into five groups (Wu 1995:53-56; following Ma 1978) based on the 
nature of relationship existing between the content words, whether synonymic, 
contrastive, sequential, purposive or causative. The unique nature of the combination 
of the numbers qī (七  ‗seven‘) and bā (八  ‗eight‘) is also explored. 
A number of special attributes of ch￩ngyǔ was then explored. Questions 
regarding the problematic grammatical structure of some ch￩ngyǔ are discussed in   6 
4.4.1. Section 4.4.2 was devoted to those two-part ch￩ngyǔ whose two halves are 
syntactically invertible in common usage. The effects of bàn (半  ‗half‘) and of 
negation were investigated in 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. 
Finally, since the subset of ch￩ngyǔ at hand is defined by their inclusion of 
numerals, an additional component of the analysis was to take those ch￩ngyǔ as a 
convenient vantage point from which to consider the recurring use of numerals as a 
discourse device to convey ―recourse to established authority‖ (Kern 2002), and how 
this rhetorical move in turn draws repeatedly on a number of distinct but intertwined 
themes in Chinese culture, either to reiterate their message in a new form, or to 
employ them as a springboard for new ideas. These themes include the traditional 
Chinese explication of the cosmology, order and nature of the universe as reflected in 
the philosophies of yīn (陰) and yáng (陽) and the wǔx￭ng (五行  ‗Five Phases‘ or 
‗Five Elements‘ of the universe); ideas concerning destiny, providence and religion; as 
well as Confucian ideals regarding knowledge, virtue and the appropriate role of the 
individual within an authoritative (and at least traditionally, male-dominated) society. 
It should be noted, however, that this dissertation is far from being primarily 
concerned with literature or culture. Everyday conversation in the various languages 
of China and mainland Southeast Asia is liberally sprinkled with this particularly 
compact, elegant and expressive form of allusive language, and they serve a wide   7 
range of communicative purposes. Moreover, there are intriguing questions associated 
with the analysis of ch￩ngyǔ in terms of the grammatical relations and constituent 
structure of their form. These issues place their study firmly within the realm of 
linguistics Chapter 2 
 
Literature Review   9 
2.1  Regional significance of four-character idioms 
Traditional Chinese four-character idiomatic expressions (or ch￩ngyǔ) are 
essentially merely one example of a wider phenomenon, as they are an areal feature in 
the languages of China and mainland Southeast Asia (Matisoff 1983:76-7). Analogous 
four-syllable expressions have been discussed for languages such as Tibetan (Naga & 
Rigzin 1994), Thai (Hudak 1990:768), Vietnamese (Liem 1970), Lahu (Matisoff 
1973:81-86, 297-301), Burmese (Wheatley 1990:850), Pacoh (Watson 2001), and 
Hmong (Mortensen 2003). They are sometimes referred to as ―elaborate expressions‖, 
―four-syllable expressions‖ or ―quadrisyllabric expressions‖ in the relevant literature. 
Most Japanese yojijukugo or idiomatic four-kanji compounds  四字熟語    (四字  yoji 
four Chinese characters +  熟語  jukugo idiom) are directly transplanted from ancient 
China (Dobrovol'skij & Piirainen 2005:37), and the degree of borrowing or at least 
cross-influence between Chinese and other language groups in the area seems 
significant, at least upon superficial inspection. Compare for example the following 
metonymic expressions from White Hmong and Chinese: 
HMONG:  cuaj    phaj    yim    ntim 
          nine    plates    eight    bowls 
            ‗a big feast‘ 
              (Johns & Strecker 1982:164) 
 
CHINESE:  sān    chá  liù  fàn 
          three  tea   six   rice 
        ‗a big feast‘ 
 
In Thai, Lao, Vietnamese and presumably other language communities of the area,   10 
mastery of these expressions is often considered an essential component of effective 
communication (Goddard 2005:212). 
2.2.  Significance of chéngyǔ in Chinese culture 
Proverbs and idioms share an important position in the linguistic repertoire 
available to members of every culture, as Howell noted: ―Every speech hath certaine 
Idiomes, and customary Phrases of its own‖ (Howell 1642). They are the nexus where 
shared cultural beliefs or perceptions, the appeal of creative linguistic behavior and 
the benefits of formulaic, prefabricated language are spliced and recast in pithy, 
appealing and enduring form. Chinese culture has been singled out for its ubiquitous 
use of proverbs and four-character idioms as discourse tools (see Rohsenow 2003). 
Passed down through generations and even millennia, traditional Chinese 
four-character idiomatic expressions (or ch￩ngyǔ) are a form of creative language use 
and patterned symbol manipulation. Although there are formal, informal and even 
impolite ch￩ngyǔ in wide usage, the form itself is strongly associated with an elegant, 
literary and at times recondite and semantically opaque style of self-expression. 
Although ch￩ngyǔ are widely used informally to describe situations in everyday life, 
they are widely regarded as the ―cream of the Chinese language‖ reflecting the 
―height of culture‖ (Xu 1998:71). The formal educational system requires students to 
be able to make proper use of a substantial number of the more than 20,000 ch￩ngyǔ   11 
listed in larger dictionaries (Yang et al. 2006:755). Since ―...using [ch￩ngyǔ] requires 
some classical knowledge and rhetorical skill... [and] ‗adequate use‘ is an important 
part of [their] everyday aesthetic function.‖ Günthner (2001:266), there is even a 
ch￩ngyǔ used to compliment verbal skills, including proficient use of ch￩ngyǔ: chū 
kǒu ch￩ng zhāng (出勣成章  ‗words flow from the mouth as from the pen of a master‘). 
2.2.1.  Creative and ritual language use 
Wu (1992; 1995) traces the history of the tetrasyllabic verse back to the poetry of 
the Shī Jīng (詩經  ‗ Book of Odes‘), the earliest existing collection of Chinese poems, 
ranging in date from the Zhou Dynasty (1027-771 BC) to the Spring & Autumn 
Period (770-476 BC). The primacy of the Shī Jīng in ritual text is echoed by other 
scholars, as Kern notes that it is the ―model text of Han memorial culture – and indeed 
of Chinese cultural memory in general‖ (Kern 2006:xxiv). Many of the poems were 
constructed as a series of four-character lines. Other sources also clearly reveal the 
importance of the four-character form in written tradition of China. In the year 218 
B.C. a stele was erected atop Mt. Zhifu in the eastern regions of the newly unified Qin 
Empire. One of seven stele erected atop seven mountains, it celebrated the 
accomplishments of the first Qin Emperor, Q￭n Shǐ Hu￡ng (秦始皇):   12 
 
 
 
   13 
 
The four-character format was deliberately chosen by the ―classicists and erudites‖ 
who composed and carved it, since the format was: 
 
…first  and  foremost,  expressive  of  a  mature  ritual  tradition… 
Their very appearance of regularity and measured beauty signaled 
the  recourse  to  established  authority  and  to  an  authoritative, 
non-negotiable  style  of  representation…  Consciously  designed 
repetition and variation may have been a significant part of the 
message,  endowing  the  text  with  an  aura  of  standardized, 
normative expression. 
(Kern 2002) 
The four-character structure of ch￩ngyǔ have been carried down through the ages in 
Chinese creative language use and patterned symbol manipulation, since ―linguistic 
patterns that project an authoritative voice... convince the reader that the speaker is 
reliable‖ (Porter 1992:58). 
Much as idioms are ―the poetry of daily discourse‖ through which ―…the truly 
creative nature of human expression reveals itself‖ (Johnson-Laird 1993: ix), it is a 
commonly held notion among Chinese that ch￩ngyǔ represent the ―…perfect 
manifestation of the prosodic musicality, structural equilibrium or symmetry, and 
semantic succinctness of [the Chinese language]‖ (Xu 2006, 107; Ji 2007:70). It is   14 
unsurprising therefore that ch￩ngyǔ are nearly inescapable in Chinese vernacular 
literature. Examples drawn from literature include yī mi￠n zhī yu￡n (一面之緣, 
literally ―one face of fate; one meeting‘s fate‖ meaning ―only having one chance to 
see/meet a person through the fate or luck by which people are brought together‖. 
This idiom is first found in the 18th century novel Hónglóu mèng (紅樓夢  usually 
translated as Dream of the Red Chamber), also known as Shítóu jì (石頭記  The Story 
of the Stone), considered by scholars to be one of China's ―Four Great Classical 
Novels‖ (四大名著), 
A scan of the notes in the back matter of one English translation of Jīn P￭ngm￩i 
(郑瓶梅  literally The Plum in the Golden Vase, often translated as The Golden 
Lotus) –a classic Chinese novel first published at the end of the sixteenth or beginning 
of the seventeenth century–reveals at least one hundred instances of ch￩ngyǔ in use, 
including one originating as early as the fourth century (Xiao 2006:518; Carlitz 
1984:388). The classic 14
th century novel Shuǐhǔ Zhu￠n (水滸傳  ‗Water Margin’) , 
which is the first recorded source of many ch￩ngyǔ still in use today, contains a 
number of passages that utilize the power that contemporaneous culture had invested 
in ch￩ngyǔ, and in the correlative cosmology of numbers to achieve different aesthetic 
and rhetorical purposes:   15 
The entire philosophical framework rested upon the belief in the 
power of numbers (i.e., a precise measure) to calculate, define 
and  predict  man's  existence.  That  one  was  able  to  divine  the 
future from such an understanding invested these early correlative 
theories with considerable power. It is not surprising, then, that 
[creative language use in Chinese culture] draws from this rich 
source  of  symbolism,  imagery,  and  references  to  philosophers 
conventionally associated with correlative theories, all of which 
maximize the rhetorical effect of the style. 
(Porter 1992:58-9) 
At times in the novel both numbers and ch￩ngyǔ are used as a pragmatic device to 
mimic the register of a su￠n sh￹ xiān shēng (筭數先生  ‗man of calculations‘), thus 
achieving an affectation of power and authority. Porter mentions the use of numbers 
in the Water Margin in contexts such as: 
In a long section that deals specifically with the length of the 
reigns of the first four Sung emperors, numbers are... used... to 
lend a stamp of authority to the discursive style… Classifying, or 
ordering, and the reliance on certain idioms impart to the text a 
scientific air of objectivity and factuality, truth, which reinforces 
the authoritative voice of the narrator. 
(Porter 1992: 64, 58-9; my emphasis) 
In other passages the use of numbers and ch￩ngyǔ takes place in incongruously 
powerless situations, as a means of achieving humorous irony (Porter 1992:58-9): 
Marshal  Hung  collapsed  by  the  roots  of  a  tree;  he  had  been  so 
frightened  that  thirty-six  of  his  teeth  scraped  each  other  with  a 
ferocious clatter. That heart [of his] sounded like fifteen buckets 
[from a well], seven up, eight down, all rattling away. 
(Shui-hu ch'üan chuan [Water Margin] 
edition, 1:5, as cited in Porter 
1992:70; my emphasis.) 
Porter opines further that the ―association of chattering teeth and a rapidly beating   16 
heart with numbers–usually used to impart a sense of authority–creates an ironic 
context, and enhances the comic atmosphere of the scene‖ (Porter 1992:70). 
Notice the embedded ch￩ngyǔ ―seven up, eight down‖ (qī sh￠ng bā lu￲  七上八
下; ‗an unsettled mind‘) in the previous passage from the Water Margin. This 
imaginative depiction of a common emotional state, still popular in current usage, is 
exampley of the manner in which idioms are used to communicate ―... ways in which 
individuals construct mental models of the world, and... convey their contents 
vividly‖. (Johnson-Laird 1993: ix).The question arises: is Water Margin the original 
source of this ch￩ngyǔ, or did the idiom predate the literary classic? Wu (1995:65-6; 
following Shi 1979 and Ma 1978) argues that although ch￩ngyǔ ―[owe] more to the 
written traditions than to oral traditions‖ the two sources are interwoven and 
interdependent. When enduring oral expressions of high literary or aesthetic quality 
were employed in written texts, their idiomatic status was assured. Though the precise 
origins of ch￩ngyǔ are not always certain, they function today as metonymic indexes 
to classics of Chinese literature and the Confucian canon, such as the ―L￺n Yǔ (the 
Confucian Analects), the Shūjīng (the Book of History), Shī Jīng (the Book of Odes) 
and the Lǐj￬ (the Book of Rites)‖ (Günthner 2001:266). 
The prevalence and rhetorical power of ch￩ngyǔ in Chinese culture is so great 
that as a new inventory of expressions were coined to fit the current orthodoxy during   17 
the Cultural Revolution (CR), which was notable for its opposition to traditional 
literature (Yang 1998), ―nearly all political slogans were framed in ch￩ngyǔ form‖ 
(Hodge 1998:103).    The ch￩ngyǔ w￠n zh￲ng yī xīn (萬眾一心  ‗ten thousand people 
have a single heart; the multitudes are united‘), which is a part of the current dataset 
due to its use of wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘) and yī (一  ‗one‘), has been a part of 
Y￬yǒngjūn J￬nx￭ngqǔ (義勇軍進行曲  ‗The March of the Volunteers‘), the national 
anthem of the People's Republic of China, since 1949 (Kratochvil 1968:81). Novels 
written during that period actually had a relatively higher use of ch￩ngyǔ per 100,000 
written characters than did pre-CR novels (Yang 1998:67-69). Many memorable 
expressions were recast from old ones or newly coined in an age-old format, including 
some attributed directly to Chairman Mao: yī qi￳ng ￨r b￡i (一禮䶌白;  一穷䶌白; ‗one 
poor two blank‘) to describe poverty in China, hǔ f￹ w￺ quǎn (虎父無熬  ‗tiger father 
no dog son‘) a great father cannot produce a substandard son. Finally, ni￺ guǐ sh￩ sh￩n 
(牛鬼蛇神  ‗cow demon snake spirit‘) originally referred to monsters and evil spirits, 
but was recast to mean ―class enemies‖ or other individuals deemed undesirable to the 
Communist regime (Goddard 2005:213). A telling example of a four-character 
expression from the Cutural revolution is pī Lín pī Kǒng (批  暗  批孔  ‗criticize Lin 
Biao; criticize Confucius‘), in which a classical Chinese rhetorical device is used to 
attack a classical Chinese system of thought.   18 
Perhaps ironically (in light of their likely descent from earlier poetic forms, and 
the rich, allusive creativity associated with their use in novels such as Water Margin), 
all three of these authors note a secondary effect of this increased reliance on the 
ch￩ngyǔ format: ―linguistic impoverishment and thought deprivation‖ (Lu 2004:162). 
Echoing the earlier use of ch￩ngyǔ as a rhetorical device to establish an air of 
authority, Hodge describes their utilization during the Cultural Revolution as a closed 
form of expression, ―highly reductive, expelling everything from the surface of the 
text except the decree, the judgment, the command‖ (Hodge 1998:9). As Yang states: 
―...‗empty‘  and…  ‗stereotyped‘  are  among  the  most  prominent 
characteristics of the… general stylistic fashion… Such style is… 
in accord with the expressive effect of… ‗conciseness‘ in meaning 
and ‗evenness‘ in form, which are attributed to the restriction of a 
fixed  syllabic  structure…  too  frequent  or  excessive  use  of 
four-syllable phrases must reduce the minuteness and liveliness of 
description.‖ 
(Yang 1998:169) 
Beneath the overt content of each ch￩ngyǔ is an underlying palimpsest of a cultural 
value system that, as Obelkevitch (1987:65) notes, places ―…the collective before the 
individual, the recurrent and stereotyped before the unique, external rules before 
self-determination, common sense before the individual vision, [and] survival before 
happiness.‖ 
2.3.  English-language literature on chéngyǔ 
While both the Chinese-language literature on ch￩ngyǔ and the English-language   19 
literature on idioms in English are well-developed (for the latter see especially 
Nunberg et al. 1994, Gibbs 1992, Gibbs 1993, Gibbs 1994), the English-language 
literature on ch￩ngyǔ is somewhat sparse. A treatment by Ching (1964) was a notable 
point of reference in earlier literature. It deals with four-character expressions without 
restricting itself solely to ch￩ngyǔ. Lee (1978) lumps ch￩ngyǔ under a catch-all aegis 
of ―proverbs‖, but his discussion of ch￩ngyǔ per se is very limited. In addition to 
discussing how ―proverbs‖ are used strategically in given cultural contexts, Lee offers 
a brief but interesting discussion of the decline of the use of proverbs in the West as 
opposed to their continued prevalence in China–an idea echoed and expanded upon in 
the Introduction to Rohsenow‘s (2003) ABC Dictionary of Chinese Proverbs. Lee 
closes with pedagogical tips for teaching Chinese proverbs. Wu (1992) offers a 
theoretical and operational framework for a computer-assisted language teaching of 
Chinese sentences (in particular, ch￩ngyǔ), with a coding scheme based on Case 
Grammar. She further provides a useful definition and analysis of Chinese ch￩ngyǔ, 
including an analysis of 680 ch￩ngyǔ that categorizes them based on internal 
constituent construction, function and case semantics. The first chapter of Wu (1992) 
is essentially duplicated in Wu (1995). This paper offers an overview of the standard 
form, characteristics and historical sources of Chinese ch￩ngyǔ, as well as a survey of 
definitions offered by various secondary sources. Ji (2007a) first unpacks each of the   20 
three parts of the definition of ch￩ngyǔ offered by Shi (2005): ―those expressions that 
have been long conventionalized in Chinese; and normally with fixed structural 
patterns and compositional constituents; they usually have specific meanings which 
cannot be inferred from their literal meanings‖ (Shi 2005: 35). After a useful 
discussion of the limitations of that definition, Ji describes the proposal of Tao (2002) 
to divide Chinese ch￩ngyǔ into two categories based on their relative semantic clarity 
or opacity: non-figurative ch￩ngyǔ, labeled as parallel ch￩ngyǔ (PAIs), and figurative 
ch￩ngyǔ (FIGs). Ji (2007b) is a brief and preliminary attempt to use corpus-driven 
analysis to determine whether the ―seemingly idiosyncratic‖ structural variability of 
Chinese idiomatic expressions is in fact rule-governed. It employs Beijing 
University's free online Corpus of Chinese (2005) as a source of natural language. 
Yang, Read & Miller (2006) surveyed native speakers of Chinese and English in an 
attempt to provide a taxonomy of situations occurring in 140 Chinese ch￩ngyǔ. They 
also identified principles by which people systematically conceptualize and categorize 
the situations, largely in relation to the perception of achieving or failing to achieve 
goals. 
2.4.  Distinguishing features of chéngyǔ 
Generating a precise and satisfactory definition of ―idiom‖ has proven difficult 
for scholars. Nunberg, Sag and Wasow (1994:493) state that the term ―…inhabit[s] the   21 
ungoverned country between lay metalanguage and the theoretical terminology of 
linguistics‖. At the most basic level, idioms are one member of a set of formulaic 
sequences that are very frequently called upon in language use, due to ―the recurrence 
of similar situations in human affairs...a natural tendency to economy of effort 
[and]...the exigencies of real-time conversation‖ (Sinclair 1991:110). According to 
Wray and Perkins (2001) a ‗formulaic sequence‘ is: 
 
a  sequence,  continuous  or  discontinuous,  of  words  or  other 
meaning elements, which is, or appears to be, prefabricated: that 
is, stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time of use, 
rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language 
grammar 
(Wray & Perkins, 2001:1) 
Perkins (2000:52) further defines formulaic strings as: ―...linguistic items where the 
relation of each item to the rest is relatively fixed, and where the substitutability of 
one item by another of the same category is relatively constrained‖. 
Narrowing the scope from formulaic string to idiom, a variety of definitions can 
be found, most of which focus on their quality of semantic opacity. As an example, 
Cruse (1986:37) offers a ―traditional definition‖ of an idiom as ―an expression whose 
meaning cannot be inferred from the meaning of its parts.‖ This is in line with 
Kiparsky‘s (1976:79) earlier statement that within an idiom ―there is no relation 
between the meaning of the parts and the meaning of the whole from the standpoint of 
synchronic structure‖. However, definitions along this line are unsatisfactory for a   22 
number of reasons. First, it is not the case that all ch￩ngyǔ are completely opaque to 
interpretation by inference from the definition of component lexemes (see Nunberg et 
al 1994:498ff.). While not all idioms are semantically opaque, all figurative 
expressions that are semantically opaque must be idioms, ―else they would become 
unusable‖ (Wray & Perkins 2000:4). This means that if the expression as a whole 
were disassociated from its figurative meaning, then no meaning would be 
recoverable, and the expression would fall into disuse. Cruse notes the inadequacy of 
this definition and offers a further one: following the semanticist Werner Hass,
ii  he 
refers to an idiom as a single semantic constituent consisting of more than one lexical 
constituent, or a ―lexical complex which is semantically simplex.‖ However, Nunberg 
et al (1994) note that this line of argument, regarding the definition of an idiom as 
―phrasal entries in the lexicon, each associated with a single semantic representation,‖ 
follows logically from Kiparsky‘s reference to semantic opacity. 
In lieu of a definition of idioms, Nunberg et al offer a list of six independent 
properties of a prototypical idiom–conventionality, inflexibility, figuration, 
proverbiality, informality and affect: 
1.  Conventionality:  Idioms  are  conventionalized;  their  meaning  or  use 
can't  be  predicted,  or  at  least  entirely  predicted,  on  the  basis  of 
knowledge of the independent conventions that determine the use of 
their constituents when they appear in isolation from one another. 
2.  Inflexibility:  Idioms  typically  appear  only  in  a  limited  number  of 
syntactic  frames  or  constructions,  unlike  freely  composed   23 
constructions. 
3.  Figuration:  Idioms  typically  involve  metaphors,  metonymies, 
hyperboles or other kinds of figuration. 
4.  Proverbiality: Idioms are typically used to describe – and implicitly, to 
explain – a recurrent situation of particular social interest… in virtue 
of its resemblance to [other] concrete things and relations. 
5.  Informality:  Like  other  proverbial  expressions,  idioms  are  typically 
associated  with  relatively  informal  or  colloquial  registers  and  with 
popular speech and oral culture. 
6.  Affect:  idioms  are  typically  used  to  imply  a  certain  evaluation  or 
affective stance toward the things they denote. A language typically 
doesn‘t use idioms to describe situations that are regarded neutrally… 
[but rather, those that are] sufficiently charged with social meaning to 
be worthy of idiomatic reference. 
Nunberg et al 1994:493 
This can be compared with definitions of ch￩ngyǔ in various Chinese-language 
dictionaries, as discussed by Wu (1995) and Ji (2007a). The Chinese idiom ch￩ngyǔ 
has been defined as ―those expressions that have been long conventionalized in 
Chinese; and normally with fixed structural patterns and compositional constituents; 
they usually have specific meanings which cannot be inferred from their literal 
meanings‖ (Shi 2005: 35). Wu (1995) surveys, discusses and summarizes the 
definitions ch￩ngyǔ presented in a number of standard Chinese-language dictionaries. 
Her observations are compiled below: 
1.  Ch￩ngyǔ are set phrases that have seen ages of constant, widespread 
use in [Chinese] society, especially as used by the common folk. 
2.  Ch￩ngyǔ are usually fixed in form, comprised of four characters with 
varying [lexical] constituent constructions. 
3.  The meaning of a given ch￩ngyǔ only determined ―from the whole 
unit, no mater what the meanings of the individual constituents may 
be.‖   24 
4.  Although the meanings  of some ch￩ngyǔ  can be  deduced from the 
meanings  of  their  composite  constituents,  many  others  cannot  be 
understood without an understanding of the wider context or historical 
source. 
5.  Ch￩ngyǔ function as lexemes in sentences. 
6.  Ch￩ngyǔ  express  ideas  ―more  vividly  and  symbolically‖  than 
corresponding common lexemes with the same semantic import. 
7.  Ch￩ngyǔ have diverse origins, since some are new formations derived 
from old ones, some are inherited from classical literature, poetry or 
historical events, and some are borrowed from  other languages and 
cultures, as for example from Buddhist scriptures. 
Compiled from Wu 1995 
Wu notes that characteristics 2 and 3 are its distinguishing features. 
Nunberg et al.‘s first characteristic, conventionality, is largely true of ch￩ngyǔ, as 
noted in the third of Wu‘s set of characteristic listed above. That is especially true of 
those which metonymically index an entire anecdote in classical Chinese literature, or 
which employ classical Chinese terminology or grammar (Wu 1995:69-71). Even if 
we take into account the protestations of Pauline Yu (1987) and other Sinologists (see 
below), it certainly is true that ch￩ngyǔ and English idioms have in common the use 
of figurative language of some form. Unlike idioms in English, however, most 
ch￩ngyǔ are a standard length, composed of exactly four Chinese characters. As an 
example of the fixed form of ch￩ngyǔ, Wu (1995:66) states that ―none of the 
constituents of the idiom can be deleted or replaced by any other element.‖ However, 
Ji (2007) provides counterexamples: the idiom (―draw serpent, add feet‖), which 
means ‗doing unnecessary additional work‘, can be condensed to the second and   25 
fourth characters (serpent feet) without harm to its semantic import, while the idiom 
(together hostile enemy resist), which roughly means ‗the enemy of my enemy is my 
friend‘ can similarly be condensed to the final two adjacent characters, (enemy resist) 
(Ji 2007a:4). 
2.5.  Chinese perspective on metaphor 
Finally, although the English-language literature on ch￩ngyǔ is sparse, Ning Yu 
has produced an insightful and informative body of work regarding the Chinese 
perspective on metaphor, including the traditions regarding analysis of Chinese 
allusive poetic language. The bulk of this has been compiled into Yu (1998). While 
ch￩ngyǔ, as a form of idiom, may be understood to be motivated by enduring 
metaphors and metonymies (Gibbs 1997), there is a tradition among Sinologists 
(perhaps most famously propounded by Pauline Yu 1981; 1987) that denies that 
Chinese poetry and literature contain metaphors per se.
iii  To understand this line of 
reasoning, consider first that Blank (1999:171) compares and contrasts metaphor and 
metonymy in a manner that focuses on the creative activity of a human agent: 
―metaphor creates the relationship between its objects, while metonymy presupposes 
that relationship.‖ Some Sinologists adopt this same tack when contrasting Chinese 
figurative language with metaphor. On this view, the crucial sticking point is the 
single word ―creates‖:   26 
[In Western metaphor], the impact comes not so much from the 
newly  discovered  [but  pre-existing]  similarity  [between  the 
human subject and the external world] as from the boldness in 
comparing  two  widely  disparate  domains  of  experience,  in 
perceiving one in terms of the other... when it is discussed in 
Chinese poetics, the emphasis is not on the novelty, boldness or 
insightfulness  of  a  particular  metaphor,  but,  rather,  on  how 
successful  the  metaphor  is  in  correlating  [a  pre-existing 
similarity between] the human subject and the external world... 
there is no true equivalent of metaphor in Chinese poetics. 
(Yeh 1987:243; 252) 
Pauline Yu (1987) asserts this sort of figurative language is more properly 
considered a type of synecdoche or metonymy rather than metaphor. These are 
artifacts of the correlative nature of Chinese philosophy, as typified by the Five 
Phases or Five Elements: 
…Chinese  poetic  imagery  does  not  allude  to  a  realm  that  is 
fundamentally  [other  than]  the  concrete  world  or  establish 
correspondences  de  novo  between  the  sensible  and  the 
suprasensible.  These  correlations  already  existed,  to  be 
discovered by the poet, not manufactured. 
(Yu 1987:199-201; as cited in 
Bokenkamp 1989:212). 
While it is true that metonymic processes play a much larger role in the figurative 
language of Chinese than English. (Yu 1998; Huang 1994), Bokenkamp (1989) and 
Ning Yu (1998) are among those who will have none of the virtual ejection of 
metaphor from the inventory of the Chinese figurative language. Bokenkamp (1989) 
denies Pauline Yu‘s assertions:   27 
[Pauline  Yu  notes  that  fifth-century  poet]  Pao  Chao 
compares ‗straightness‘ [that is, the virtue of ‗uprightness‘] 
to ‗vermilion rope‘... Still, [the fact that] ―straightness‖ can 
denote a moral virtue does not mean that tight-drawn ropes 
and  virtuous  humans  belong  to  some  ―pre-existing  and 
non-mutually-exclusive class.‖ To make such an assertion, 
[Pauline]  Yu  must  at  least  find  collateral  support  in  the 
voluminous  writings,  which  she  nowhere  cites,  on  such 
principles of categorical correspondence as the Five Phases. 
                (Bokenkamp 1989:217 n30) 
Ibanez (2003:110) offers a more agency-neutral definition of metaphor than that of 
Blank (1999), describing it as ―a set of correspondences between two conceptual 
domains: source and target domain. The source domain helps us structure, understand 
and reason about the target domain.‖ Ning Yu uses this definition as a springboard for 
more radical stance than Bokenkamp‘s: not only is it a mistake to assert that Chinese 
creative language use contains no metaphors (since the operating metaphysical 
assumptions are based on a correlative philosophy), but the correlative Chinese 
philosophies are themselves metaphor: 
The theories of yin yang and five elements [or Five Phases] are in 
essence  theories  of  categorization  and  conceptualization.  They 
categorize and conceptualize things in certain relations in terms 
of other things in similar relations… they understand things in 
terms  of  another  thing  of  a  different  kind.  And  that  is 
metaphorical… the theories [themselves]…are giant metaphors. 
(Yu 1998:81) 
 
Much of Yu‘s (1998) discussion of metaphors in Chineses bears directly on the 
allusive language employed within the ch￩ngyǔ in this dataset. Table 1 below is a   28 
reproduction of Yu‘s mapping of the wǔx￭ng (五行  ‗Five Phases‘ or ‗Five Elements‘ 
of the universe) to five other categories, including internal organs and emotions. The 
internal organs are further divided into zàng (臟  ‗major organs‘) and fǔ (腑  ‗minor 
organs‘) (Table 1):. 
 
Table 1: The Five Elements in relation to five other categories 
 
 
The Chinese philosophy of wǔx￭ng and the stylistic impact it has had on 
ch￩ngyǔ is discussed in section 4.3.2.5, while the influence of imagery 
related to body parts is discussed in 4.5.1.2.8.    Consider also this 
ch￩ngyǔ: 
 
七  顛    八    倒   
qī    diān   bā     dǎo 
seven toss eight fall 
‗topsy-turvy; in great confusion‘ 
 
The combination of the numbers qī (七  'seven') and bā (八  'eight') as used   29 
to suggest disorder, untidiness or physical or emotional disturbance (Pellatt 
2007:96) is examined in section 4.3.2.6. It also seems reasonable to 
suggest that the imagery associated with the verbs ‗toss‘ and ‗fall‘ is 
connected with the experiential basis of the orientational metaphor UP IS 
UNKNOWN, as discussed in Lakoff and Johnson (1980a, 1980b:204), in 
the figurative sense of grasping, controlling or understanding a matter: ―if 
something is floating or flying through the air, it is harder to fix your gaze 
on it, locate it, and figure out how to reach it‖ (Lakoff and Johnson 
1980b:205). The extended meaning, then, could be taken as ―a disordered 
state caused by a lack of comprehension or control‖. However, further 
analysis of the conceptual metaphorical basis of the non-numerical 
lexemes of the chengyu in this dataset is a topic for future research. 
 
2.6.  Numerals and number mysticism in Chinese culture 
In Chinese culture, the study of numerals and numerology (shù xué 數學) has 
traditionally encompassed ―mathematics, philosophy, astrology and divination‖ (Ho 
2005:47) and an element of mysticism as well. The use of numerals in a cosmological 
system is found in the Lao Tzu, the Book of Changes, the Five Agents School, and the 
apocryphal literature of the Western Han period (206 B.C-A.D. 8) (Chan 1973:481). 
One of the underlying assumptions of the xiàng- shù xué (象數學) school of   30 
neo-Confucianism, which ―focused on cosmology and the order of the universe‖ was 
that numbers ―reflect order, structure and relationships‖ and ―symbolize 
characteristics of the world‖ (Birdwhistell 1989:4,74,75). The oldest extant Chinese 
writings bear witness to the belief that numbers are ―closely associated with the 
cosmological system‖ (Lip p. 5). The Tao Te Ching (D￠ojiā  道家), the classic text of 
Taoist philosophy, accords numbers a central role in the creation of the universe: 
 
Tao gives life to the one 
The one gives life to the two 
The two gives life to the three 
The three gives life to ten thousand things. 
(Lao Tzu 2001, p. 55) 
A later source, compiled between A.D. 85 and 105 but probably based upon texts 
dating from the second century B.C., elaborates upon this association between 
numerology and cosmology. The Ta Tai Li Chi (‗Records of the Rite of Elder Tai‘) 
records the following: 
Heaven is 1, Earth is 2, Man is 3. 3 x 3 makes 9. 9 x 9 makes 81. 1 
governs the Sun. The Sun‘s number is 10. Therefore Man is born in 
the tenth month of development. 
8 x 9 makes 72. Here an even number follows after an odd. Odd 
numbers govern time. Time governs the Moon. The Moon governs 
the  horse.  Therefore  the  horse  has  a  gestation  period  of  eleven 
months. 
                      (Ronan 1978:159) 
The culture of Taiwan has retained many Chinese traditions which the Cultural 
Revolution wiped away in China, as for example in the fact that it is not unusual for   31 
Taiwanese parents to select names of their children based in part on adding up the 
number of strokes in the characters of their children names to see if the result is an 
auspicious number. After some great misfortune, some adults legally change their 
names in order to change the number of strokes to a more auspicious one
iv  (Pellat 
2007:81). For millennia, numbers have been imbued with greater meaning across a 
wide range of discourse and activity. See Appendix Two for a brief summary of 
common correspondences and meanings of each number. 
2.7.  Culture and cultural beliefs 
Since idioms such as ch￩ngyǔ are linguistic devices that are communally shared, 
they often serve as touchstones that convey information about the nature and values of 
the source culture. Within the realm of cultural beliefs, the notion of ‗culture‘ is 
notoriously hard to define. Some representative definitions of belief in the relevant 
literature include: 
  A description and perception of an object, its characteristics, and 
its relationship with other objects. (Katz, 1960) 
  If a [person] perceives some relationship between two things or 
between something and a characteristic of it, [that person] is said 
to hold a belief. (Bem, 1970) 
  A proposition to  which a person attributes  at  least  a minimal 
degree  of  confidence.  A  proposition,  as  a  statement  about  an 
object(s) or relations between objects and/or attributes, can be of 
any content. (Bar-Tal, 1990) 
The traditional Chinese beliefs that are most relevant to this dissertation are Buddhism, 
neo-Confucianism, number mysticism, the concept of yīn (陰) and yáng (陽) and the   32 
cosmology of the wǔx￭ng (五行  ‗Five Phases‘ or ‗Five Elements‘ of the universe). 
These are discussed in greater detail in section 4.3.2.5. One Buddhist religious belief 
that was frequently referenced is the concept that people undergo a series of 
reincarnations, and events in the current life are frequently perceived as being a 
consequence of actions in a previous life. Briefly, Confucianism as an ethical and 
philosophical system that dates back to the sixth century B.C. teachings of Confucius 
or Kǒng Fūzǐ (孔夫子  ‗Master Kǒng‘). Although in its widest sense it has been 
extended to contain some religious dimensions (in particular, ancestor worship), 
Confucian thought primarily emphasizes the pursuit of values that are regarded as 
promoting moral order; this serves to demarcate social roles and preserve the social 
order. Attaining a reified Virtue is considered more important than describing or 
defining an objective Truth (Chai & Chai 1973:2; Hofstede 1994:11). 
Neo-Confucianism was an attempt to intermix Confucianism with various Taoist 
cosmological beliefs. Chapter 3 
 
Methodology   34 
3.1.  Sources of Data 
The data of this dissertation came from these sources: 
 
1.  The Corpus and Dictionary of Chinese Ch￩ngyǔ (1994): published by the 
Taiwan Ministry of Education (MOE): published by the Taiwan Ministry of 
Education (MOE). 
2.  Far East Chinese-English Dictionary (2007): edited and compiled by Shiqiu 
Liang and Fangjie Zhang. 
3.  Best Chinese Idioms (1989) by Situ Tan. 
4.  A Chinese-English Dictionary of Idioms and Proverbs (1988) by Xiao-Jun 
Heng and Xue-Shi Zhang. 
5.  NJStar Chinese English dictionary, which is included as a part of the NJStar 
Chinese Word Processor Version 5.23 available for download at: 
  http://www.njstar.com/cms/njstar-chinese-word-processor 
 
―The Corpus and Dictionary of Chinese Ch￩ngyǔ‖ was published by the Ministry of 
Education (MOE) of the Republic of China (Taiwan) in 1994. It is accessible online at: 
http://dict.idioms.moe.edu.tw/sort_pho.htm. This corpus/dictionary consolidates 
ch￩ngyǔ from 30 published dictionaries and reference books devoted to Chinese 
idioms, and includes approximately 48,000 idioms. This corpus provides the 
definitions and their extended/metaphorical meanings, origins of each idiom as well 
as any semantic changes the idioms underwent through time. It also provides detailed 
explanations of each idiom with respect to its cultural and historical background. The 
ch￩ngyǔ in this online corpus were collected from more than 30 genres consisting of a 
total of more than 48,276 different books and texts including Chinese novels, movies, 
religious canons, classical writings, conversations and common expressions, among   35 
other sources. It was designed by the Taiwanese Ministry of Education (MOE) as a 
resource book for foreigners learning Chinese as their second language. 
The ―Far East Chinese-English Dictionary‖ was edited and compiled by Shiqiu 
Liang and Fangjie Zhang (2007). It includes 120,000 entries of words, phrases, 
expressions and ch￩ngyǔ incorporaing 7,331 Chinese characters. The words were 
selected from a rich pool of source materials, including old and modern literary works, 
Chinese classics, newspapers, periodicals, dictionaries, legal documents and daily 
conversations. 
―Best Chinese Idioms‖ is a three-volume series compiled by Situ Tan and 
translated from Chinese into English by Zhao Shu-Han and Tang Bo-Wen. A total of 
206 ch￩ngyǔ are presented in this book, which were collected from various sources 
such as common Chinese sayings passed down from generations, Chinese classics, 
myths, fables, legends, and historical events. The text provides the literal meanings, 
extended meanings, background stories and moral lessons commonly associated with 
these ch￩ngyǔ. Finally, ―A Chinese-English Dictionary of Idioms and Proverbs‖ 
contains 3,355 idioms. The chéngyǔ listed come from the ancient Chinese myths and 
fables, historical legends, classical works, and in some cases, colloquial expressions. 
3.2.  Methodology 
A list of the four-character ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals was generated using   36 
material from the four aforementioned sources. This dissertation accepted the 
judgment of established sources regarding the categorization of an allusive expression 
as a ch￩ngyǔ. The only restriction laid on this dataset was that only those ch￩ngyǔ 
having four characters and including one or more numeric characters were included. 
Ch￩ngyǔ that have more than or less than four characters, as well as those that do not 
include numerals as a lexical item, were excluded. 
A word search was conducted to locate all of the ch￩ngyǔ in each dictionary 
which contain any numerals, including for example: yī (一  ‗one‘), èr (䶌  ‗two‘), sān 
(三  ‗three‘), sì (四  ‗four‘), wǔ (五  ‗five‘), liù (六  ‗six‘), qī (七  ‗seven‘), bā (八 
‗eight‘), ‗九  (nine)‘, shí (十  ‗ten‘), bǎi (百  ‗hundred‘), qiān (千  ‗thousand‘), wàn (萬 
‗10 thousand‘),    yì (億  ‗100 million‘), and zhào (兆  ‗trillion‘). Using this 
methodology, a total of 1,895 ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals were identified in the data. 
Ch￩ngyǔ that are present in more than one dictionary were only included once in the 
list. Ch￩ngyǔ that are highly similar but contain different vocabulary items 
representing variations on a single meaning are treated as two distinct entries in this 
study. This was done for two reasons. First, such ch￩ngyǔ are often considered 
different entries in dictionaries, and one variant may be used with higher frequency 
than its complement. Second, they may evoke subtly but meaningfully different 
mental representations. For example:   37 
  (1)  一  刀  兩    檵 
yī    dāo  liǎng du￠n 
    one knife two sections 
  ‗to sever relations by one stroke; to be through with‘ 
 
(2)  一  刀  兩    斷 
yī    dāo   liǎng du￠n 
  one knife two broken 
  ‗to sever relations by one stroke; to be through with‘ 
 
(3)  不  值  一  撇 
bù    zhí   yī  wén 
  not worth one penny/copper coin 
  ‗not worth a penny; completely worthless; mere trash‘ 
 
(4)  不  痴  一  撇 
bù    zhí   yī    wén 
  not worth/straight one penny/copper coin 
  ‗not worth a penny; completely worthless; mere trash‘ 
 
In (1) and (2), duàn (檵) and duàn (斷) are homonyms, but the former means 
‗sections, parts‘ whereas the latter means ‗broken.‘ Though they are phonologically 
identical, these two words (檵  duàn and  斷  duàn) invoke slightly different mental 
representations that are closely related in meaning. The former expression could be 
rendered as ‗make one cut, and then one solid piece is cleft into two separate pieces,‘ 
whereas the latter suggests ‗make one cut and then two formerly whole, intact parts 
become two broken pieces.‘ The latter idiom conveys a slight sense that some 
delineation or separation between the two parts existed before the ―cut‖, whereas in 
the former expression all delineation is a result of an incisive act. The latter   38 
expression has a higher usage frequency than the former. Similarly, (3) and (4) are 
considered two different entries. In (3), zhí  (值) means ‗worth‘ whereas zhí (痴) in 
(4) may mean either ‗worth‘ or ‗straight.‘ Although some people may use the pairs of 
expressions (1 with 2, and 3 with 4) interchangeably, these examples were treated as 
separate and distinct entries. As mentioned above, including both versions in the 
sample set was intended to aid an attempt to examine the frequency of actual usage of 
ch￩ngyǔ via corpus search. 
In order to ensure the appropriateness and accuracy of the translations, various 
bilingual dictionaries were consulted during the translation process. A reasonable 
attempt was be made to include all the information accessible from the resources, 
including background stories and examples in context for some ch￩ngyǔ. For many 
ch￩ngyǔ, however, not all this information is provided in the data sources. If any of 
the dictionaries in the dataset included the translation for a specific ch￩ngyǔ, that 
translation was employed in the dataset. Any ch￩ngyǔ which appear without an 
English translation in the sources were translated into English by a bilingual native 
speaker of Chinese. In some cases, translations of the latter subset was confirmed by 
one or more of three additional bilingual native speakers. All four of these bilingual 
native speakers of Chinese hold a Ph.D. degree from a university in the U.S. and are 
professors teaching college-level English in Taiwan.   39 
During this process, the following information was collected and presented (see 
examples in 1 through 4 above): 
 
1.  Hanyu  Pinyin  romanization  of  each  idiom,  which  adds 
diacritical marks to a vowel in order to depict the four (or 
five) tones of the Chinese language. 
2.  Chinese  characters.  The  traditional  character  set  is  used 
except where noted. 
3.  Literal translation of the meaning for each character in the 
ch￩ngyǔ. 
4.  Extended meaning for each idiom as a whole, based on the 
definitions given in the aforementioned dictionaries or other 
sources. 
 
Since each written character in a given idiom may have several possible 
meanings depending on its immediate context, the literal translation attempted to 
provide the most logical and appropriate lexical translation agreed upon by the 
translator and the other three native speakers of Chinese that double-checked the 
translations. For example: 
 
(5)  伯  樂  一  顧 
bó    lè    yī    gù 
  Bó Lè ( person's name) one view 
‗An eye for talent.‘ 
 
In (5), bó (伯) and lè (樂) were not dealt with as separate characters and translated 
literally to mean ‗uncle‘ and ‗joy‘ respectively, but rather as an individual‘s name. B￳ 
Lè was a character in folklore notable for his expertise at recognizing horses of   40 
superior quality. In addition, the Chinese character 顧  (gù) may take on several 
meanings such as ‗take care of something‘, ‗look at; view; turn around and look at‘, or 
‗take into consideration‘. However, in this instance, it was translated as ‗view‘ rather 
than ‗take care of something‘ due to the historical origin of this idiom: an anecdote in 
which a winged steed was examined by the horse expert (Bó Lè), and its value 
ascertained. Finally, many of the Pinyin spellings and extended meanings were drawn 
from the NJStar Chinese English dictionary (see item 5 on page 25, above). 
The collected ch￩ngyǔ were analyzed and categorized using different tools, 
including Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and string-parsing code written in the Python 
programming language. More details regarding the analyses are provided in each 
section where the findings are discussed in Chapter Four. Finally, the Corpus of 
Modern Chinese (CMC) was used to check and compare the frequencies between 
ch￩ngyǔ. 
The CMC corpus was developed by the Center of Chinese Linguistics at Beijing 
University and first became available for public use in January, 2005. It can be 
accessed via the internet at: http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/. This corpus is 
considered one of the largest corpuses of Modern Chinese (Ji 2007b). It contains 
approximately 115 million Chinese words.
v  The corpus consists of linguistic data 
collected from various genres and texts as shown in the following graph, representing   41 
the following categories (these correspond to the text on the horizontal axis of Figure 
1, below): 
1)  Contemporary People‘s Daily (the official organ of the Peoples‘ Republic 
of China) 
2)  Contemporary Digest of Literary Writings 
3)  Contemporary Market News and Reports 
4)  Contemporary Readers (magazine) 
5)  Contemporary Spoken Chinese 
6)  Contemporary Practical Writing in Chinese 
7)  Contemporary Literature (I) 
8)  Contemporary Translation Works 
9)  Contemporary Dictionaries 
10) Modern Drama 
11) Modern Literature (II) 
 
 
Figure 1:      Distribution of materials in the 
Corpus of Centre of Chinese Linguistics 
 
This corpus provides search functionality over the frequency of each idiom in 
both modern and ancient Chinese. This allows comparison between the frequencies of   42 
each idiom in modern Chinese and ancient Chinese, and thus, makes it possible to 
discern whether an idiom has been subject to a greater or lesser degree of markedness 
in common usage through time. Chapter 4 
 
Data Presentation and Findings 
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4.1.  Analysis of chéngyǔ by constituent number 
The occurrence of numerals in the 1,895 ch￩ngyǔ in the selected dataset were 
categorized and summarized as follows: 
Table 2: The distribution of numerals within ch￩ngyǔ 
Number in Ch￩ngyǔ  Total  Percentage  Rank 
一  ‗one‘  835  34.8%  1 
䶌  ‗two‘  64  2.7%  10 
三  ‗three‘  254  10.6%  2 
四  ‗four‘  106  4.4%  6 
五  ‗five‘  102  4.3%  7 
六  ‗six‘  50  2.1%  13 
七  ‗seven‘  55  2.3%  12 
八  ‗eight‘  85  3.5%  8 
九  ‗nine‘  62  2.6%  11 
十  ‗ten‘  72  3.0%  9 
百  ‗hundred‘  221  9.2%  5 
千    ‗thousand‘  243  10.1%  3 
萬  ‗10 thousand‘  232  9.7%  4 
億  ‗100 million‘  2  0.1%  15 
Other Numbers  15  0.6%  14 
Total  2,398*  100.0%   
* Sums to more than total number of ch￩ngyǔ; see below. 
Since a large number of ch￩ngyǔ contain more than one numeral, a single idiom 
might increase the tally for more than one numeral in this table. Therefore, even 
though the total number of ch￩ngyǔ examined in this study is 1,895, there are a total 
of 2,398 occurrences of numerals in these ch￩ngyǔ. For example: 
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(6)  三  宮    六  院 
sān   gōng    li￹    yu￠n 
  three palace six courtyard 
  ‗the emperor's harem‘ 
 
In (6), since two different numerals occur in this specific ch￩ngyǔ, the occurences 
were then tallied once under sān (三  ‗three‘) and once under liù (六  ‗six‘). To avoid 
double-counting, however, the tally for any given numeral is incremented only once 
for any given ch￩ngyǔ, regardless of how often the numeral appears in that idiom. For 
example: 
 
(7)  一  五  一  十 
yī    wǔ   yī    shí 
  one five one ten 
‗to enumerate or to narrate in precise detail‘ 
 
In (7), the numeral yī (一  ‗one‘) occurs twice, but the tally for yī is incremented only 
once in this analysis. 
Ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals display a strong preference for some numerals 
over others. The following table sorts and ranks the usage of numerals by their 
frequency in ch￩ngyǔ (Table 3):   46 
Table 3: Numerals occurring in ch￩ngyǔ, ranked by   
total number of ch￩ngyǔ in which they occur 
Numeral in 
ch￩ngyǔ 
Total  Percentage  Rank 
一  ‗one‘  835  34.8%  1   
三  ‗three‘  254  10.6%  2   
千    ‗thousand‘  243  10.1%  3   
萬  ‗10 thousand‘  232  9.7%  4   
百  ‗hundred‘  221  9.2%  5   
四  ‗four‘  106  4.4%  6   
五  ‗five‘  102  4.3%  7   
八  ‗eight‘  85  3.5%  8   
  十  ‗ten‘  72  3.0%  9   
䶌  ‗two‘  64  2.7%  10   
九  ‗nine‘  62  2.6%  11   
七  ‗seven‘  55  2.3%  12   
六  ‗six‘  50  2.1%  13   
Other Numbers  15  0.6%  14   
億  ‗100 million‘  2  0.1%  15   
Total  2,398  100.0%   
 
Table 3 shows that the numeral yī (一  ‗one‘) occurs the most frequently in the 
dataset, making up 34.82% of the total count of numerals. The five most frequently 
occurring numerals in this dataset of ch￩ngyǔ are yī (一  ‗one‘), sān (三  ‗three‘), qiān  
(千  ‗thousand‘),    bǎi (百  ‗hundred‘) and wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘) respectively. No 
ch￩ngyǔ were found to contain the number zhào (兆  ‗trillion‘). Fifteen numbers in 
the ch￩ngyǔ were put under the ‗other numbers‘ category, including shí èr (十䶌 
‗twelve‘), sh￭ sān (十三  ‗thirteen‘), sān sh￭ (三十  ‗thirty‘), sān sh￭ li￹ (三十六 
‗thirty-six‘), sān qiān (三千  ‗three thousand‘), shí wàn (十萬  ‗ten thousand‘), and so   47 
on. These numbers are among the least utilized in ch￩ngyǔ. Some examples of these 
less-frequently occurring values include: 
 
(8)  十  䶌  郑  牌 
shí   èr    jīn   pái 
    twelve golden medallion 
    ‗to describe a situation as being extremely urgent; it 
cannot be delayed even one moment‘ 
 
(9)  十  三  太  保 
shí   sān   tài    bǎo 
    thirteen grand protectors   
    ‗a gang of 13 juvenile gangsters; 
Any group of 13 distinguished individuals.‘ 
 
(10)  三  十  而  秋 
sān   shí   ér    lì 
    thirty then stand/establish 
    ‗a man should stand on his own feet at thirty years old‘ 
 
(11)    三  十  六  計 
sān   shí   liù  jì 
    thirty-six plan/strategy 
    ‗Of the thirty-six stratagems, the best one is to flee;   
the best thing to do at this juncture is to flee‘ 
 
(12)    三  千  珠  履 
sān   qiān zhū   lǚ 
    three thousand pearl shoe 
    ‗a person who overrates his/her own abilities‘ 
 
(13)    七  十  䶌  行 
qī  shí   èr    háng 
    seventy-two occupations 
    ‗any and all sorts of occupations or lines of work‘ 
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Example (12) is associated with a story from the Warring State years. At that time, the 
country of Zhao had messengers who carried swords made of jade to display their 
wealth. They attended a feast in the country of Chǔ (楚國) and saw more than three 
thousand guests wearing shoes decorated with precious pearls. Then, the messengers 
felt embarrassed for over-rating their own wealth and power. 
4.2.  The form of chéngyǔ containing numerals 
For this part of the analysis, ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals were examined and 
categorized into different groups based on the lexical category (part of speech) of each 
character, as proposed by Wu (1992). However, differing from Wu‘s approach, 
numerals are designated by the ‗crosshatch‘ or ‗pound sign‘ (#) rather than being 
assigned to a lexical category. Holding numerals constant in this manner highlights 
several studied factors, including the location and count of numerals within the 
ch￩ngyǔ, as well as their position relative to other syntactic categories. For example: 
 
(14)   十    全        十  美 
shí  quán       shí měi 
    ten   full/perfect ten beautiful 
      ‗perfect; complete‘ 
 
Under Wu‘s approach, example (14) would be considered as having the form of 
‗Adv Adj Adv Adj‘ (as in 15), whereas in the current study, it is analyzed as having 
the form of ‗# Mod # Mod‘ (as in 16):   49 
(15) Wu‘s Analysis (1992): 
十    全      十  美 
shí      quán     shí  měi 
ten      full/perfect    ten  beautiful 
      (Adv      Adj         Adv Adj)    
 
(16) Current Analysis: 
十  全      十  美 
Shí  quán     shí  měi 
Ten  full/perfect  ten  beautiful 
(#  Mod     #  Mod)         
The paradigm offered in (16) exemplifies the current approach of labeling characters 
heterogeneously by leaving the lexical category of numbers completely unspecified 
(thus labeling them as ‗#‘) in the representation of the structure of a phrase, while at 
the same time specifying the lexical category or function of all other words. This is 
done in order to explore the relationship between numbers and other grammatical 
elements as it occurs within ch￩ngyǔ. As some might say, this artifice deliberately 
"mixes apples with oranges" in order to probe the arrangement of certain apples 
(numbers) with respect to certain oranges (all other words). 
A few structures required special treatment: negation, the word zhī (之), and 
adjectives and adverbs as modifiers. First, words that indicate negation such as bù 
(不  ‗not‘), wú (無  ‗no, none‘), and mò (莫  ‗none; no; not; do not‘) are marked as 
‗Neg‘ in the analysis, as in (17): 
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(17)    食  不   䶌  味 
shí  bù  èr  wèi 
eat  not  two  flavors 
(V      Neg      #      N)   
      ‗very frugal, and hesitant to spend money‘ 
 
Second, a considerable number of ch￩ngyǔ contain the word zhī (之), which may be 
used either as an object, or as a particle that connects the modifier and the word 
modified without actual reference (Wu 1992). If used without actual reference, it 
functions only as an object to connect a modifier and a word being modified. 
 
(18)   一  笑    置    之 
yī    xiào    zhì     zhī 
(#  N    V    N)   
  one   smile put it 
  ‗to dismiss with a laugh; to laugh it off‘ 
 
.    (19)    一  狐  之  腋 
yī    hú  zhī  yè 
          (#  N  之  N) 
     one   fox  zhī  armpit 
     ‗The underfur of a single fox.‘ 
 
Example (19) is used to refer to ‗the best part of something‘ or ‗something precious‘. 
Even though both (18) and (19) contain the word zhī (之), it does not fulfill the same 
grammatical role or function in each sentence, and thus is labeled differently in the 
analysis. In (18) zhī performs a function similar to that of the English pronoun ‗it‘, 
whereas in (19) it functions as the particle which connects the modifier and the word 
modified, without actual reference. The zhī (之) in (18) functions as a pronoun, but   51 
pronouns and nouns are grouped together and labeled as ‗N (noun)‘ in this analysis, 
because they serve the same grammatical function in the ch￩ngyǔ. On the other hand, 
the zhī (之) in (19) is labeled as ‗zhī‘. There are a total of 102 ch￩ngyǔ in the dataset 
containing the character zhī 之, see Appendix 5 for more examples. 
Finally, this analysis does not distinguish between adverbs and adjectives, but 
rather uses the category of ‗modifiers‘ (Mod) to describe both of them. This decision 
reflects not only a desire for brevity in the analysis, but also stems from certain 
complexities of the Chinese language. First, the (slight) underspecification of adverbs 
and adjectives by labeling them as (Mod) helps to restrict the complexity of the 
analysis. Given the goals of this dissertation, little additional insight is gained in 
return for the considerable added complexity that a more complete specification of 
these related lexical categories would offer. For example, after adopting this 
procedure, a total of 106 different forms available for analysis were noted. However, 
the individual contributions of no fewer than 82 of these structures, or about 77% of 
the total count, are each less than 1% of the total. If we differentiate further among the 
forms, the resulting dramatic increase in the number of forms catalogued may not 
produce any concomitant increase in the descriptive power of the analysis. Second, 
the modifiers do not always lend themselves firmly to placement in any lexical 
category. This is particularly true in those ch￩ngyǔ whose structure is determined by   52 
the grammar of classical Chinese (Wu 1995:63ff; LeBlanc 1995:59). Certain lexemes 
were syntactically polyvalent, and thus were more accurately taken as representing a 
particular semantic field rather than fitting within a distinct lexical category (LeBlanc 
1995:59). For example: 
 
(20) 同    歸    一  燼 
tóng   guī   yī  jìn 
(Mod V  #  N) 
  together   return    one    ash 
  ‗to destroy together‘ 
 
The word tóng (同  adverb ‘together‘ or adjective ‗the same‘) may function as either 
an adjective or an adverb, since guī (歸  ‗return‘) can be interpreted as a verb ―to 
return‖ or a noun ―return/result‖. In (20), it may be labeled as an ‗adverb‘ if we 
consider guī as a verb, with the resulting meaning ‗together return one ash.‘ 
Alternatively, tóng (同  ‗together‘) could also mean ‗the same‘ (adjective) and guī (歸 
‗return‘) could also mean ‗return‘ as a noun, making the idiom to mean ‗same 
return/result is to become one ash‘. These alternate readings for a single text, while 
quite closely related, result in different labels for the lexemes in the structure. 
Therefore, instead of further distinguishing between adjectives and adverbs, these 
kinds of occurrences are labeled ‗Mod‘. In this analysis, both adjectives and adverbs 
are considered a kind of a modifier for either a noun (adjective) or a verb (adverb). 
Since the characters are precisely the same for the two alternate readings, there is no   53 
readily apparent method for using a corpus to distinguish between their frequencies of 
use. In this case, the best judgment of native speaker informants was relied upon when 
labeling the lexical categories of the words. 
With these things in mind, 106 different forms were found among the collected 
ch￩ngyǔ in the analysis. The distributions are summarized as follows (Table 4): 
 
Table 4: Distributions of the Forms 
of Ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals 
Ranking  Forms  Count  Percentage 
1  # N # N  339  17.9% 
2  # N V N  117  6.2% 
3  N N # N  88  4.6% 
4  # N  之  N  80  4.2% 
5  # N Mod N  78  4.1% 
6  V # V #  75  4.0% 
7  # Mod # Mod  67  3.5% 
8  Mod N # N  64  3.4% 
9  # N N N  64  3.4% 
10  # V # V  63  3.3% 
11  N V # N  56  3.0% 
12  # N Neg V  53  2.8% 
13  V N # N  52  2.7% 
14  # N Mod Mod  45  2.4% 
15  # N V V  42  2.2% 
16  # N Mod V  36  1.9% 
17  Mod V # N  32  1.7% 
18  Mod Mod # N  31  1.6% 
19  V V # N  30  1.6% 
20  Neg V # N  26  1.4% 
21  N Mod # N  23  1.2% 
22  # V V N  22  1.2% 
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Table 4:    (cont‘d) 
Ranking  Forms  Count  Percentage 
23  # # N N  21  1.1% 
24  # V V V  19  1.0% 
25  # Neg N N  18  0.9% 
26  # V Neg N  16  0.8% 
27  # N Neg Mod  16  0.8% 
28  # V N N  14  0.7% 
29  N # N #  12  0.6% 
30  # V # N  12  0.6% 
31  # V # Mod  12  0.6% 
32  # N # Mod  12  0.6% 
33  # V Mod Mod  11  0.6% 
34  # N V Mod  11  0.6% 
35  # Neg # N  10  0.5% 
36  # N N Mod  10  0.5% 
37  V # V N  9  0.5% 
38  N Neg # N  9  0.5% 
39  # V Mod N  9  0.5% 
40  # N N V  9  0.5% 
41  # # # N  9  0.5% 
42  # # # #  9  0.5% 
43  V # N N  8  0.4% 
44  Mod # Mod #  8  0.4% 
45  # N Neg N  8  0.4% 
46  # Mod Mod N  8  0.4% 
47  V N # V  7  0.4% 
48  # Mod N N  7  0.4% 
49  # V Mod V  6  0.3% 
50  # Neg V #  6  0.3% 
51  Neg Mod # N  5  0.3% 
52  V  之  # N  4  0.2% 
53  V N V #  4  0.2% 
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Table 4:    (cont‘d) 
Ranking  Forms  Count  Percentage 
54  N N Neg #  4  0.2% 
55  Mod Mod Mod #  4  0.2% 
56  # #  之  N  4  0.2% 
57  V Neg # N  3  0.2% 
58  V # Neg #  3  0.2% 
59  N N V #  3  0.2% 
60  N N Mod #  3  0.2% 
61  N N # #  3  0.2% 
62  N #  之  N  3  0.2% 
63  N # N N  3  0.2% 
64  Mod Mod V #  3  0.2% 
65  Mod # # Mod  3  0.2% 
66  # N Neg #  3  0.2% 
67  V V Neg #  2  0.1% 
68  N # Mod N  2  0.1% 
69  Mod Mod # V  2  0.1% 
70  Mod # V N  2  0.1% 
71  Mod # N N  2  0.1% 
72  # V V #  2  0.1% 
73  # Neg V N  2  0.1% 
74  # Mod Mod V  2  0.1% 
75  # # V N  2  0.1% 
76  # # V #  2  0.1% 
77  # # Neg V  2  0.1% 
78  # # V V    1  0.1% 
79  V V V #  1  0.1% 
80  V N N #  1  0.1% 
81  V # V V  1  0.1% 
82  Neg V # #  1  0.1% 
83  Neg N V N  1  0.1% 
84  Neg N Mod N  1  0.1% 
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Table 4:    (cont‘d) 
Ranking  Forms  Count  Percentage 
85  Neg # V V  1  0.1% 
86  Neg # Neg V  1  0.1% 
87  Neg # Neg #  1  0.1% 
88  Neg # N N  1  0.1% 
89  N  之  # N  1  0.1% 
90  N V # #  1  0.1% 
91  N N N #  1  0.1% 
92  Mod V # #  1  0.1% 
93  Mod Neg # Mod  1  0.1% 
94  Mod N Neg #  1  0.1% 
95  Mod N Mod #  1  0.1% 
96  Mod Mod Neg #  1  0.1% 
97  Mod Mod N #  1  0.1% 
98  Mod Mod # #  1  0.1% 
99  Mod # Neg #  1  0.1% 
100  #  之  # #  1  0.1% 
101  # V Adv V  1  0.1% 
102  # V # #  1  0.1% 
103  # Neg # #  1  0.1% 
104  # N V #  1  0.1% 
105  # N # #  1  0.1% 
106  # Mod # #  1  0.1% 
 
Table 4 illustrates the fact that ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals display a wide range 
of forms. The following are some examples of some ch￩ngyǔ in the top 10 occurring 
forms, as listed in Table 4: 
 
(21)    一    步    一    鬼 
yī      bù      yī      guǐ 
(#    N    #    N) 
    one     step    one     ghost 
    ‗there are so many ghosts that one ghost can be seen for 
every step we take‘   57 
(22)    八    以    過    海 
bā      xiān    guò    hǎi 
(#      N      V      N) 
    Eight  Immortals cross    sea 
    ‗each person shows their own power/ability.‘ 
 
(23)    (N     N      #      N)     
草    巬    三    顧 
cǎo     lú      sān     gù 
straw  cottage    three    visit 
    ‗to make three calls at a thatched cottage‘ 
 
Example (22) This ch￩ngyǔ comes from a Ming Dynasty Chinese opera in which 
each of the Bāxiān (八以  ‗Eight Immortals‘) uses his or her powers to help the 
entire group of eight cross the East China Sea.    (23) is a historical allusion dating 
back to the Epoch of the Three  Kingdoms. The military strategist Zhuge Liang 
joined the warlord Liu Bei in 207 AD only after Liu Bei visited him in person three 
times. It is now used to describe a person in power who displays sincerity and 
eagerness while trying to obtain the service of outstanding individuals. 
 
(24)    一    飯    之    恩 
yī      fàn     zhī     ēn 
(#      N      之      N) 
    one   rice/meal particle  grace/favor 
    ‗a small favor from someone‘ 
 
(25)    三    窟    狡     兔 
sān     kū      jiǎo    tù 
(#      N      Mod    N) 
    three  burrows   wily    hare 
    ‗a crafty person has more than one method of escape‘   58 
 
(26)    坐    六    望    七 
zuò     liù     wàng    qī 
(V      #      V        #) 
    sit      six     view    seven 
    ‗a person‘s age is in the sixties and near the seventies.‘ 
 
(27)    三    長    兩    短 
sān     cháng    liǎng    duǎn 
(#    Mod   #    Mod) 
  three    long    two    short 
  ‗unforeseen disasters or accidents (usually, death)‘ 
 
(28)    (Mod  N    #    N)    
      敝    帚    千      郑 
bì      zhǒu    qiān    jīn 
    worn out broom    thousand gold 
  ‗subjective or sentimental value‘ 
 
(29)    (#  N    N  N)     
一    暕    南  柯 
Yī  zhěn   nán  kē 
One pillow    nán  kē (南柯  N￡nkē is a place name) 
    ‗life is like a dream and unpredictable;   
Easy come easy go‘ 
 
(30)    (#    V      #    V)     
三    殐      三    薰 
sān    mù       sān     xūn 
three  bathe    three    sweet grass fragrance 
    ‗to show the highest respect to someone.‘ 
 
(28) Originally indicated an attitude that valued one‘s own accomplishments or 
skills regardless of their objective value (Friedrich 2006:455), but has come to mean 
"sentimental value". Example (30) refers to a traditional practice of taking three baths   59 
and perfuming one‘s body with sweet grass fragrance three times before seeing any 
important person, to present the best image. In more recent usage this phrase 
describes a person who is extremely polite and respectful toward others. 
Numerals may occur in any given ch￩ngyǔ. Most of the ch￩ngyǔ in the dataset 
contain only one numeral, but some may have 2, 3 or even 4. The following table 
shows the total count of numerals in the ch￩ngyǔ examined (Table 5): 
 
Table 5: Total count of numerals 
        in each ch￩ngyǔ: 
Count of numerals 
in each idiom 
Total  Percentage 
1 numeral  1,172  61.8% 
2 numerals    700  36.9% 
3 numerals  15  0.8% 
4 numerals  8  0.4% 
Total  1,895  100.0% 
 
Table 5 reveals a striking preference for ch￩ngyǔ containing only one numeral. A total 
of 61.8% of ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals are of this variety. Nearly 37% of the 
remaining ch￩ngyǔ contain two numerals. Only 1.2% of the remaining ch￩ngyǔ are 
either comprised of three numerals plus a content word, or four numerals. 
An examination of the way that the forms correspond with the total count of 
numerals in each idiom reveals systematic differences. The following tables compare 
the top 10 types of forms among ch￩ngyǔ that contain 1 and 2 numerals, and the top 5 
that contain 3 numerals.   60 
 
Table 6: Form Comparisons among ch￩ngyǔ with 1, 2 and 3 numerals. 
6A: Chéngyǔ with 1 numeral    6B: Chéngyǔ with 2 numerals    6C: Chéngyǔ with 3 numerals 
Ranking  Forms  Total  Percentage   Ranking  Form  Total  Percentage    Ranking  Forms  Total  Percentage 
1  # N V N  117  10.0%    1  # N # N  342  48.9%    1  # # # N  10  66.7% 
2  N N # N  88  7.5%    2  V # V #  80  11.4%    2  # # V #  2  13.3% 
3  # N  之  N  80  6.8%    3 
# Mod # 
Mod 
66  9.4%    3  # Mod # #  1  6.7% 
4  # N Mod N  78  6.7%    4  # V # V  60  8.6%    4  # Neg # #  1  6.7% 
5  Mod N # N  64  5.5%    5  # # N N  40  5.7%    5  #  之  # #  1  6.7% 
6  # N N N  64  5.5%    6  # N # Mod  12  1.7%        Total  15  100.0% 
7  N V # N  56  4.8%    7  # V # Mod  11  1.6%           
8  # N Neg V  53  4.5%    8  # Neg # N  10  1.4%           
9  V N # N  52  4.4%    9  # V # N  20  2.9%           
10 
# N Mod 
Mod 
45  3.8%    10  N # N #  10  1.4%           
                           
A few interesting results arise, beyond the trivial observation that the potential for 
new combinations varies inversely with the count n of numerals in the string (until 
n=4 and the only possible form is ####). For example, this natural narrowing of the 
domain of possible results would not seem to sufficiently account for the strong 
preference for the #N#N form in ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals; accounting for 
48.9% of the total for that category. Selection must also be influenced by cultural, 
cognitive, or pragmatic considerations. 
4.3.  The distribution of numerals in chéngyǔ 
4.3.1.  Chéngyǔ containing only one number 
When there is only one number in a ch￩ngyǔ, it tends to occur most frequently in   61 
the first or third positions in the word string, at 58.5% or 36.4% respectively. The first 
and the third positions together comprise 95% of all of the ch￩ngyǔ with one number 
in them. It is relatively rare to find the numeral in the second (2.7%) or the fourth 
(2.3%) position. 
 
Table 7: The positions of numerals 
in ch￩ngyǔ containing only one numeral 
Position  Total  Percentage 
1 (#XXX)  686  58.5% 
2 (X#XX)  32  2.7% 
3 (XX#X)  427  36.4% 
4 (XXX#)  27  2.3% 
Total  1,172  100.0% 
 
Among the 1,172 ch￩ngyǔ containing only one numeral, the numerals yī (一  ‗one‘), 
bǎi (百  ‗hundred‘), wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘‘), sān (三  ‗three‘) and qiān (千  ‗thousand‘) 
are the five most likely to occur. The most dramatic result is the strong preference for 
the numeral yī (一  ‗one‘), which is found in 569 of the total occurrences. Thus at 
48.5% of the total, it comes quite close to equaling the total combined incidence of all 
the other numerals in the data. The frequency of each number in ch￩ngyǔ containing 
only one number are summarized as follows (Table 8):   62 
Table 8: Summary of the distributions of numerals 
  in ch￩ngyǔ containing one numeral   
Number  Total  Percentage  Rank 
一  ‗one‘  569  48.5%  1   
百  ‗hundred‘  117  10.0%  2   
萬  ‗10 thousand‘  116  9.9%  3   
三  ‗three‘  93  7.9%  4   
千    ‗thousand‘  79  6.7%  5   
五  ‗five‘  47  4.0%  6   
四  ‗four‘  35  3.0%  7   
八  ‗eight‘  26  2.2%  8   
十  ‗ten‘  24  2.0%  9   
六  ‗six‘  23  2.0%  10   
九  ‗nine‘  22  1.9%  11   
七  ‗seven‘  10  0.9%  12   
䶌  ‗two‘  10  0.9%  13   
億  ‗100 million‘  1  0.1%  14   
Total  1,172  100.0%   
 
4.3.2.  Chéngyǔ containing two numbers 
There are a total of 700 ch￩ngyǔ that contain two numbers. There are several 
variant placements of these numbers in the sequence of four characters of a ch￩ngyǔ: 
 
Table 9: The Positions of Numbers in Ch￩ngyǔ 
Containing two numerals 
Positions of Numbers  Total  Percentage 
1 3 (#X#X)  522  74.6% 
2 4 (X#X#)  103  14.7% 
1 2 (##XX)  48  6.9% 
2 3 (X##X)  13  1.9% 
3 4 (XX##)  8  1.1% 
1 4 (#XX#)  6  0.9% 
Total  700  100.0% 
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More than 74% of the ch￩ngyǔ in the above data have the numerals paired as the first 
and third characters; 14.7% have them in second and fourth positions, and 6.9% have 
them in the first and the second positions. In the present dataset it is possible, but 
unlikely, for numerals to be paired in positions 2-3, 3-4 or 1-4. Whenever ch￩ngyǔ 
contain two numbers, those numbers are most likely to be found in a parallel 
construction that balances numbers with other lexical items, alternating between the 
1-3 or 2-4 positions. A recurring # N # N structure is easily the most common, 
regardless of the equality relationship between the two numbers. 
It should be noted that the parallelism mentioned above is not merely a 
mechanical result of the structure‘s characteristic of having but four characters, two of 
which are numbers. Far from being restricted merely to ch￩ngyǔ, parallelism was 
―common in Classical Chinese, [and] endemic in Literary Chinese‖ (Needham & 
Harbsmeier 1998:103). For example, it was a required element of Chinese j￬ntǐshī (近
體詩) regulated poetry. All forms of j￬ntǐshī were required to exhibit parallelism, 
balancing word order and parts of speech in terms of the position within a couplet as 
well as in terms of contrast, analogy, and similarity between content words (Chang 
2007). To a degree the syntactic element of parallelism was an aid in comprehending 
the syntax of the text, partially compensating for the highly analytic nature of the 
language by creating and exploiting an element of structural predictability (Needham   64 
& Harbsmeier 1998:103-4). But even more, parallelism was an expression of deeper 
currents of Chinese thought, namely the correlative Chinese philosophy of the wǔx￭ng 
(五行  ‗Five Phases‘ or ‗Five Elements‘ of the universe), as explored in section 4.3.2.5. 
It found its expression in numerous ways within ch￩ngyǔ: syntactically (sections 
4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.4), as well as via content words with related semantic fields 
(section 4.3.2.9), reduplicated content words (section 4.3.2.10), and ch￩ngyǔ with 
invertible elements (section 4.4.3). 
If a pair of numerals N1 and N2 occur in an idiom, they may be of equal or 
unequal value. The following table shows the comparative relationship between the 
numeric values distributed in ch￩ngyǔ (Table 10): 
 
Table 10: The values of numerals in ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numerals 
Type  Total  Percentage 
N1 = N2    84  12.0% 
N1 > N2 (Decreasing)  221  31.6% 
N1 < N2 (Increasing)  395  56.4% 
Total  700  100.0% 
 
Table 10 demonstrates that among the ch￩ngyǔ containing a pair of numerals N1 and 
N2, 56.4% are in increasing form‗N1 < N2‘, 31.6% are decreasing ‗N1 > N2‘ and only 
12.0% are ‗N1 = N2.‘ This observation will be explored further in section 4.3.2.7, as 
part of a discussion regarding the use of numerals to strengthen or highlight a 
semantic contrast.   65 
4.3.2.1.  Doubling and tripling in chéngyǔ containing 2 numbers 
The values of each numeral in a ch￩ngyǔ as well as the relationship between 
numeric values when used in combination are not random. For example, a total of 76 
of the 700 ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals N1 and N2 have the value of one number 
being twice the value of the other. The distributions of these are summarized as 
follows: 
 
Table 11: Instances of doubling the value 
in ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals 
Number Combination  Total  Percentage 
1 and 2  47  61.8% 
3 and 6  12  15.8% 
4 and 8  10  13.2% 
5 and 10  7  9.2% 
Total  76  100.0% 
 
(31) 三  頭  六  臂 
sān   tóu   liù   bèi 
  three heads six arms 
    ‗a resourceful and capable person‘ 
 
(32) 十  圍  五  攻 
shí   wéi   wǔ   gōng 
    ten besiege five attack 
    ‗if the military force is ten times greater than 
the enemy‘s, then besiege them, but if only five times 
greater. then launch a focused attack upon them.‘ 
 
  (33) 一  勣  兩    匙 
yī    kǒu  liǎng  chí 
    one mouth two spoons 
‗greedy; greediness‘   66 
Example (32) come from the the H￲uh￠nshū (後漢書  ‗The Book of the Later Han‘). 
Only 22 of the 700 ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals contain a pair of numerals such 
that one numeral is triple the amount of the other. Specifically, there are thirteen 
ch￩ngyǔ involving the paired numerals yī (一  ‗one‘) and sān (三  ‗three‘) and nine 
ch￩ngyǔ involving sān (三  ‗three‘) and jiǔ (九  ‗nine‘). There are no ch￩ngyǔ 
containing the paired numerals èr  (䶌  ‗two‘) and liù (六  ‗six‘). Some examples 
include: 
 
(34)  三  教  九  流 
sān  jiào  jiǔ  liú 
three religions nine schools 
    ‗People of all walks of life‘ 
 
(35)  三  跪  九  叩 
sān  guì  jiǔ  kòu 
    three kneeling nine touching the ground with head 
    ‗to kowtow; abject submission or groveling‘ 
 
In (34) the three religions were Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism and the nine 
schools were Confucianism, Taoism, Astrology, Legalism, Nominalism, Mohism, 
and Diplomatic, Miscellanist and Agricultural schools. Example (35) refers to the 
practice known as kòutóu (叩頭  ‗kowtow‘), , an ancient ritual performed by a 
subject during an audience with the emperor. It involved kneeling three times and 
touching the ground with one‘s head thrice each time one knealt.   67 
4.3.2.2.  Chéngyǔ containing two identical numbers 
In a total of 84 out of the 700 ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals N1 and N2, the value 
of those numerals is identical (N1 = N2). However, only seven different numerals are 
found in this variety of ch￩ngyǔ. These include the numerals yī (一  ‗one‘), èr (䶌 
‗two‘), sān (三  ‗three‘), sì (四  ‗four‘),    jiǔ (九  ‗nine‘), shí (十  ‗ten‘), bǎi (百 
‗hundred‘) and wàn (萬  ‘10 thousand‘). Interestingly, no ch￩ngyǔ of this type contain 
wǔ (五  ‗five‘), liù (六  ‗six‘), qī (七  ‗seven‘), bā (八  ‗eight‘), qiān (千  ‗thousand‘) or 
yì (億  ‗100 million‘). There is an overwhelming preference for the use of the numeral 
yī (一  ‗one‘), comprising 71.4% of this group of idioms. Some examples of ch￩ngyǔ 
containing identical numerals are: 
 
(36)    一  手  一  貳 
yī    shǒu yī    zú 
    one hand one foot 
      ‗one person's weak force/strength‘ 
 
(37)    十  目  十  手 
shí   mù   shí   shǒu 
    ten eyes ten hands 
      ‗many are watching, do not be careless‘ 
 
(38) 九  九  歸  功 
jiǔ   jiǔ   guī   yuán 
    nine nine return origin 
    ‗to return to where it started‘ (said of argument, etc.)   68 
Table 12: Numbers in ‗N1 = N2‘ ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numerals 
Number  Total  Percentage 
一  ‗one‘  60  71.4% 
百  ‗hundred‘  9  10.7% 
三  ‗three‘  6  7.1% 
十  ‗ten‘  3  3.6% 
䶌  ‗two‘  2  2.4% 
四  ‗four‘  2  2.4% 
九  ‗nine‘  1  1.2% 
萬  ‗10 thousand‘  1  1.2% 
Total  84  100.0% 
 
The structure of the ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals in the ‗N1 = N2‘ category are 
summarized as follows (Table 13) 
 
Table 13: Forms of ‗N1 = N2‘ ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numerals 
Ranking  Forms  Count  Percentage 
1  # N # N  48  57.1% 
2  # V # V  20  23.8% 
3  # Mod # Mod  7  8.3% 
4  # V # Mod  2  2.4% 
5  V # V #  2  2.4% 
6  # # N N  1  1.2% 
7  # # Neg V  1  1.2% 
8  # # V N  1  1.2% 
9  # V # N  1  1.2% 
10  Mod # Mod #  1  1.2% 
    Total  84  100.0% 
 
Once again there is a strong preference for a small number of forms: the top two most 
commonly occurring forms, # N # N and # V # V, comprise approximately 81.0% of   69 
all ‗N1 = N2‘ ch￩ngyǔ. 
 
4.3.2.3.  Chéngyǔ containing two numbers where N1 > N2 
Of the 700 ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals N1 and N2 in the dataset, 221 have 
the first number greater than the second (‗N1 > N2‘ ; decreasing pattern). The 
structures of the ‗N1 > N2‘ ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals are summarized as 
follows (Table 14): 
 
Table 14: Forms of ‗N1 > N2‘ ch￩ngyǔ 
  containing two numerals 
Ranking  Form  Count  Percentage 
1.    # N # N  119  53.8% 
2.    # # N N  25  11.3% 
3.    # Mod # Mod  15  6.8% 
4.    V # V #  10  4.5% 
5.    # Neg # N  10  4.5% 
6.    # V # V  9  4.1% 
7.    # N # Mod  7  3.2% 
8.    # Neg V #  5  2.3% 
9.    # V # N  5  2.3% 
10.    N N # #  3  1.4% 
11.    N # N #  3  1.4% 
12.    # #  之  N  3  1.4% 
13.    Neg V # #  2  0.9% 
14.    # V # Mod  2  0.9% 
15.    # N V #  1  0.5% 
16.    # N #V  1  0.5% 
17.    # N Neg #  1  0.5% 
18.    Total  221  100.0% 
 
The top five most frequently occurring forms are ‗# N # N‘, ‗# # N N‘, ‗# Mod #   70 
Mod‘, ‗V # V #‘, and ‗# Neg # N‘ and they cover approximately 80.9% of the 221 of 
the ch￩ngyǔ in the data containing two numerals such that N1 > N2. The parallellism 
seen in the most common forms (particularly ‗# N # N‘) is a common phenomenon in 
this dataset, as for example as discussed throughout section 4.3 (especially in section 
4.3.2.9 and other the subsections under 4.3.2). 
It is interesting to see how the numbers collocate together when there are two 
numbers (with the first number greater than the second) in ch￩ngyǔ. The following 
summarizes these findings (Table 15): 
 
Table 15: Distribution of the Number Collocations ‗N1 > N2‘ 
Ranking 
Initial 
Number 
Second 
Number 
Total for this 
number pair 
Percentage 
of those with 
same initial 
number 
Total with 
same initial 
number 
1.   
萬  '10 
thousand' 
千  'thousand'  29  69.0%  42 
2.    千  'thousand'  一  'one'  24  58.5%  41 
3.    三  'three'  䶌  'two'  22  81.5%  27 
4.    一  'one'  零  'zero'  17  58.6%  29 
5.    千  'thousand'  百  'hundred'  17  41.5%  41 
6.    百  'hundred'  一  'one'  17  68.0%  25 
7.   
萬  '10 
thousand' 
一  'one'  13  31.0%  42 
8.    一  'one'  半  'half'  12  41.4%  29 
9.    十  'ten'  九  'nine'  12  48.0%  25 
10.    九  'nine'  一  'one'  5  45.5%  11 
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Table 15:    (cont‘d) 
Ranking 
Initial 
Number 
Second 
Number 
Total for this 
number pair 
Percentage 
of those with 
same initial 
number 
Total with 
same initial 
number 
11.    十  'ten'  五  'five'  5  20.0%  25 
12.    百  'hundred'  零  'zero'  5  20.0%  25 
13.    十  'ten'  一  'one'  4  16.0%  25 
14.    四  'four'  三  'three'  4  80.0%  5 
15.    九  'nine'  三  'three'  3  27.3%  11 
16.    十  'ten'  䶌  'two'  3  12.0%  25 
17.    三  'three'  一  'one'  3  11.1%  27 
18.    五  'five'  四  'four'  3  75.0%  4 
19.    六  'six'  三  'three'  3  75.0%  4 
20.    九  'nine'  五  'five'  2  18.2%  11 
21.    八  'eight'  五  'five'  2  40.0%  5 
22.    百  'hundred'  䶌  'two'  2  8.0%  25 
23.    七  'seven'  六  'six'  1  50.0%  2 
24.    七  'seven'  三  'three'  1  50.0%  2 
25.    九  'nine'  䶌  'two'  1  9.1%  11 
26.    八  'eight'  四  'four'  1  20.0%  5 
27.    八  'eight'  半  'half'  1  20.0%  5 
28.    八  'eight'  一  'one'  1  20.0%  5 
29.    十  'ten'  三  'three'  1  4.0%  25 
30.    三  'three'  零  'zero'  1  3.7%  27 
31.    三  'three'  半  'half'  1  3.7%  27 
32.    五  'five'  三  'three'  1  25.0%  4 
33.    六  'six'  四  'four'  1  25.0%  4 
34.    四  'four'  一  'one'  1  20.0%  5 
35.    百  'hundred'  六  'six'  1  4.0%  25 
36.   
億  100 
milion 
萬  '10 
thousand' 
1  100.0%  1 
 
Table 15 demonstrates the patterns in which numbers collocate in ch￩ngyǔ containing 
two numerals such that ‗N1 > N2‘. For example, there are a total of 29 ch￩ngyǔ with   72 
the first number being ‗one‘ and greater than the second number. Among the 29 
ch￩ngyǔ, 17 (58.6%) have the first number as ‗one‘ and the second number 
representing ‗zero‘ (including negation words denoting a sense of non-existence). 
Twelve (41.4%) have the first number being ‗one‘ but the second number as ‗half.‘ 
Similarly, qiān (千  ‗thousand‘) only collocates with two other numbers: yī (一  ‗one‘) 
(58.5%) and bǎi (百  ‗hundred‘) (41.5%). Also, wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘) only 
collocates with qiān  (千  ‗thousand‘) (69.0%) and yī (一  ‗one‘) (31.0%). 
 
4.3.2.4.  Chéngyǔ containing two numbers where N1 < N2 
Ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals N1 and N2 with the first number smaller than 
the second (N1 < N2) have structures that are summarized as follows (Table 16): 
 
Table 16: The Forms of ‗N1 < N2‘ 
ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals 
Ranking  Form  Total  Percentage 
1  # N # N  179  45.3% 
2  V # V #  57  14.4% 
3  # Mod # Mod  43  10.9% 
4  # V # V  32  8.1% 
5  # # N N  15  3.8% 
6  N # N #  8  2.0% 
7  # V # N  8  2.0% 
8  Mod # Mod #  7  1.8% 
9  V # V N  7  1.8% 
10  N # # N  7  1.8% 
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Table 16:    (cont‘d) 
Ranking  Form  Total  Percentage 
11  # V # Mod  7  1.8% 
12  # N # Mod  5  1.3% 
13  Mod # # Mod  3  0.8% 
14  V # Neg #  3  0.8% 
15  V # # N  2  0.5% 
16  V V # #  2  0.5% 
17  # N Neg #  2  0.5% 
18  N V # #  1  0.3% 
19  Mod Mod # #  1  0.3% 
20  Mod V # #  1  0.3% 
21  # Neg V #  1  0.3% 
22  # # Neg V  1  0.3% 
23  Neg # Neg #  1  0.3% 
24  # # V N  1  0.3% 
25  # # V V  1  0.3% 
 
From Table 16, we can see that ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals such that N1 < N2 
are most likely to have the forms ‗# N # N‘, ‗V # V #‘, ‗# Mod # Mod‘, ‗# V # V‘, and 
‗# # N N.‘ These top five most frequently occurring forms account for 82.5% of all 
this category of ch￩ngyǔ. Interestingly, a comparison of Tables 14 and 16 reveals that 
the most frequently occurring form is the same (# N # N) for both the ch￩ngyǔ where 
N1 > N2 and where N1 < N2, and four structures are among the top five found in both 
tables. These forms are ranked among the top five for both N1 > N2 and N1 < N2:   ‗# N 
# N‘, ‗V # V #‘, ‗# Mod # Mod‘, and ‗# # N N.‘ 
A further question involves the manner in which numerals in ch￩ngyǔ tend to 
collocate with one another in the case where there are two numerals N1 and N2 such   74 
that N1 < N2. The following table details these tendencies (Table 17): 
Table 17: Distribution of the Number Collocations ‗N1 < N2‘ 
Ranking 
Initial 
Number 
Second 
  Number 
Total 
for this 
number 
pair 
Percentage 
of those 
with same 
initial 
number 
Total with 
same 
initial 
number 
1.    千   
'thousand' 
萬  '10 thousand'  62  100.0%  62 
2.    一  'one'  䶌  'two'  49  38.9%  126 
3.    三  'three'  四  'four'  40  47.1%  85 
4.    七  'seven'  八  'eight'  39  100.0%  39 
5.    一  'one'  百  'hundred'  24  19.0%  126 
6.    三  'three'  五  'five'  18  21.2%  85 
7.    一  'one'  千    'thousand'  16  12.7%  126 
8.    一  'one'  十  'ten'  14  11.1%  126 
9.    百 
'hundred' 
千    'thousand'  13  86.7%  15 
10.    零  'zero'  䶌  'two'  12  92.3%  13 
11.    一  'one'  三  'three'  10  7.9%  126 
12.    三  'three'  六  'six'  10  11.8%  85 
13.    䶌  'two'  三  'three'  9  81.8%  11 
14.    四  'four'  八  'eight'  9  52.9%  17 
15.    一  'one'  萬  '10 thousand'  7  5.6%  126 
16.    三  'three'  九  'nine'  6  7.1%  85 
17.    五  'five'  六  'six'  6  42.9%  14 
18.    四  'four'  五  'five'  5  29.4%  17 
19.    三  'three'  千    'thousand'  4  4.7%  85 
20.    一  'one'  九  'nine'  3  2.4%  126 
21.    八  'eight'  九  'nine'  3  100.0%  3 
22.    五  'five'  十  'ten'  3  21.4%  14 
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Table 17: (cont‘d) 
Ranking 
Initial 
Number 
Second 
  Number 
Total 
for this 
number 
pair 
Percentage 
of those 
with same 
initial 
number 
Total with 
same 
initial 
number 
23.    一  'one'  四  'four'  2  1.6%  126 
24.    十  'ten'  萬  '10 thousand'  2  100.0%  2 
25.    䶌  'two'  八  'eight'  2  18.2%  11 
26.    三  'three'  十  'ten'  2  2.4%  85 
27.    三  'three'  七  'seven'  2  2.4%  85 
28.    三  'three'  八  'eight'  2  2.4%  85 
29.    五  'five'  全  'all'  2  14.3%  14 
30.    五  'five'  八  'eight'  2  14.3%  14 
31.    四  'four'  六  'six'  2  11.8%  17 
32.    半  'half'  三  'three'  2  50.0%  4 
33.    百 
'hundred' 
萬  '10 thousand'  2  13.3%  15 
34.    三  'three'  萬  '10 thousand'  1  1%  85 
35.    一  'one'  五  'five'  1  0.8%  126 
36.    九  'nine'  百  'hundred'  1  50.0%  2 
37.    九  'nine'  十  'ten'  1  50.0%  2 
38.    五  'five'  七  'seven'  1  7.1%  14 
39.    六  'six'  十  'ten'  1  50.0%  2 
40.    六  'six'  七  'seven'  1  50.0%  2 
41.    四  'four'  十  'ten'  1  5.9%  17 
42.    半  'half'  百  'hundred'  1  25.0%  4 
43.    半  'half'  八  'eight'  1  25.0%  4 
44.    零  'zero'  十  'ten'  1  7.7%  13 
 
Tables 14 and 16 reveal a number of patterns in the collocation of numerals in this 
subset of the data. An initial numeral yī (一  ‗one‘) collocates with ‗zero‘ and ‗one 
half‘ when (N1 > N2), but in ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals such that (N1 < N2), it   76 
collocates with a wide variety of numerals: èr (䶌  ‗two‘), bǎi (百  ‗hundred‘), qiān 
(千  ‗thousand‘), shí (十  ‗ten‘), sān (三  ‗three‘), wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘),    jiǔ (九 
‗nine‘), sì (四  ‗four‘) and wǔ (五  ‗five‘). When qī (七  ‗seven‘) is the initial numeral, 
the only number that is found in collocation with it when (N1 < N2) is bā (八  ‗eight‘). 
The unique relationship between 7 and 8 will be discussed separately in section 
4.3.2.6. An initial bǎi (百  ‗hundred‘) only collocates with qiān (千  ‗thousand‘) 
(86.7%) and wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘) (13.3%). Finally, an initial numeral qiān (千 
‗thousand‘) only collocates with wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘), but this is the most 
frequently collocating pair in this subset of the data. 
 
4.3.2.5.  Yīn Yáng and the Five Phases 
Creation of the Yīn Y￡ng school of thought is attributed to the alchemist Zōu Yǎn 
(鄒  衍) some time in the early third century BC, during the Warring States period of 
Chinese history. The school was one of the One Hundred Schools of thought at that 
time, as was the school that taught the cosmology of the wǔx￭ng (五行  ‗Five Phases‘ 
or ‗Five Elements‘ or ‗Five Phases‘ of the universe). By the time of the Han Dynasty 
(which began in 206 B.C.) these two schools, originally separate, had completely 
coalesced (Fowler 2005:67). By the first century A.D. the combination of these two 
schools of thought ―had become the standard basis for understanding natural 
phenomena as well as all human activity‖(Harper 1999:814). The concept of yīn (陰)   77 
and yáng (陽) and the cosmology of the wǔx￭ng are essentially principles of parallel or 
correlative organization that, in Chinese thought, were readily discoverable from 
observation of external reality. 
Specifically within wǔx￭ng, the entire universe was ―seen as an ordered pattern of 
patterns‖ (Needham & Harbsmeier 1998:104). The five patterns were generally 
labeled Fire (火), Metal (郑) Earth (土) Wood (木) and Water (水). A large set of 
attributes was ascribed to each. These patterns in turn were not only used to explain a 
host of tangible objects (such as animals), concepts (such as numbers: see Appendix 
Two: Common correspondences and meanings) as well as cosmological, 
phenomenological and historical events, but also influenced the structure of language 
use: 
…parallelism in Classical and Literary Chinese… represents the 
characteristically  Chinese  tendency  to  see  the  world  as  a 
harmoniously patterned whole in which certain patterns of reality 
repeat themselves in all spheres. The patterns of physical reality 
are found  again  in  social  reality. The patterns  of social  reality 
again repeat themselves in the microcosm of the self. The patterns 
of the past repeat themselves in the present. The patterns of the 
human sphere repeat themselves in the patterns of the sphere of 
the  gods,  ghosts  and  spirits…  [T]his  vision  of  the  universe  is 
represented in a language dominated by parallelism, an ordered 
pattern  of  linguistic  patterns…  Linguistic  parallelism  is  a 
linguistic reflection of the intellectual habit of parallel patterning, 
‗correlative thinking‘. 
          (Needham & Harbsmeier 1998:104) 
As Graham states, this correlative philosophy was expressed in every aspect of   78 
Chinese creative thought, to the degree that correlative thinking "... is going on all the 
time in the background of every other kind of thought" (Graham 1986:1). This 
omnipresence of correlative thinking accounts for multiple forms of parallelism 
within ch￩ngyǔ. These are explored across several sections of this dissertation, as 
briefly explained in section 4.3.2. 
Y īn –yáng are intended to represent two sides of a never-ending cycle or duality 
that is a fundamental part of each thing: each thing has elements of yīn –yáng, of dark 
and light, cool/wet and dry/hot, feminine and masculine, yielding and asserting, 
dominated and dominating, earth and heaven, and so on. Moreover, yīn itself contains 
an element of yáng, and vice versa. Numbers also contain yīn –yáng: odd numbers are 
considered yáng, while even ones are yīn. Y īn - yáng are not intended, in the purest 
interpretation of the philosophy, to be separable into either ―good‖ or ―bad,‖ since 
good and bad are ultimately elements of one another. However, the concept does 
bleed over into a bad/good dichotomy as it finds its expression in various elements of 
Chinese culture and thought—and yīn is placed in the role of the ―negative energy 
force that creates unfavorable life events‖ (Fong 2000:233): 
 
Yang numbers are always odd, because they have undivided 
lines  [in  the  Taoist  symbolism  of  the  Bagua  or  eight 
trigrams]. The symbol is one of strength... yin lines are weak, 
having no middle... they are thought of as "unlucky" 
                (Fowler 2005:74)   79 
 
The classic 14
th century Chinese novel Shuǐhǔ Zhuàn (水滸傳  ‗Water Margin‘) 
contains this statement: ―[If one] finely calculates the factors underlying order and 
disorder, prosperity and demise, all events can be explained by the functions of the 
yin-yang [cyclical process] or [the machinations of] creative transformations‖ 
(Shui-hu ch'aan chuan, yin-shou p. 3, as cited in Porter 1992:70; translation and 
textual interpolation by Porter). With these facts in mind, an exploration of the way in 
which the interaction of the the yīn and yáng properties of a pair of numerals affect 
their placement within ch￩ngyǔ containing two numbers seems warranted. 
In ch￩ngyǔ containing the same two numbers (i.e., their values are equal), we 
can see a very clear preference for utilizing numbers with the yáng property (odd 
numbers). That is, 81% of these ch￩ngyǔ involve yáng (odd) and only 19% have yīn 
(even) numbers. 
Table 18: The yīn and yáng properties 
in ch￩ngyǔ where ‗N1 = N2‘   
Yīn or yáng    Total  Percentage 
Yáng    (Odd)  68  81.0% 
Yīn     (Even)  16  19.0% 
Total  84  100.0% 
 
However, when a ch￩ngyǔ has two different numbers, the picture becomes somewhat 
more complex. The distributions are summarized as follows (Table 19):   80 
Table 19: The yīn and yáng relationship in 
ch￩ngyǔ where N1 and N2 are unequal   
Yīn and yáng    Total  Percentage 
Not applicable (i.e., zero, half)  56  9.1% 
Consistent (yáng / yang or yīn / yīn)  143  23.2% 
Inconsistent (yīn / yang or yáng / yīn)  417  67.7% 
Total  616  100.0% 
 
In Table 19, numeric terms such as ‗半  half‘, ‗無  none/zero‘, and ‗零  zero‘ do not 
have ‘yin’ and ‗ yáng ‘ properties, and so the comparison the table describes is not 
applicable if the ch￩ngyǔ contains at least one such number. This category only 
comprises 9.1% of all the ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals that do not have the same 
number ( total of 616 in this case). Table 19 shows that when ch￩ngyǔ containing two 
numerals that are unequal, the most likely combination is to have ‗yin + yáng ‘ or 
‗ yáng + yin‘ (67.7%). This tendency is in line with the Chinese belief that there 
should be a balance between yīn numbers and yáng numbers, with the intent that: 
 
...all differences [are] leveled, and all contrasts erased, in a 
realm of no distinction, and the harmonious balance... [such 
as  that  depicted  pictographically  in  the  numbers  of  the 
mystic Lo Shu square] could effectively symbolize the world 
in balanced harmony. 
                (Camman 1961:48) 
Having two numbers with the same yin or the same yáng property is also quite 
common (23.2%), but not as common as the more balanced ‗yin + yáng ‘ or ‗ yáng + 
yin‘ combination. 
From the above discussion, it seems that when ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals   81 
have the same number, there is a tendency to prefer yáng (odd) numerals. However, 
when the numerals are different, the two numbers tend to have different ‘yin’ and 
‗ yáng ‘ properties, resulting in ‗yīn + yáng (even + odd)‘ or ‗ yáng + yīn (odd + even)‘ 
combinations. This suggests that ch￩ngyǔ also reflect Chinese cultural concepts 
regarding numbers and religious beliefs: yīn and yáng are preferably arranged in 
balance with each other. If only one is present, however, then yáng is considered to be 
preferable over yīn. These facts, taken together, strongly suggest that the yīn and yáng 
properties of numerals contained within ch￩ngyǔ are not randomly assigned, but 
express cultural tastes and preferences. 
 
4.3.2.6.  The combination of seven and eight 
The interaction between the numerals seven and eight is particularly interesting. 
They are frequently used in combination to suggest disorder, untidiness or physical or 
emotional disturbance (Pellatt 2007:96). A total of thirty-seven ch￩ngyǔ contain these 
two numbers, and as many as twenty-nine of these suggest the stereotypical concept 
in some manner:   82 
Table 20: Ch￩ngyǔ containing seven and eight 
#  Ch￩ngyǔ  Extended meaning  Literal meaning  Pinyin 
1.    七䶆八當  very well taken care of 
seven finish eight 
proper 
qī liǎo bā 
dàng 
2.    七上八下 
an unsettled state of 
mind 
seven up eight 
down 
qī sh￠ng bā 
xià 
3.    七上八落 
an unsettled state of 
mind 
seven up eight 
down 
qī sh￠ng bā 
luò 
4.    七大八小 
objects of various sizes 
thrown together 
seven big eight 
small 
qī d￠ bā xiǎo 
5.    七手八腳 
many people doing 
something 
simultaneously in a 
disorganized manner 
seven hands eight 
feet 
qī shǒu bā 
jiǎo 
6.    七帄八穩  balanced; stable 
seven flat eight 
stable 
qī p￭ng bā 
wěn 
7.    七死八活 
on the verge of death 
(after hard work, severe 
beating, etc.) 
seven death eight 
live 
qī sǐ bā hu￳ 
8.    七個八個 
(1) love affairs between 
men and women (2) to 
have a debate or fuss   
seven pieces eight 
pieces (―piece‖ is a 
common    measure 
word) 
qī g￨ bā g￨ 
9.    七老八十  very old 
seven old eight ten 
(i.e., eighty) 
qī lǎo bā sh￭ 
10.    七老八老  very old  seven old eight old  qī lǎo bā lǎo 
11.    七憘八扣 
(1) big discounts (in a 
bargain sale) 
(2) to make allowance 
for inaccuracy, 
exaggeration, etc. in a 
statement or report 
seven bending eight 
deduction 
qī zh￩ bā k￲u 
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Table 20: (cont‘d) 
#  Ch￩ngyǔ  Extended meaning  Literal meaning  Pinyin 
12.    七言八語 
Gossip; all sorts of 
opinions 
seven saying eight 
words 
qī y￡n bā yǔ 
13.    七長八短  of various lengths 
seven length eight 
shortness 
qī ch￡ng bā 
duǎn 
14.    七拼八湊 
(1) to raise money from 
different sources 
(usually implies 
financial stringency) (2) 
to cannibalize machine 
parts when supply of 
spare parts has run low 
(3) to piece together 
seven piece 
together eight 
collect 
qī pīn bā c￲u 
15.    七歪八扭  crooked   
seven crooked eight 
twist 
qī wāi bā niǔ 
16.    七病八痛 
multiple chronic 
illnesses   
seven illness eight 
pain 
qī b￬ng bā 
tong 
17.    七駘八低 
bumpy (roads); rough 
(terrain) 
seven high eight 
low 
qī gāo bā dī 
18.    七張八嘴 
too many people 
producing too many 
opinions and endless 
debates; tumult 
seven  張  (stretch 
open) eight  嘴 
(mouth) 
qī zhāng bā 
zuǐ 
19.    七通八達 
very erudite; know 
everything 
seven unobstructed 
eight reach 
qī tōng bā d￡ 
20.    七搭八搭 
speaking disorderly, 
incoherently 
seven add more 
eight add more 
qī dā bā dā 
21.    七損八傷 
extremely serious 
damage 
seven harm eight 
wound 
qī sǔn bā 
shāng 
22.    七零八散 
incomplete, scattered, 
and scarce in quantity   
seven fractional 
eight disperse 
qī l￭ng bā sǎn 
23.    七零八落 
scattered here and there; 
in confusion 
seven zero eight 
fall 
qī l￭ng bā lu￲ 
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Table 20: (cont‘d) 
#  Ch￩ngyǔ  Extended meaning  Literal meaning  Pinyin 
24.    七嘴八舌 
everybody talking at the 
same time, very noisy 
seven mouths eight 
tongues 
qī zuǐ bā sh￩ 
25.    七嘴八張 
many people talking, 
many opinions and 
non-stop debates   
seven  嘴  (mouth) 
eight  張  (measure 
word of mouth)   
qī zuǐ bā 
zhāng 
26.    七橫八豎  messy and disorderly 
seven horizontal 
and eight vertical 
qī h￩ng bā 
shù 
27.    七斷八綌 
disorderly and 
incomplete 
seven discontinue 
and eight continue 
qī du￠n bā x￹ 
28.    七顛八倒 
topsy-turvy; in great 
confusion 
seven toss eight fall qī diān bā dǎo 
29.    八怪七喇  very strange 
eight strange seven 
(flavor particle) 
bā gu￠i qī lǎ 
30.    夾七夾八 
incoherent; confused; 
cluttered (with irrelevant 
remarks). 
mix seven mix 
eight 
ji￡ qī ji￡ bā 
31.    歪七扭八 
(of smashed or ruined 
objects) mangled 
crooked seven twist 
eight 
wāi qī niǔ bā 
32.    濏七八糟 
in a horrible mess; in 
great disorder; obscene; 
dirty; filthy. 
dark seven eight 
mess 
wū qī bā zāo 
33.    䶂七八糟 
at sixes and sevens; in a 
mess; in a muddle. 
messy seven eight 
in mess 
lu￠n qī bā zāo 
34.    橫七豎八 
disorder, confusion or 
turmoil; at sixes and 
sevens   
crossways seven 
vertical eight 
h￩ng qī sh￹ 
bā 
35.    雜七雜八 
very chaotic and 
disordered 
mingled seven 
mingled eight 
z￡ qī z￡ bā 
36.    七應八扯 
to chat about many 
things but nothing in 
particular 
seven pull eight 
pull (gossip) 
qī lā bā chě 
37.    零七八碎 
scattered and disorderly; 
miscellaneous and 
trifling things 
zero seven eight 
smashed 
l￭ng qī bā su￬ 
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4.3.2.7.  Highlighting contrast 
Among the 700 ch￩ngyǔ containing a pair of numerals, the numerals are unequal 
in 616 ch￩ngyǔ and equal in 84. A closer examination suggests that pairs of numerals 
often have the effect of highlighting the contrast between two content words, casting 
the contrast in a more vivid light, regardless of whether the two numerals are equal, or 
express an increasing or decreasing inequality. This creative depiction of common 
events in life is again exampley of the manner in which idioms are used to 
communicate ―... ways in which individuals construct mental models of the world, 
and... convey their contents vividly‖ (Johnson-Laird 1993: ix). As a preliminary 
illustration, consider the following ch￩ngyǔ containing one numeral to see how 
content words are used to emphasize the attributes of other content words: 
 
(39)    奄  奄  一  息 
yān   yān   yì    xí 
    feeble breathing one breath 
    ‗dying; at one's last gasp; the last moment‘ 
 
In (39), the first two words ‗奄奄 yān yān‘ (these two characters taken together mean 
‗feeble breathing‘) are adjectives and the reduplication of the character yān (奄) 
(which can mean ‗cover‘ or ‗suddenly‘ when taken in isolation) intensifies the 
subsequent noun phrase yì xí (一息  ‗one breath‘). The number yī (一  ‗one‘) here 
quantifies the subsequent noun. The main subject in this idiom is the ‗one breath‘ and   86 
the preceding yān yān (奄奄  ‗feeble breathing‘) serves to highlight the attribute of the 
one‘s last, solitary breath as being very feeble. 
Similarly, yī (一  ‗one‘) in ch￩ngyǔ (40) also denotes the quality of being solitary . 
The word wéi (惟  ‗only‘) is reduplicated to highlight the sense of ‗only‘ and the word 
jīng (箾  ‗refine‘) specifies the attribute of ‗refinement‘ and ‗purity‘: 
 
(40)    惟  箾  惟一 
wéi  jīng wéi-yī 
    only refine sole/only one 
    ‗completely refined and totally focused‘ 
 
In (39) and (40), content words are used to emphasize the degree of the attributes. yī 
(一  ‗one‘) in these examples signals ‗oneness‘ and ‗singleness.‘ Consider another 
ch￩ngyǔ containing only one numeral: 
 
(41)    面    目  一  新 
miàn  mù yì    xīn 
    face eye one new 
    ‗take on a completely new image, appearance or aspect‘ 
 
In (41) miàn mù (面目  literally ‗face eye‘), which can denote appearance or aspect as 
well as the intangible quality of ―face‖ in the sense of self-respect or honor, is the 
main subject. Its complement is yì xīn (一新  literally ‗one new‘) providing additional 
information regarding the subject. Here yì (一  ‗one‘) signals the singularity and 
sudden occurrence of the subsequent content word xīn (新  ‗new‘). In (39-41), the   87 
number yì (一  ‗one‘) in each of these cases not only signals a quantity but also 
highlights its solitary, fleeting and/or sudden nature. 
When there are two numbers in ch￩ngyǔ, the two numbers often serve to 
highlight the contrast in the relationship between the content words. Consider the 
following examples: 
 
(42)    掛  一  漏  萬 
guà  yī    lòu  wàn 
hang one miss/leak 10 thousand‘ 
‗The list is far from complete.‘ 
 
In (42), the contrast between the numerals yī (一  ‗one‘) and wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘) 
intensifies the relationship of the content words guà (掛  ‗hang‘) and lòu (漏  ‗leak‘). 
Simply put, for every single thing hung there will be 10 thousand leaks. This 
quantification highlights the multitude of leaks and errors in focus. Generally, in this 
kind of ch￩ngyǔ, there is a large contrast between the values of the two numbers. 
Most of ch￩ngyǔ of this type use yī (一  ‗one‘) as the starting point to make contrasts 
with another large number–for example, ‗one‘ versus ‗ten‘, ‗hundred‘, ‗thousand‘, 
‗ten thousand‘, and so on. In the dataset, 163 out of the 700 ch￩ngyǔ containing two 
numerals examined (that is, 23.3%) serve this function (see Appendix 3 for further 
examples of this type of ch￩ngyǔ). 
Similarly, in example (43) below, the numbers qiān (千  ‗thousand‘) and bǎi (百   88 
‗hundred‘) are large numbers used together in ch￩ngyǔ to emphasize or reinforce the 
relationship between the content words, in this case liǎo (䶆  ‗finish‘) and dāng (當 
‗complete, proper, right‘). In Chinese, both qiān (千  ‗thousand‘) and bǎi (百 
‗hundred‘) can simply mean ‗very many‘ or ‗all‘ (Pellatt 2007:8,83-104; Lip 
1992:11-40). Therefore, using these two numbers emphasizes the sense of the 
completeness of the indicated quality or action. 
 
(43)    千    䶆  百  當   
qiān liǎo bǎi  dàng 
    thousand finish hundred complete/right/proper 
    ‗everything done well and appropriately‘ 
 
In the above examples, numbers are used to emphasize or reinforce the relationship 
between content words. Similar examples of this creative strategy include the 
following: 
 
(44)    三  推  六  問 
sān  tuī   liù  wèn 
    three push six ask questions 
    ‗to interrogate again and again‘ 
 
(45)  低  三  下  四 
dī    sān  xià  sì 
    hang low three down four 
    ‗lowly; mean; humble; servile; obsequious; cringing.‘ 
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(46)    一  心  一  計 
yī    xīn yī    jì 
    one heart one plan 
    ‗very whole-heartedly, not distracted by other things‘ 
 
In addition, examining all of the 700 ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals in the 
data, 641 (91.6%) of them have the effect of highlighting the degree of the content 
words. The following table shows the breakdown of this effect by number 
combination (Table 21) 
 
Table 21: The highlighting effect of numerals in ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numerals (By Type) 
 
Type of ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two 
numerals 
Total number 
# of ch￩ngyǔ with 
highlighting effect 
Percentage 
N1 = N2  84  69  82.1% 
N1 > N2  221  204  92.3% 
N1 < N2  395  368  93.2% 
Total  700  641  91.6% 
 
In this section, we see that numbers in ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals often have 
the effect of highlighting the degree of the content words, whether the two numbers 
are the same (46) or different; whether the numbers are increasing (42, 44, 45) or 
decreasing (45). On the other hand, if an idiom has but one numeric quantity, content 
words may be used to serve the same purpose, with the number contributing an 
additional clarifying effect through quantification. In addition, the effect of 
highlighting may involve the use of numbers or words in great contrasts, reduplication   90 
of words or numbers, or increasing /decreasing the numbers. 
 
4.3.2.8.  Numbers used to show proportion 
Besides having the effect of making contrasts or highlighting the relationship 
between the content words in focus, numbers in ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals 
may indicate the ‗proportion‘ of something (see Appendix 4 for examples). In 324 
(46.3%) of the 700 ch￩ngyǔ in the dataset containing two numerals, numbers are used 
to signal a proportion in the content. The 324 ch￩ngyǔ are summarized as follows 
(Table 22): 
 
Table 22: Proportion signaled by numbers 
  in ch￩ngyǔ containing two numbers 
Proportion signaled by the numbers 
in the ch￩ngyǔ 
Total  Percentage 
Empty set or range, from a 
non-empty domain 
147  45.4% 
    100%  125  38.6% 
0.1% (tiny)  14  4.3% 
     90%  13  4.0% 
      tiny  6  1.9% 
0.01% (tiny)  5  1.5% 
      50%  5  1.5% 
       1%  5  1.5% 
      10%  3  0.9% 
    80-90%  1  0.3% 
    Total  324  100.0% 
 
Table 22 reveals that when two numbers are used to signal the meaning of 
‗proportion‘, they usually indicate the polar extremes of ‗zero percent‘ (45.4% ) or   91 
‗one hundred percent‘ (38.6%). Taken together, these two proportions account for 
84.4% of the ch￩ngyǔ in this group. 
 
4.3.2.9.  Content words with related semantic fields 
In the Thai and Hmong languages, 4-part idioms often place the numbers in the 
first and the third positions and the content words in the second and the fourth. This 
syntactic parallelism corresponds precisely to the overwhelming preference for the 
#N#N pattern, as explored in sections 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.4. In addition, the 
content words are often in a related semantic field (Hudak 1990; Mortensen 2003), 
reflecting a form of semantic parallelism. Similarly, Wu (1995) follows Ma (1978) in 
noting five forms of relationships between the content words in two symmetric 
sections of a ch￩ngyǔ: 
 
1)  Synonymic Relation: Either part fully conveys the meaning of 
the idiom... [and is repeated] for emphasis. The two parts may 
be inverted in most cases, but one form is taken to be much 
more natural. 
2)  Contrastive Relation: The two parts stand in contrast to each 
other;  amplifying  their  effect.  In  most  cases,  the  antonyms 
appear in both parts. The parts are most likely invertible. 
3)  Sequential Relation: The first and second parts are events in a 
sequence. The two parts are not likely to be invertible. 
4)  Purposive Relation: The second represents the purpose of the 
first. 
5)  Causative Relation: The latter signals some result of the action 
or process conveyed by the former part. 
(Wu 1995:53-56; pace Ma 1978)   92 
 
In many ch￩ngyǔ, then, there are at least two layers of parallelism at play.   
According to Needham & Harbsmeier (1998) this parallelism is ―common in Classical 
Chinese, [and] endemic in Literary Chinese‖ (Needham & Harbsmeier 1998:103) is 
also, to a large degree, an echo of the correlative thinking of the Yīn Y￡ng and Five 
Phases school of philosophy, as explored in section 4.3.2.5. Drawing on Hightower 
(1965), Needham and Harbsmeier offer a very rough outline of six common ways that 
parallelism between two words or phrases X and Y is expressed: 
1.  X and Y are identical and have the same meaning. 
2.  X and Y are synonymous. 
3.  X and Y are the opposite of each other. 
4.  X and Y are similar in a relevant respect. 
5.  X and Y are dissimilar in a precise relevant respect. 
6.  X and Y look as if they correspond to each other in one of the 
above five ways but do no in fact correspond (in that case we 
have only a superficial formal parallelism). 
(Needham & Harbsmeier 1998:105) 
Three of these six forms of parallelism map almost precisely onto the five forms of 
relationships between the content words in symmetric sections of a ch￩ngyǔ, as 
outlined by Ma (1978) and Wu (1995). It is readily apparent that synonymic and 
contrastive relationships are items in both lists. Moreover, although Needham and 
Harbsmeier did not elaborate on the meaning of ―dissimilar in a precise relevant 
respect‖, this description seems applicable to the sequential, purposive and causative 
relationships of Ma and Wu. In the same way, items 4 and 5 in the Needham and   93 
Harbsmeier list are discussed in other sections of this dissertation. The paired 
separable content words discussed in section 4.3.2.11 could be taken as being ―similar 
in a relevant respect.‖ The property Needham and Harbsmeier described as being 
―identical and [having] the same meaning‖ corresponds precisely to the incidence of 
reduplicated content words, discussed below in section 4.3.2.10.    Finally, invertible 
elements within ch￩ngyǔ, as mentioned by Ma and Wu, will be discussed below in 
section 4.4.2. 
In this section, ch￩ngyǔ containing two numbers are examined to investigate the 
presence of related semantic fields, as gauged in terms of a shared semantic field, or 
in terms of Ma‘s five constituent relationships. Ch￩ngyǔ whose parts stand in 
synonymic relationship are quite common in the data sample: 
 
(47) 百  伶  百  俐 
bǎi   líng bǎi  lì 
  hundred canny hundred clever 
  ‗very smart, keen and clever‘ 
   
(48) 七  拉  八  扯 
qī    lā    bā    chě 
seven tug eight pull (chě also colloq. ‗gossip‘) 
  ‗idle chatter; gossip.‘ 
 
(49)  一  清  䶌  楚 
yī    qīng èr  chǔ 
  one clear two    neat 
  ‗perfectly clear; as clear as daylight; crystal clear.‘ 
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(50)  百    依    百   順 
bǎi     yī      bǎi    shùn 
  hundred   comply hundred obey 
  ‗docile and obedient; to obey and follow in everything’ 
 
(51) 千  思  萬  忳 
qiān sī  wàn xiǎng 
  thousand consider 10 thousand ponder 
  ‗a million thoughts – to think over and over again‘ 
 
Ch￩ngyǔ (48) is interesting on several levels. As discussed above, the numerals 7 and 
8, when paired together, suggest that something is disordered or random. The words 
lā (拉) and chě (扯) are both synonyms for ―pull‖ but the latter has a secondary 
colloquial meaning of ―gossip‖. 
The following ch￩ngyǔ contain two content words with contrasting meanings: 
(52) 一  薰  一  蕕 
yì  xūn  yì  yóu 
  one xūn (Coumarouna odorata; a sweet grass) one yóu 
(Caryopteris divaricat; a malodorous plant) 
  ‘good is easily overcome by evil‘ 
 
(53)  一  龍  一  豬 
yì    lóng yì    zhū 
    one dragon one pig 
    ‗one is very capable, while the other is incompetent‘ 
 
This ch￩ngyǔ contrasts lóng (龍  ‗dragon‘) and zhū (豬  ‗pig‘). The former ascribes 
positive attributes to an individual (in this particular case, being ‗capable‘) but the 
latter suggests negative qualities, including incompetence. The dragon is an animal 
that portends ‗good luck‘ in Chinese culture. Pigs are considered ‗stupid‘, and   95 
referring to any person as a ‗pig‘ is considered highly derogatory. 
 
(54)  一  出  一  入 
yì  chū  yī  rù 
    one out one in 
    ‗the difference between addition and subtraction‘ 
 
This contrasts: chū (出  ‗out‘) and rù (入  ‗in‘). 
 
(55)  一  死  一生 
yì sǐ yì shēng 
    one death one life 
    ‗important moments in life that affect life and death 
 
This contrasts: sǐ (死  ‗death‘) and shēng (生  ‗life‘)‘ 
 
The following ch￩ngyǔ contain two content words set in a sequential relationship. In 
(56) According to Chinese tradition, if one carries  茱萸  (cornus officinalis–the fruit 
of medicinal cornel, a plant used in Chinese medicine) , climbs atop a mountain and 
drinks chrysanthemum alcohol on September 9th (ccording to the lunar calendar), 
then one can avoid bad luck, disasters and unfortunate future events: 
 
(56) 重    九  登  駘 
chóng  jiǔ   dēng gāo 
  ch￳ng jiǔ (September ninth) climb high 
  A mountain climbing ritual intended to forefend ill fortune 
 
(57) 三  思  而  行 
sān   sī    ér    xíng 
  three think then act 
  ‗think three times before you act; look before you leap.‘ 
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(58) 四  十  不  惑 
sì    shí   bù    huò 
  forty (of age) not confused 
  ‗Wisdom begins at the age of forty‘ 
Example (58) is a saying ascribed to Confucius.   
The following ch￩ngyǔ contain two content words such that the second 
represents the purpose of the first: 
 
(59) 惲    一  警  百 
chěng  yī    jǐng bǎi 
  punish one warn hundred 
  ‗punish in order to warn the multitudes’ 
 
(60) 五  撗    解  酲 
wǔ   dǒu  jiě  chéng 
    five dǒu relieve oneself hangover 
    ‗hair of the dog that bit you‘ 
 
Example (60) refers to trying to cure the effects of drunkenness with five dǒu (unit of 
dry measure for grain; 1 decalitre) of alcohol. Other ch￩ngyǔ contain content words 
such that the latter embodies a result of the action or process conveyed by the former: 
 
(61) 一  謙  四  痊 
yì    qiān sì  yì 
  one humble four benefits 
  ‗humility brings many kins of benefits‘ 
 
(62) 一  言  咪  邦 
yì y￡n s￠ng bāng 
  one saying destroy nation 
  ‗A single wrong statement may bring disaster to the nation‘ 
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Finally, a number of ch￩ngyǔ contain content words that clearly enjoy membership in 
closely related semantic fields: 
  (63)  一  官  半  職 
yì    guān bàn  zhí 
    one government official half official post 
    ‗one of official positions in general‘ 
Related words: guān (官  ‗government official‘) and zhí (職  ‗job; position‘). 
 
(64)  一  街  兩    峷 
yì    jiē  liǎng  xiàng 
    one street two alley 
    ‗a residence in a village‘ 
Related words: jiē (街  ‗street‘) and xiàng (峷  ‗alley‘). 
 
(65)  四  帄  八  穩 
sì    píng bā    wěn 
    four flat eight stable 
    ‗completely stable and safe; dependable‘ 
Related Words: píng (帄  ‗flat/safe‘) and wěn (穩  ‗stable‘) – adjectives 
denoting stability and safety 
   
(66)  十  風  五  门 
shí  fēng wǔ  yǔ 
    ten wind five rain 
    ‗to describe good weather for the crops; favorable weather.‘ 
Related words:  fēng (風  ‗wind‘) and  yǔ (门  ‗rain‘) – weather 
 
(67)  百  卉  千  葩 
bǎi   huì   qiān bá 
    hundred rare flowers and grasses thousand grass 
    ‗various kinds of flowers blooming‘ 
Related words: huì (卉  ‗rare flowers and grasses‘) and bá (葩  ‗grasses‘) 
 
No attempt was made to determine a total number of members of each category, since   98 
it can be difficult to constrain any given ch￩ngyǔ to membership to a single category. 
Depending on the semantic interpretation of a given ch￩ngyǔ, its components may be 
categorized in a manner that would assign it to more than one constituent relation 
category. 
 
4.3.2.10.    Reduplicated content words 
Several ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals exhibit full reduplication of the two 
content words. In these ch￩ngyǔ, numbers again tend to highlight the relationship 
between the content words, in addition to the emphasis inherent in reduplication 
of the content words. This is very different from English, where total 
reduplication of words is not employed as often as it is in Chinese, nor is it used 
for the same purposes. English reduplication most often suggests ―the repetition 
of sound or movement‖ (Kimenyi 1988:348), whereas reduplication in Chinese 
is a ―highly idiosyncratic process‖ (Sun 2006:91) that serves a far broader range 
of communicative functions: classifiers can be reduplicated to function as a 
universal quantifier, adjectives can be reduplicated to add emphasis or vividness 
or to form adverbials of manner, reduplicated verbs can serve a delimitative 
function (‗to VERB a little‘) and so on (see Sun 2006:88-99). Ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numerals plus reduplicated content words are given in the table 
below; reduplicated content words may also appear in ch￩ngyǔ containing only   99 
one numeral (see examples 39 and 40 above). 
Table 23: Ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals 
with reduplicated content words 
Ch￩ngyǔ  Pinyin  Form  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
四四撹撹 
s￬ s￬ fāng 
fāng 
# # N N 
four four square 
square 
Truly square-shaped 
一䶆百䶆 
yì liǎo 
bǎi liǎo 
# Mod # 
Mod 
one finish hundred 
finish 
The solution of one main 
problem brings the solution 
of all problems; death ends 
all one's troubles. 
一通百通 
yì tōng 
bǎi tōng 
# Mod # 
Mod 
one 
unblock/connect 
hundred 
unblock/connect 
‗unblock one and you‘ll 
unblock a hundred‘; grasp 
this one thing and you'll 
grasp everything 
七老八老 
qī lǎo bā 
lǎo 
# Mod # 
Mod 
seven old eight old  very old 
千墥萬墥 
qiān tuǒ 
w￠n tuǒ 
# Mod # 
Mod 
thousand 
well-suited 10 
thousand‘ 
appropriate 
very well-suited and 
appropriate 
千真萬真 
qiān zhēn 
w￠n zhēn 
# Mod # 
Mod 
thousand truth 10 
thousand‘ truth 
extremely accurate 
七個八個 
qī ge bā 
ge 
# N # N 
seven  個 eight  個 
(piece, measure 
words) 
(1) love affair (2) to have a 
debate or fuss 
三步兩步 
sān b￹ 
liǎng b￹ 
# N # N 
three steps two 
steps 
in a big hurry 
七搭八搭 
qī dā bā 
dā 
# V # V 
seven put up eight 
put up 
speaking incoherently 
再三再四 
z￠i sān 
zài sì 
Mod # 
Mod # 
again three again 
four 
again and again; repeatedly; 
many times 
䶺千䶺萬 
r￩n qiān 
rén wàn 
N # N # 
people thousand 
people 10 
thousand‘ 
thousands of people; large 
crowd; crowded 
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Table 23:    (cont‘d) 
Ch￩ngyǔ  Pinyin  Form  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
不三不四 
b￹ sān bú 
sì 
Neg#Neg#  no three no four 
dubious; shady; neither one 
nor the other; nondescript 
數一數䶌 
shǔ yī 
shǔ èr 
V # V #  rate one rate two 
one of the very best; 
ranking very high 
夾七夾八 
ji￡ qī ji￡ 
bā 
V # V # 
mix seven mix 
eight 
incoherent; confused; 
babbling 
怕三怕四 
pà sān p￠ 
sì 
V # V #  fear three fear four 
extremely timid and fearful 
of everything 
說千說萬 
shuō qiān 
shuō w￠n 
V # V # 
say thousand say 
10 thousand‘ 
to speak continuously; 
incessant talking 
 
4.3.2.11.    Separable content words 
In ch￩ngyǔ containing two numerals, the two characters often stand both as 
separate content words as well as components that can be joined into one unit, i.e. a 
compound. In this case, the two characters often are separated and straddle the two 
numeric values inserted between them. Four-character expressions in which disyllabic 
words are interleaved with a pair of numerals to achieve a pragmatic effect over and 
above (but related to) the literal meaning of the disyllabic content word are common 
in Chinese (Ching 1964:8), and many of these are ch￩ngyǔ. Of all the 700 ch￩ngyǔ 
containing two numerals, 216 (30.9%) of them have interleaved content words which, 
when joined, form a single word. The majority of these are split by two numbers. For 
example: 
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(68)    一  模  一  樣 
yì     mó   yí     yàng 
    one mould one appearance 
    ‗exactly the same, identical‘ 
Content Word: ‗模樣  m￳ y￠ng‘ = ‗appearance 
 
In (68), the separable content term is mó yàng (模樣  ‗appearance‘). The reduplication 
of the number yī (一  ‗one‘) emphasizes and intensifies the oneness, sameness and 
exactly identical appearance. 
 
(69)  三  皇    五    帝 
sān  hu￡ng wǔ   dì 
    three king five emperor 
    ‗the three sage kings and five virtuous emperors   
of China at the dawn of human civilization‘ 
Content Word: ‗皇帝 hu￡ng d￬‘ = ‗emperor 
In (69), the separable content word is huáng dì (皇帝  ‗emperor‘). The numbers sān 
(三  ‗three‘) and wǔ (五  ‗five‘) were not selected arbitrarily. They are used to refer to 
specific kings and emperors of great historical significance in ancient China. Chinese 
historical texts often speak of the "Three Augusts" and "Five Emperors" but disagree 
regarding their identities. 
 
(70)  三  災  八  難 
sān   zāi   bā    nàn 
    three calamity eight disaster 
    ‗(said of children) to suffer from one ailment after another‘ 
Content Word: ‗災難 zāi n￠n‘ = ‗disasters 
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(71)    千    奇  百  怪 
qiān qí    bǎi  guài 
    thousand peculiar hundred strange 
    ‗numerous strange forms; grotesque or weird shapes‘ 
Content Word: ‗奇怪 q￭ gu￠i‘ = ‗strange 
 
(72)  連  三  接  四 
lián  sān   jiē    sì 
    connect three catch four 
    ‗continuous and non-stop‘ 
Content Word: ‗連接 li￡n jiē‘ = ‗connect 
 
(73)  七  損  八  傷 
qī    sǔn   bā  shāng 
    seven harm eight wound 
    ‗extremely serious damage‘ 
Content Word: ‗損傷 sǔn shāng‘ = ‗damage 
 
In examples (70) through (73), the numbers also have the effect of highlighting and 
emphasizing the content words. Thus in the ch￩ngyǔ in this dataset, a word consisting 
of two characters is often split into two parts, with two numbers inserted between 
them, in order to highlight the content words. While English might often use adverbs 
such as ‗extremely‘, ‗very‘, ‗incredibly‘, etc. to highlight the words being modified by 
the adverbs (i.e. ‗very nice‘, ‗extremely good‘, ‗incredibly stupid‘), Chinese often 
uses numbers to accomplish the same effect. 
 
4.3.3.  The forms of chéngyǔ containing three numbers 
There are only fifteen ch￩ngyǔ containing 3 numeric characters in this dataset. It 
should be noted that five of these three character sequences actually represent a single   103 
numeric value, as a function of the Chinese system of writing. An example of this is 
found in (76), where the three characters sān sh￭ li￹ (三十六  literally ‗three ten six‘) 
are not meant to be considered separately, but instead denote the numeric value 
―thirty-six.‖ The data contains three variants of (76), plus two idioms related to 
careers, translatable as ―thirty-six professions‖ and ―seventy-professions‖ respectively. 
In these idioms the combination of numbers seems to suggest completeness. 
Additional examples of chéngyǔ containing 3 numeric characters include: 
 
(74)    九  九  歸  一 
jiǔ   jiǔ   guī  yī 
    nine nine returns one 
    ‗when all is said and done; in the final analysis; after all.‘ 
 
(75)  十  之  八  九 
shí   zhī   bā    jiǔ 
    ten zhī eight nine; ten of eight nine 
    ‗eight or nine cases out of ten; most likely‘ 
 
(76)    三  十  六  計 
sān  shí  liù   jì 
    three ten six (i.e., 36) plans/strategies 
    ‗Of the thirty-six stratagems, the best one is to flee; 
the best thing to do now is to flee.‘ 
   
(77)  七  老  八  十 
qī  lǎo  bā  shí 
    seven old eight ten (eighty) 
    ‗very old‘ 
 
In (75) zhī occurs as a particle denoting modifier/modified relationship. Among these   104 
fifteen ch￩ngyǔ containing three numerals, only five types of forms were identified: 
 
Table 24: Summary of Forms in ch￩ngyǔ 
containing three numerals 
Forms  Count  Percentage 
# # # N  10*  66.7% 
# # V #  2  13.3% 
# Mod # #  1  6.7% 
# Neg # #  1  6.7% 
#  之  # #  1  6.7% 
Total  15  100.0% 
* Half of these are three sequential characters 
  which join to form a single numeric value. 
 
By a substantial margin, ‗# # # N‘ is the most frequently occurring of the forms in 
ch￩ngyǔ containing three numerals (66.7%). However, half of the ten instances of this 
format are idioms containing three sequential characters that join to form a single 
numeric value. 
It is also interesting to see the placement of the numeric characters in ch￩ngyǔ 
containing three numerals. In this section, each numeric value present in a given 
ch￩ngyǔ is assigned an alphabetical character as a placeholder. Numeric characters are 
represented by ‗A‘, ‗B‘ and ‗C‘, while ‗X‘ is used to represent non-numeric characters. 
Therefore, the characters sān sh￭ li￹ j￬ (三十六計; ‗thirty-six plans/strategies‘) in 
ch￩ngyǔ (78) are analyzed as ‗ABCX‘: 
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(78) 三    十    六    計   
    sān     shí     liù     jì 
three  ten    six    plans (i.e., 36 plans) 
(A    B    C    X)   
 
However, (79) is analyzed as ‗AAXB‘ with ‗A‘ representing the first numeric value 
(‗nine‘), which is duplicated, while the second numeric value is ‗one‘: 
 
(79)    九    九    歸    一   
jiǔ     jiǔ     guī     yī 
nine   nine   return    one 
(A    A    X    B) 
 
The fifteen ch￩ngyǔ containing three numerals are summarized as follows: 
 
Table 25: The distribution of numeric values 
in ch￩ngyǔ containing three numerals 
Form  Total  Percentage 
ABCX  9  60.0% 
AXBC  3  20.0% 
AAXB  2  13.3% 
ABAX  1  6.7% 
Total  15  100.0% 
 
Ch￩ngyǔ containing three numerals tend to have three different numeric values: 
‗ABCX (60.0%)‘ and ‗AXBC (20.0%)‘. However, sometimes, these ch￩ngyǔ contain 
two different numeric values, one of which is reduplicated: ‗AAXB (13.3%)‘ and 
‗ABAX (6.7%). 
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4.3.4.  Chéngyǔ containing four numbers 
In the current dataset there are a total of only eight ch￩ngyǔ comprised wholly of 
four numeric characters. They are listed below (Table 26): 
Table 26: Ch￩ngyǔ with 4 numerals 
Ch￩ngyǔ  Pinyin 
Literal 
Meaning 
Idiomatic Meaning  Form 
三三五五 
sān sān wǔ 
wǔ 
three three 
five five 
small groups of people 
scattered here and there 
AABB 
三三兩兩 
sān sān liǎng 
liǎng 
three three 
two two 
by twos and threes; in 
twos and threes; just a 
few people 
AABB 
兩兩三三 
liǎng liǎng sān 
sān 
two two 
three three   
by twos and threes; in 
twos and threes; just a 
few people   
AABB 
萬萬千千 
w￠n w￠n qiān 
qiān 
10,000 
10,000 
1,000 1,000 
very large in number  AABB 
千千萬萬 
qiān qiān w￠n 
wàn 
1,000 1,000 
10,000 
10,000 
an exceedingly large 
quantity 
AABB 
一十一五  yī sh￭ yī wǔ   
one ten one 
five 
systematically and in 
full detail   
ABAC 
一五一十  yī wǔ yī sh￭ 
one five one 
ten 
specify or narrate in 
great detail 
ABAC 
三百千千 
sān bǎi qiān 
qiān 
three 
hundred 
thousand 
thousand 
A well-known series of 
elementary character 
books.
vi 
ABCC 
 
The distribution of numeric values in ch￩ngyǔ with four numerals are summarized as 
follows (Table 27):   107 
Table 27: The distribution of numeric values 
in ch￩ngyǔ containing four numerals   
Form  Total  Percentage 
AABB  5  62.5% 
ABAC  2  25.0% 
ABCC  1  12.5% 
Total  8  100.0% 
 
The small number of ch￩ngyǔ that take this form in the dataset significantly reduces 
the level of confidence that can be placed in any generalizations drawn. With that 
caveat, however, a few observations can be made. Table 27 shows that the 
reduplicating construction form ‗AABB‘ (e.g. 75 through 77) is the most common 
form in ch￩ngyǔ containing four numerals (62.5%). In these ‗AABB‘ forms, two 
numbers are reduplicated. Finally, there are no ch￩ngyǔ containing four entirely 
different numbers; at least one numeral is always repeated. That is, in ch￩ngyǔ 
containing four numerals, only a maximum of three different numbers may be 
included; reduplication is always present. 
4.4.  Special attributes of chéngyǔ 
The following section discusses some interesting characteristics commonly 
observed in ch￩ngyǔ and provides examples. 
 
4.4.1.  Grammatical structure of chéngyǔ with numbers 
Due to their highly elliptical and idiomatic nature, ch￩ngyǔ are difficult to 
analyze in terms of grammatical relations and constituent structure.    As Gramley and   108 
Pätzold (2003) observe of idioms in general, 
The word forms in an idiom do not constitute lexical units and do 
not make an isolable contribution to the meaning of the whole, 
but show unitary meaning... [therefore] some linguists… use a 
special term for the constituents of idioms, namely ―formatives‖ 
(Gramley & Pätzold 2003:55) 
In addition to this, the lack of morphological marking of word classes and the fact that 
many lexemes can fall into more than one word class make grammatical analysis even 
more difficult. The fact that ch￩ngyǔ are frozen expressions that often preserve some 
grammatical structures from Classical Chinese is a final complicating issue. 
The corpus of ch￩ngyǔ forming the basis for the present study is no exception. 
A highly insightful analysis by Ma (1978), later followed by Wu (1992), has provided 
important perspectives on this thorny problem in terms of the traditional categories of 
grammatical relations (e.g. subject, object), word class (e.g. verb, noun, adjective, 
adverb) and syntactic construction type (e.g. sentence, coordinate construction). That 
analysis, which categorizes ch￩ngyǔ according to grammatical relationships such as 
Subject-Predicate,Verb-Object, Verb-Complement and so on, works well for many 
items in the dataset employed for this dissertation. For example, 
 
(80)  殺  一  儆  百 
shā  yī  jǐng bǎi 
    V  O  V  O 
    kill     one     warn    hundred 
    ‗to make an example of someone.‘ 
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Here the grammatical relation between verb and object is crystal clear. Notice that in 
(80) ‗one‘ and ‗hundred‘ refer to human beings; this idiom is typical of those in which 
‗one‘ and a large number are used in contrast. The import of this idiom is that killing 
one person as an example of ruthlessness can effectively deter a hundred people from 
disobedience. Example (81) presents a similar case of clear verb-object grammatical 
relation: 
 
(81)  挑    三    揀    四 
tiǎo    sān     jiǎn    sì 
    V      O      V      O 
    pick    three    choose    four 
    ‗to pick and choose; be choosy; picky‘ 
 
However, many of the ch￩ngyǔ in my corpus are still remarkably resistant to syntactic 
analysis. 
Insight into this issue can be gained from the typology of Li and Thompson 
(1976, 1981) in which Chinese is analyzed as a topic-prominent language, where the 
syntactic category of subject plays a less critical role than that of topic in sentence 
organization.    In fact, grammatical relations in Chinese in general appear to be less 
critical in some cases than semantic and pragmatic considerations. An example can be 
found in (82): 
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(82)    七  顛  八  倒   
qī    diān bā    dǎo 
    seven toss eight fall 
    ‗topsy-turvy; in great confusion‘ 
 
In this case, it is not clear what grammatical relation or constituent structure should be 
assigned to the individual words qī (七  ‗7‘) and bā (  八‗8‘). There is no evidence that 
qī and bā quantify nouns (that is, ―seven tosses and eight falls‖). Some might point 
out that although modern Mandarin Chinese would require the presence of a classifier 
immediately after the numerals, that requirement did not hold for Classical Chinese, 
and frozen expression such as ch￩ngyǔ quite commonly preserve this form from the 
Classical Chinese (Goddard and Wierzbicka 2002:318 n2). However, native speakers 
reject this reading, since diān and dǎo would not generally have noun interpretations. 
A more likely reading would find qī and bā functioning as adverbial modifiers for the 
verbs diān and dǎo respectively. However, when numerals are used to indicate the 
frequency of an action, they tend to be placed after the verb (Yip and Rimmington 
1997: 65). In conclusion, although it seems reasonable to suggest that stylistic issues 
related to parallelism have an impact on word order, no single analysis can be offered 
which clearly accounts for the grammatical relation or constituent structure of qī (七 
‗7‘) and bā (  八‗8‘). It should be noted that such indeterminacy is not uncommon in 
the dataset: 
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(83)    七  搭  八  搭   
qī    dā    bā    dā 
    seven increase eight increase 
    ‗speaking incoherently‘ 
 
(84)    七  斷  八  綌   
qī    du￠n bā   xù 
    seven discontinue eight continue 
    ‗disorderly and incomplete‘ 
This is a topic worth more detailed study in future research. 
4.4.2.  Invertible elements 
It is not uncommon to see invertible ch￩ngyǔ—those whose halves can be 
transposed with each other, leaving the basic meaning intact. That is, the first and 
second characters switched with the third and fourth characters to form an alternate 
phrasing of the idiom, without any major change in semantic import. We can represent 
this phenomenon with alphabetic characters as before, in this case (ABCD or CDAB). 
In the dataset, there are a total of 85 pairs of ch￩ngyǔ that display the (ABCD or 
CDAB) transposition. Consider the following examples: 
(85)   一  擲  千    郑  (or)  千    郑  一  擲 
yī    zhí   qiān jīn     qiān jīn    yī    zhí 
    one throw/cast thousand gold; thousand gold one throw/cast 
    ‗to spend money recklessly‘ 
 
(86) 一  擥  三  秋  (or)  三  秋  一  擥 
yī    rì    sān   qiū    sān   qiū   yī    rì 
     one day three autumns; three autumns one day 
  ‗longing for loved ones far away, so one day 
seems as long as three years‘ 
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(87) 千    載  流  膳  (or)  流  膳  千    載 
qiān zài   liú   fāng   liú  fāng qiān zài 
       thousand years remain fragrance;   remain fragrance thousand years 
    ‗a good name that will last forever‘ 
 
(88) 一  髮  千  鈞  (or)  千  鈞  一  髮 
yī    fǎ  qiān jūn    qiān jūn  yī  fǎ 
  one hair thousand jūn   
  ‗ a desperate or critical situation; a close shave‘ 
 
  (89) 千  嬌  百  媚  (or)  百  媚  千  嬌 
qiān jiāo  bǎi  mèi    bǎi   mèi  qiān jiāo‘     
    thousand delicate hundred beauty 
    ‗the pinnacle of beauty and charm‘ 
 
(90)  一  場    春     夢  (or)  春  夢    一    場 
yì    ch￡ng chūn    m￨ng   chūn m￨ng yì  cháng 
  one   opera scene    spring    dream 
    ‗life is changeable and fleeting‘ 
 
In example (88), A jūn (鈞) is ancient measurement of weight; literally, the idiom 
can be read 'a thing which weighs one thousand jūn (鈞) hangs on a hair.' In these 85 
pairs of ch￩ngyǔ, since the transposition of the elements causes the first element (the 
main subject) of the ch￩ngyǔ to vary, it may seem as though there should be a slight 
difference in the topical emphasis and perhaps in meaning. By longstanding 
convention in Chinese, however, each paired two-character element within this type 
of ch￩ngyǔ is considered merely as an alternative way of expressing the same fixed 
definition. The 85 invertible ch￩ngyǔ pairs are summarized as follows in terms of 
their form:   113 
 
Table 28: Forms of invertible ch￩ngyǔ 
Form  Total  Percentage 
# N # N  34  40.00% 
# V # V  8  9.40% 
# Mod # Mod  6  7.10% 
# N Neg V  4  4.70% 
# N N N  4  4.70% 
# N Mod N  4  4.70% 
# V N N  3  3.50% 
# V # N  3  3.50% 
# N Neg Mod  3  3.50% 
V # V #  2  2.40% 
# N V N  2  2.40% 
# N Mod Mod  2  2.40% 
# # # #  2  2.40% 
V V # N  1  1.20% 
N N # N  1  1.20% 
N # N #  1  1.20% 
# V V N  1  1.20% 
# N N V  1  1.20% 
# N N Mod  1  1.20% 
# N Mod V  1  1.20% 
# Mod N N  1  1.20% 
Total  85  100.00% 
 
Table 28 illustrates the fact that invertible ch￩ngyǔ most frequently possess the forms 
of ‗# N # N‘, ‗# V # V‘ and ‗# Mod # Mod‘. Interestingly, the two halves of these 
forms are symmetrical in nature. In fact, 54 (63.5%) out of the 85 invertible ch￩ngyǔ 
are symmetrical (Table 29):   114 
Table 29: Symmetrical forms in 
(ABCD or CDAB) invertible ch￩ngyǔ   
Form  Total  Percentage 
# N # N  34  40.0% 
# V # V  8  9.4% 
# Mod # Mod  6  7.1% 
# V # N  3  3.5% 
V # V #  2  2.4% 
N # N #  1  1.2% 
Total  54  63.5% 
 
The presence of coordinating forms quite often corresponds with the 
element-transposing attribute of the ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals. Even though 
non-coordinating constructions are also allowed in element-transposition, 
coordinating elements are still more frequently transposed than the non-coordinating 
elements. 
The effect of bàn (半  ‘half’) 
There are only a total of 23 ch￩ngyǔ in the dataset containing the word bàn (半 
‗half‘). Similar to the effect discussed in the previous section, bàn may be used in 
ch￩ngyǔ to denote the meaning of ‗a proportion.‘ For example: 
 
(91) 半  撤  八  兩 
bàn   jīn   bā    liǎng 
  half jīn eight liǎng 
  ‗not much difference between the two‘ 
 
In (91), since the weight of b￠n jīn (半撤  ‗half of a jīn’) is exactly the same as the   115 
weight of bā liǎng (八兩  ‗eight liǎng’) (weight = 0.5 kilogram), this idiom expresses 
the concept of ‗two of a kind‘ or ‗no meaningful distinction between the two.‘ It is 
comparable to the English expression ‗six of one and half a dozen of the other.‘ 
In (92), bàn yè (半夜) literally means ‗half night‘ which means ‗exactly in the 
middle of the night; midnight‘: 
 
(92) 三  更    半  夜 
sān   geng   bàn  yè 
    three geng half night 
    ‗late at night (between 11 pm to 1 am)‘ 
 
A geng was a unit of measure for time, similar to the military concept of a ―watch‖. 
Specifically, the night was formerly divided into five geng, or two-hour periods. Since 
bàn yè (半夜  ‗half night; midnight‘) is the same time as what ancient Chinese called 
sān geng (三更) based on gèng unit system, the use of two equivalent time units to 
signal ‗late night‘ renders the expression of the ‗lateness‘ more vivid. 
Interestingly, besides the effect of meaning ‗50% of something‘, the word bàn 
(半  ‗half‘) may also be used in parallel constructions with yī (一  ‗one‘) to refer to a 
cluster of several different but related concepts, each indicating an object or amount 
that is somehow broken, inadequate, barely extant or meager but sufficient. For 
example, the words yī (一; one) and bàn (半; half) can be used in combination to mean 
‗any at all‘:   116 
 
(93)  一官    半  職 
yī    guān   bàn zhí 
    one official half position 
    ‗to have any kind of official position at all‘ 
 
In terms of both income and social status, holding any position in the government is 
considered very desirable in Chinese culture. This idiom is used by Chinese people to 
describe the desirability of ‗any kind of position at all‘ in the government. An example 
generated by a native speaker informant follows: 
 
(94) 小    王      櫏  天   努  力  學  習,  只  是  為  䶆 
Xiǎo   w￡ng měi tiān nǔ  lì  xué  xí    zhǐ  shì  wèi  le 
 
有  一  天  能  在  台  北  市  政    府  求  得 
yǒu  yì  tiān  néng zài  tái  běi  shì  zhèng  fǔ  qiú  de 
 
一  官  半  職 
yī  guān bàn  zhí 
 
Example (94) may be translated as ‗Little Wang studies diligently every day, simply in 
the hope that one day he may get any kind of job at all in the Taipei City government.‘ 
Again, the yī (一  ‗one‘) and bàn (半  ‗half‘) in this example indicate ‗any at all‘ (jobs 
in the government) in this context. 
Consider another example: 
(95)  一男  半  女 
yī    nán   b￠n nǚ 
    one boy half girl 
    ‗to have any children at all‘   117 
Similar to (94), the combination of yī (一  ‗one‘) and bàn (半  ‗half‘) in (95) also 
means ‗any at all‘ (children in this case), alluding to a longing for children after 
marriage. Since traditional Chinese culture places emphasis on the desirability of 
having children (preferably sons) soon after marriage, the idiom yī n￡n b￠n nǚ (一男半
女) is quite often used to connote a longing for ‗any children at all‘ soon after 
marriage. Another example supplied by a native informant: 
 
  (96) 他  們  夫  墻  都    結  婚    三  年  䶆﹐ 
tā    men fū    qī    dōu    jié  hūn    sān nián le, 
[ They    ] man wife both [marry]    3 years 
 
但  卻  還    沒    有    個   一   男  半  女. 
dàn  què  hái    méi  yǒu  ge  yī   nán   bàn nǚ 
but  yet  still    not    have MW one boy half girl 
Sentence (96) may be translated as ‗They (that married couple) have already 
been married for three years, but so far they have not yet had ‗any children at all.‘ 
When the idiom yī n￡n b￠n nǚ (一男半女) is in the scope of negation, it often means 
‗not some‘, as in ‗I don‘t have any money‘. Outside the scope of negation it may take 
on other meanings, some of which are discussed immediately below. Therefore, 
depending on the immediate context where ch￩ngyǔ occur, there might be some slight 
variation in meaning. 
In addition, the numeric terms yī (一  ‗one‘) and bàn (半  ‗half‘) may be used 
together to indicate a cluster of closely related concepts generally indicating ‗the   118 
existence of a small amount.‘ Consider the following examples: 
 
(97) 一  言  半  語 
yī    yán   bàn   yǔ 
    one speech half expression 
    ‗words are scarce‘ 
 
(98) 一  盥  半  解 
yī    zhī   bàn   jiě 
    one know half understand 
    ‗a smattering of knowledge;   
incomplete comprehension‘ 
 
(99)    一  峮  半  錯 
yī    chā b￠n  cuò 
    one difference half error 
    ‗a small error or accident‘ 
 
(100)    一  時  半  刻 
yī    shí   bàn   kè 
    one hour half quarter-hour 
    ‗a short time; a little while‘ 
 
(101)  一  鱗  半  爪 
yī    lín   bàn zhuǎ 
    one scale half claw 
    ‗fragments (of antiques, ancient ruins, etc.)‘ 
 
In (100), kè (刻) is a noun that indicates a quarter of an hour. The related concepts 
included in these ch￩ngyǔ include ‗few, scarce (97); ‗incompleteness‘ (98); ‗small, 
insignificant‘ (99); ‗short, brief‘ (100); ‗fragments of something‘ (101), and so on. 
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4.4.3.  Negation in chéngyǔ 
A total of 198 ch￩ngyǔ in the current data contain some form of negation as an 
element within the idiom itself. This is syntactically and semantically distinct from 
the case in which a ch￩ngyǔ which does not contain any form of negation is placed 
within the scope of a negating word (examples of which are offered above). Different 
words may be used to represent negation in Chinese, including but not limited to: bù 
(不  ‗not‘), wú (無  ‗no, none‘), mò (莫  ‗none; no; not; do not‘) and wèi (未  ‗not 
yet‘). 
 
(102)  一  塵  不  染 
yī    chén bù  rǎn 
    one dust not catch/contaminate 
    ‗ immaculate; spotless; (figuratively) uncontaminated‘ 
 
(103)    一  事  無  成 
yī    shì   wú   chéng 
    one thing no success 
    ‗to accomplish nothing; to get nowhere‘ 
 
(104)  未  盥  萬  一 
wèi   zhī w￠n  yī 
    not know one 10 thousandth 
    ‗having scant knowledge of something‘ 
 
(105)  一  籌    莫  展 
yī  chóu   m￲ zhǎn 
    one plan not unfold 
    ‗cannot find a way out‘ 
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(106)  一  櫛  不  拔 
yī m￡o b￹ b￡‘ 
    one hair not pluck 
    ‗parsimonious; very stingy‘ 
 
(107)    六  親  不  認 
liù   qīn   bú    rèn 
    six relatives not recognize 
    ‗not even recognizing one's own closest relatives‘ 
 
From these ch￩ngyǔ we can see that Chinese idioms sometimes negate a desirable, 
positive or tangible outcome or concept to express the presence of a negative quality 
or outcome, rather than using a positively framed description (e.g. in 106 and 107). 
For example, in (106) the concept of being ‗unwilling to sacrifice even a single hair 
(for the sake of others)‘ graphically depicts an individual as being ‗very stingy‘. Since 
this idiom describes the ‗stinginess‘ by using what is seemingly the least important 
tangible part of a person‘s body, it creates a vivid contrast that highlights the 
conspicuous degree of a person‘s stinginess. This contrast creates a more vivid mental 
image of stinginess than might any one of a number of adjectives or adjective phrases 
that directly denote stingimess. 
Ch￩ngyǔ (107) also shows a similar strategy being used to suggest arrogance and 
emotional coldness or distance. One of the central values in traditional Chinese 
culture is the favorable emphasis on the relationship between family members and 
relatives (Birdwhistell 1989), which are often viewed as ―a network of statuses in   121 
essentially dyadic relationship with each other‖ (Chin & Freedman 1970:244). For 
example, the term li￹ qīn (六親  ‗six relatives‘) has gone through a series of slightly 
differing interpretations across time, but has tended to emphasize paired relationships 
with an asymmetric power dynamic. According to Li: 
the so-called ‗superior‘ person (male, older, parent, husband or 
person of higher status) has the duty of benevolent care toward 
the ‗subordinate‘ (female, younger, child, wife or person of lower 
social status)… while the latter has the duty of obedience. 
Li (2000:108) 
Lǎozi (老子), a central figure in Taoist thought, uses li￹ qīn to refer to the dyadic 
relationships between father and son, older and younger brother, and husband and 
wife (Wagner, Laozi, & Wang 2003:177). Colloquially people use li￹ qīn to mean 
simply the closest known living relatives, or by extension, one‘s entire family. In any 
event, in Chinese culture the use of bù rèn (不認  ‗don‘t recognize‘) in combination 
with one‘s six closest relatives starkly depicts coldness, arrogance, and even perhaps 
cruelty in certain contexts. This is a very unacceptable mental image in Chinese 
culture, and hence emphasizes the existence of undesirable attributes in a person. 
In ch￩ngyǔ (108), yī w￩n (一撇  ‗one penny‘) is the smallest possible unit of 
money. Negation is used in conjunction with this symbol of meagerness to highlight 
the degree of worthlessness of the particular object this idiom is used to describe: 
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(108)    一  撇  不  值 
yī    wén bù  zhí 
    one cent/penny not worth 
    ‗not worth a penny; completely worthless; mere trash‘ 
 
There are 198 ch￩ngyǔ with internal negation, in 29 different forms. They are 
summarized as follows (Table 30): 
 
Table 30: The Forms of Ch￩ngyǔ with Negation 
Ranking  Forms  Count  Percentage 
1  # N Neg V  53  26.8% 
2  Neg V # N  26  13.1% 
3  # Neg N N  18  9.1% 
4  # V Neg N  16  8.1% 
5  # N Neg Mod  16  8.1% 
6  # Neg # N  10  5.1% 
7  N Neg # N  9  4.5% 
8  # N Neg N  8  4.0% 
9  # Neg V #  6  3.0% 
10  Neg Mod # N  5  2.5% 
11  N N Neg #  4  2.0% 
12  V Neg # N  3  1.5% 
13  V # Neg #  3  1.5% 
14  # N Neg #  3  1.5% 
15  V V Neg #  2  1.0% 
16  # Neg V N  2  1.0% 
17  # # Neg V  2  1.0% 
18  Neg V # #  1  0.5% 
19  Neg N V N  1  0.5% 
20  Neg N Mod N  1  0.5% 
21  Neg # V V  1  0.5% 
22  Neg # Neg V  1  0.5% 
23  Neg # Neg #  1  0.5% 
24  Neg # N N  1  0.5% 
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Table 30:    (cont‘d) 
Ranking  Forms  Count  Percentage 
25  Mod Neg # 
Mod 
1  0.5% 
26  Mod N Neg #  1  0.5% 
27  Mod Mod 
Neg # 
1  0.5% 
28  Mod # Neg #  1  0.5% 
29  # Neg # #  1  0.5% 
  Total  198  100.0% 
 
Table 30 illustrates the fact that when ch￩ngyǔ include some form of negation, they 
are most likely to take the form of ‗# N Neg V‘ or ‗Neg V # N‘. These two forms 
account for roughly 40% of the entire subset. Three other high-frequency forms 
account for an additionl 25%: ‗# Neg N N‘, ‗# V Neg N‘, and ‗# N Neg Mod‘. 
 
4.5.  Historical and cultural information 
Since idioms such as ch￩ngyǔ are linguistic devices that are communally shared, 
they often serve as touchstones that convey information about the nature and values of 
the source culture and its history. For example, many Malay idioms use the 
malodorous (but highly treasured) durian fruit as a source domain (Kostermans 1958), 
whereas in seventeenth century France, many figurative expressions drew on religious 
ideas (Ullmann, 1962). Similarly, ch￩ngyǔ are drawn from known and respected 
Chinese literary sources as well as ―colloquialisms… ballads and common sayings 
which contain allusions to historical, quasi-historical, legendary, or mythical persons 
or events‖ (Wu 1995:65; following Shi 1979). An example of a ch￩ngyǔ referring to   124 
Chinese history is q￭n j￬n zhī hǎo (秦晉之好  ‘Cross-marriage between Qin and Jin‘, 
which Wu (1995:68, 79 n18) gives as ‗co-exist in harmony‘). The idiom refers to 
historical events in the Spring and Autumn Period
 in Chinese history (roughly from 
second half of the 8th century to the first half of the 5th century B.C.). A few 
examples are detailed in the following sections. 
 
4.5.1.1.  Historical incidents, practices or figures 
Similar to other ch￩ngyǔ, many ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals also derive from or 
describe historical events, historical people‘s names, historical place names, ancient 
kings, and emperors‘ names, etc. For example: 
 
(109)  楚  歌  四  面 
chǔ   gē    sì    miàn 
    Chu ( country) song four face/sides 
    ‗surrounded on all sides by hostility, difficulty, or frustration‘ 
 
This refers to an incident that occurred in 202 BC, during the Chu-Han contention 
between rival rulers of China following the collapse of the Qin Dynasty, as recorded 
in the historical narrative Shǐj￬ (史記  ‘Records of the Historian‘), written in the first 
century B.C. The incident occurred when Xi￠ng Yǔ (項纽), a prominent general and 
descendant of Chu nobility, was surrounded by Han forces. The opposing Han general 
ordered his troops sing songs native to Chu, hoping to give the Chu soldiers the 
impression that they were fighting against their own countrymen. This demoralized   125 
Xi￠ng's army, and Xi￠ng Yǔ later committed suicide in defeat (Tan 1989: 53). 
 
(110)    退  避  三  舍 
tuì  bì  sān  shè 
    step back/avoid three shè 
    ‗keeping one‘s distance‘ 
 
A second incident recorded in the Shǐj￬ took place in 632 B.C. At that time Duke Wen 
of Jin honored a prior agreement with the state of Chu by withdrawing his troops 
three shè from a battle between the states of Chu and Song (Qian and Nienhauser 
2006:339-40; Tan 1989:180). A shè was thirty lǐ; since a lǐ was roughly one-third of a 
mile, this could very roughly be translated as ‗withdraw thirty miles‘). The idiom 
could be paraphrased as ‗exercise forbearance and avoid entering into a dispute or 
rivalry‘. 
 
  (111)   一  字  千    郑 
yī   zì    qiān jīn 
    one word thousand gold 
    ‗A single word is worth a thousand pieces of gold‘ 
 
This indexes an anecdote from the Shǐj￬ refers to the Lüshi chūnqiū (呂氏春秋 
‗Lü's Spring and Autumn [Annals]‘) an encyclopedic Chinese classic text compiled 
around 239 B.C. (in the closing years of the Warring States Period) under the 
patronage of the Qin Dynasty Chancellor Lü Buwei. When the work was completed, 
Lü displayed it at the market gate of Xianyang, the Qin capital, with a reward of a   126 
thousand measures of gold for anyone who could ―add or subtract one character from 
it‖(Lü, Knoblock & Riegel 2000:14). This idiom now refers to things such as a superb 
piece of writing, a well-composed poem or an ingenious essay. 
 
(112)  三  顧  茅  巬 
sān   gù    máo lú 
    three visit thatched cottage 
    see the explanation at (23) 
 
This alludes to an apocryphal tale involving genuine 3
rd century historical characters 
in the quasi-historical 14th century novel Sāngu￳ yǎny￬ (三國演義  ‗Romance of the 
Three Kingdoms‘), written by Lu￳ Gu￠nzhōng (羅貫中). In this anecdote, in 207 AD 
the military strategist Zhuge Liang joined the warlord Liu Bei only after Liu Bei 
visited him personally three times to request his assistance. It is now used to describe 
a person in power who displays sincerity and eagerness while trying to obtain the 
service of outstanding individuals. 
 
(113)    約  法  三  章 
yuē   fǎ    sān   zhāng 
    agreement provisional constitution three chapters 
    ‗agree on a three-point law‘ 
As recorded in the H￠nshū (漢書  ‗The Book of Han‘), a classic Chinese 
historical text completed in 111 A.D., the first leader of the Han was Li￺ Bāng (劉邦 
also referred to as Emperor Gāozǔ of Han). After accepting the surrender of the Qin, 
Li￺ Bāng announced that the whole of Qin law would be repealed. In its place would   127 
stand only three laws: those who murder will be killed, and those who steal or injure 
others will be punished accordingly. These three laws represented a vast change from 
prior Qin legal practice, which included laws intended as tools of political persecution, 
and harsh sentences which could be expanded to include innocent family members 
(Peerenboom 1993:244; Tan 1989:157). It now refers to the idea of making a few 
simple rules to be observed by all concerned. 
 
(114)  師表             千古 
shī-biǎo             qiān-gǔ 
    person of exemplary value    for all time 
    ‗a paragon for all generations‘ 
 
This ch￩ngyǔ refers specifically to Kǒng Fūzǐ (孔夫子; ‗Master Kǒng‘, known to the 
West as Confucius) whose social, political and philosophical teachings have deeply 
influenced Chinese, Korean, Japanese, and Vietnamese culture and life. 
 
(115)  五  颬  分  屍 
wǔ   mǎ   fēn   shī 
    five horse divide corpse 
    ‗a cruel form of punishment in ancient China‘ 
Historically this ch￩ngyǔ was used to refer to a particularly severe form of 
punishment: tying five horses to a person‘s head and four limbs, and then whipping 
the horses until they tore the person's body apart. In modern usage it refers to the 
action of taking something whole and breaking or tearing it into small pieces. 
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(116)  三  宮  六  院 
sān   gōng li￹   yuàn 
    three palace six courtyard 
    ‗the emperor's harem‘ 
 
Historically (116, identical to example 6 above) was used in a straightforward manner 
to refer to the emperor‘s many wives and concubines. In modern usage it has taken on 
a sarcastic tone, and is used to describe a person with many girlfriends. 
 
(117)  一  曲  陽    關 
yī    qū  y￡ng guān 
    one verse y￡ng guān 
    ‗say good-bye to someone dear‘ 
 
In (117), yáng guān (陽關) is a location: ‗Yang Gate‘ referring to an outpost at a 
mountain pass in far northern China. However, in this idiom the words more 
specifically refer to yáng guān sān dié (陽關三疊  variously translated as ‗Yanguan 
Three refrains‘ or ‗The Parting at Yanguan‘) a traditional song still played to mark 
the occasion of parting from loved ones. The lyrics of the song date back to the Tang 
dynasty (eight century B.C.) poet Wang Wei, while the music is assumed to have 
been created several centuries later (Mitani 1981:126). 
 
(118)  惠    撽    五  跊 
Hu￬    Shī   wǔ chē 
    hu￬ shī five carriage 
    ‗hu￬ shī and five carriages‘ 
 
In (118), Huì Shī (惠撽) is the name of a Chinese philosopher of the fourth century   129 
B.C., famous for his profound knowledge. The classic Taoist text known as the 
Zhuāngzi (莊子) describes Huì Shī as ―a knowledgeable man who has many devices 
and has written books that can fill five carriages‖ (Lu 1998:136). This ch￩ngyǔ is 
used to describe people having great knowledge or insight. For more examples of 
ch￩ngyǔ that reflect historical information, see Appendix 6. 
 
4.5.1.2.  Cultural concepts 
Ch￩ngyǔ encapsulate the folk wisdom of Chinese culture regarding important 
emotional, psychological and experiential aspects of commonly-encountered hopes, 
fears, blessings and predicaments in life, including the desire for wealth and money, 
luck and success, and longevity or immortality; the fear of failure and death; the 
cultural value of being considered knowledgeable; religious concepts; politics, 
patriotism, government, and war; gender concepts; body parts and culturally 
significant animals. 
4.5.1.2.1. Wealth and money 
A total of 76 ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals examined in the data reflect the 
importance of concepts and objects related to wealth. 
 
(119)  郑  錢  萬  翽 
jīn   qián wàn néng 
    gold coins 10 thousand‘ ability/can do 
    ‗with money one can do anything‘   130 
(120)  腰  綏  萬  貫 
jiā    cái   wàn guàn 
    waist tied around 10 thousand guàn 
    ‗extremely rich‘ 
 
Idiom (120) is used to describe family wealth passed down through generations. It 
vividly draws a mental picture of having so much money that one can tie a string ten 
thousand guàn (string of cash) around one‘s waist. The number ‗10 thousand‘ makes 
the image of prosperity more vivid. 
 
(121)  一  本  萬  利 
yī    běn  wàn lì 
    one capital/principal 10 thousand profit 
    ‗enormous profit from small capital investment‘ 
 
  (122)  一  撇  如  命 
yī    wén rú  mìng 
    one cent like life 
    ‗to consider a cent as important as one‘s life; extremely stingy‘ 
 
(123)  食  擥  萬  錢 
shí   rì    wàn qián 
    one eat 10 thousand‘ coins 
    ‗extravagant, luxurious and wasteful‘ 
 
In (121) through (123) a stark contrast between two numeric values renders the 
intended message of the ch￩ngyǔ more vivid and salient. For example, (121) describes 
reaping a ten thousand-fold profit in return for a nominal investment. In (122), the 
absurdity of suggesting that a person values a single cent (一撇  yī wén) as much as 
his or her life and makes the description clearer and emphasizes the concept of   131 
unparalleled stinginess. In (123), spending ten thousand on a single day‘s meal also 
shows that numbers make the description more memorable and salient. Numbers were 
used to describe, quantify and maximize the value of money-related concepts. 
 
4.5.1.2.2. Luck and Success 
There are approximately 140 ch￩ngyǔ in the current data that convey that a 
desire to receive or impart either ‗luck‘ or ‗success‘. This deeply rooted cultural value 
is also reflected in ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals. Numbers are often manipulated to 
help express these culturally significant concepts. 
 
(124)  前  程     萬  里 
qián chéng    wàn  lǐ 
    ahead journey 10 thousand li 
    ‗long journey ahead, bless with a very bright future.‘ 
 
In (124), the number wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘‘) depicts the journey of life as being 
extremely long, and contributes to the strength of the wish for someone to enjoy the 
blessings of success and good fortune throughout an expansive time horizon. A 
smaller number, such as ten or one hundred, would obviously prompt a 
correspondingly reduced emotional appeal. Therefore, the magnitude of the numbers 
in ch￩ngyǔ signals pragmatic effects that are deemed appropriate and culturally 
preferred, in this case to maximize luck, success and blessings to others. 
The number wàn is also used in ch￩ngyǔ to connote the concept of ‗all possible‘,   132 
creating a culturally significant wish for success and good fortune from ‗all‘ directions 
and in ‗all‘ areas. This again springs from the desire to impart the maximum possible 
degree of blessing. For example: 
 
(125)  萬  事  大  吉 
wàn shì   dà  jí 
    10 thousand‘ big lucky 
    ‗everything is just lucky; all's well with the world.‘ 
 
(126)  萬  事  䶨    通 
wàn shì  hēng   tōng 
    10 thousand‘ things prosperous 
    ‗everything goes well.‘ 
 
The desire to impart success in all things, also sometimes includes a sense of 
immediacy. Consider the following examples: 
 
(127)  一  步  登    天 
yī    bù    dēng   tiān 
    one step descend sky 
    ‗a meteoric rise to fame, fast advancement in one's career‘ 
 
(128)  一  登  龍  钀 
yī    dēng l￳ng m￩n 
    one climb dragon gate 
    ‗to rocket into fame or success after one‘s work   
won the praise of an influential or powerful person‘ 
 
(129)  一  揮  秋  就 
yī    huī  lì    jiù 
    one wave immediately accomplish 
    ‗as soon as one begins to work, something is 
accomplished‘   133 
 
(130)  一  舉  成    名 
yī    jǔ  chéng míng 
    one deed becomes famous 
    ‗become famous overnight, achieve instant fame.‘ 
   
(131)  一  勞  永  逸 
yī    láo  yǒng y￬ 
    one labor forever peace 
    ‗great effort to accomplish something once and for all‘ 
 
(132)  趫    價  百  倍 
shēn    ji￠ bǎi  bèi 
    body price hundred times 
    ‗having a sudden increase in value and raise in status‘ 
 
In (127) through (131), the number yī (一  ‗one‘) underscores Chinese people‘s wish 
that success may be accomplished at the first try – a culturally preferred concept. All 
of these ch￩ngyǔ (also 132) impart a sense of ‗short, immediate time frame; rapid 
success and advancement.‘ 
In addition, ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals also reflect a cultural preference for 
‗continual‘ and ‗long-lasting‘ success and luck. Consider the following examples: 
 
(133)  連  中  三  元 
lián  zhōng  sān  yuán 
    continue pass three national examinations 
    ‗to continue to win and non-stop winning‘ 
 
(134)  大  業  千    秋 
dà    yè    qiān qiū 
    big business thousand autumns 
    ‗success in business that will last forever‘   134 
 
(135)  百  戰  不  檆 
bǎi  zhàn bù  dài 
    hundred battles not/never danger 
    ‗many times in battle but never defeated‘ 
 
In (133) the three national examinations are the village exam, district exam and 
imperial exam. Examples (133) through (135) are ch￩ngyǔ commonly used to bless 
others. Notice that numbers are used to denote the meaning of ‗continual or enduring‘. 
Besides using numbers to signal the cultural desire for success and luck, numbers 
are also often used in ch￩ngyǔ that describe the fear of failure. Consider the following 
examples: 
 
(136)  一  事  無  成 
yī  shì  wú  chéng 
    one issue no success 
    ‗to accomplish nothing; to get nowhere‘ 
 
Example (136) reflects Chinese people‘s fear of failure: the conjunction of yī (一 
‗one‘) and wú (無  ‗none/zero‘) implies the expectation that at least one thing should 
have been accomplished, but nothing was. This creates the sense that one‘s efforts did 
not bring about even the minimum level of accomplishment, which failure entails a 
level of disappointment. 
Numbers are also used to express the dread of encountering an endless cycle of 
failure. For example:   135 
 
(137)  一  錯  再  錯 
yī    cuò  zài  cuò 
    one error again error 
    ‗to commit one mistake after another; 
to make things worse by repeated delays‘ 
 
In (137), the topic yī cuò (一錯  ‗one error‘) lends the meaning that ‗a mistake 
has been made‘ but then the predicate zài cuò (再錯  ‗again error‘) compounds the 
undesirable situation by adding even more errors. This highlights the unacceptability 
of repeated or continual errors. The use of numbers again lends an air of authority and 
tangibility to the concept of ‗repeated or continual errors‘. 
Furthermore, ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals reflect the Chinese fear of failure. 
 
(138)  一  敗  涂  地 
yī    bài  tú  dì 
    one defeat smear ground 
    ‗suffer a crushing defeat.‘ 
 
(139)  一  跌  不  振 
yī    dié  bù  zhèn 
    one fall not raise 
    ‗unable to recover from failure or after a decline‘ 
 
(140)  功    虧    一   簣 
gōng    kuī    yī  kuì 
    labor lacks one ‗basket for holding earth‘. 
  ‗failed or incomplete task due to lack of 
determination at the final moment‘ 
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(141)  百  密  一  疏 
bǎi  mì   yī    shū 
    hundred meticulous one neglect/scatter 
    ‗despite careful planning, a critical, careless error 
was made‘ 
 
Examples (138) through (141) describe situations in which a single shortcoming, 
failure or mistake had a critical impact on the outcome of the endeavor. The following 
examples show the Chinese fear that one‘s failure will be passed down to generations 
to come and numbers are used to denote the length of time and quite often to mean 
‗forever‘. 
 
(142)  三  豕  涉  河 
sān  shǐ  shè  hé 
    three pigs crossing river 
    ‗to make mistakes that pass down through generations,   
and subsequent generations are unaware of the errors.‘ 
 
(143)  貽  笑  千    古 
yí    xi￠o qiān gǔ 
    leave behind laughed at thousand generations 
    ‗to be mocked for generations to come.‘ 
 
(144)  遺  臭  萬  年 
yí chòu wàn nián 
    leave behind stench ten thousand years 
    ‗go down in history as a byword of infamy.‘ 
 
Idiom (142) is associated with an parable to the effect that the characters for the words 
jǐ (峱  ‗one‘s self‘) and sān (三  ‗three‘) appear similar and hài (亥  the last of the 
twelve Earthly Branches, which were an ancient system for reckoning time; 9-11 p.m.)   137 
and shǐ (豕 formal register: ‗pig‘) appear similar, so people made an orthographical 
error that was considered correct for generations. 
4.5.1.2.3. Value of ‘Knowledge’ 
Numbers are quite often used to make vivid contrasts or descriptions in ch￩ngyǔ 
related to the cultural value of being considered knowledgeable (e.g. 145 through 160) 
or in contrast with its converse, the culturally despised quality of lacking knowledge. 
There are approximately 109 related ch￩ngyǔ in the data: 
 
(145)  腹  載  五  跊 
fù    zài  wǔ   chē 
    stomach loaded with five vehicle 
    ‗a very large collection of books and knowledge‘ 
 
(146)  百  代  撇  媗 
bǎi   dài   w￩n zōng 
    hundred generation literary great master 
    ‗having a great accumulation of literary achievements‘ 
 
(147)  五  言  長    城 
wǔ   yán  cháng    chéng 
    five words long great wall 
    ‗This is used to describe a person with unparalleled ability.’ 
 
(148)  風  流  千    古 
fēng li￺  qiān gǔ 
    literary elegance thousand age-old 
    ‗literary pursuits and elegant/refined work   
passed on through the ages.‘ 
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(149)  才  駘  八  撗 
cái   gāo   bā    dǒu 
    talent high eight dǒu 
    ‗extremely talented (usually, literary or artistic talent).‘ 
 
(150)  舉  十  盥  九 
jǔ  shí  zhī  jiǔ 
    lift up ten knows nine 
    ‗randomly find 10 things then the person knows 9 
things; to describe a person as being very 
knowledgeable and well-read‘ 
 
(151)    聞  一  盥  十 
w￩n yī    zhī   shí 
    smell/hear one know ten 
    ‗from one learn all.‘ 
 
(152)    桂  暗  一  暝 
guì   lín  yì  zhī 
    Guì Lín (Place name) one branch 
    ‗outstanding talents and performance‘ 
 
(153)  撗  南  一  䶺 
dòu  nán  yì  rén 
    south to the big Dipper, only one person 
    ‗superlative knowledge, moral character and   
academic performance‘ 
 
(154)  十  行  一  目 
shí   xíng yī    mù 
    ten lines one eye 
    ‗the ability to read quickly and comprehend well‘ 
 
(155)  一  樹  百  穫 
yī    shù  bǎi  huò 
    one tree hundred gains 
    ‗nurturing the talented will bring manifold rewards‘ 
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(156)  千  郑  市  馨 
qiān jīn    shì   gú 
    thousand gold city bone 
    ‗very dedicated to recruiting talented service‘ 
 
Idiom (147) refers to the Tang Dynasty (唐代) poet named Li￺ Ch￡ng Qīng (劉
長卿). He was considered the preeminent master of writing wǔ lǜ (五律), a tightly 
regulated form of poetry consisting of an eight-line poem with five characters to a line, 
with tightly regulated tonal prosody. Because of his skill in this form of poetry, Liú 
Ch￡ng Qīng had the nickname ―Five-word Great Wall.‖ The idiom compares anyone 
of great literary skill to Li￺ Ch￡ng Qīng. Example (149) comes from a historical 
anecdote about the scholar Xie Lingyun in the Southern Song Dynasty. Xie Lingyun 
said, ―All of the talent in the history of the world is equivalent to ten dǒu (unit of dry 
measure for grain= 10 liters, so ten dǒu is equal to eight decalitres). Cao Zhi of the 
Kingdom of Wei in the Three Kingdoms Period was equal to eight dǒu, I am equal to 
one, and everyone else in the world is also equal to one.‖ 
Numbers are often used in these ch￩ngyǔ to clearly depict the favorable nature of 
possessing ability and knowledge, making it more vivid and concrete by seeming to 
quantify it. For example, since normally one is only expected to be able to read and 
understand one line of Chinese characters at a time, the ability to understand ten at a 
glance (in 154) stands in stark contrast to the typical case. Along the same lines, 
numbers are employed in (152) and (153) to show the uniqueness and singularity of   140 
the most talented person in a large crowd. In this pattern, the number ‗one‘ is used to 
make one individual stand alone, in clear contrast to all other members of a crowd of 
individuals. Examples (146) and (148) show that one‘s knowledge may be honored 
for the generations to come, and example (155) shows that one‘s knowledge and talent 
will be rewarded in many ways. Example (156) reflects Chinese belief in the wisdom 
of hiring people of great knowledge or skill. The number ‗thousand‘ is used to 
quantify the value (thousand gold; extremely high value) placed upon a person of 
outstanding talent. Therefore, ch￩ngyǔ also reflect the high esteem that Chinese 
culture grants to those who have great knowledge or skill. Within these ch￩ngyǔ, 
numbers are employed with great effect to highlight the influence and honor a person 
of knowledge may have for a great length of time (i.e. forever, generations to come). 
 
4.5.1.2.4. Concepts of ‘Longevity’ and ‘Death’ 
Throughout the history of ancient China its culture included a ―profound belief 
that longevity and material immortality were possible‖ (Needham 1974:1). There are 
fifty ch￩ngyǔ in the dataset that express the desire for longevity, measuring and 
hopefully extending the length of time before death. Numbers are often used in these 
ch￩ngyǔ . 
(157)  八  以  獻  壽 
bā    xiān xiàn shòu 
    Eight Immortals give longevity 
    ‗blessings of longevity on a birthday‘   141 
 
(158)  鶴  壽  千    歲 
hè  shòu qiān suì 
    crane longevity thousand age 
    ‗imparts a wish for longevity‘ 
 
(159)  百  齡  眉  壽 
bǎi   líng méi  shòu 
    hundred year long life 
    ‗imparts a wish for health and longevity‘ 
 
(160)  長    命    百  歲 
cháng  mìng  bǎi   suì 
    long life hundred age 
    ‗imparts a wish for health and longevity‘ 
 
(161)  封    䶺    三  祝 
fēng    rén     sān   zhù 
    confer upon    person  three blessing 
    ‗to bless someone with longevity‘ 
 
In ch￩ngyǔ (157) the Eight Immortals symbolize good fortune and longevity. 
Many traditional pieces of music played to celebrate birthdays refer to the Eight 
Immortals. This idiom is also the title of a popular traditional birthday song (Chuang 
1975:7) 
Ch￩ngyǔ such as (157) through (161) are often used in expressions imparting a 
wish for longevity or immortality. In examples (158), (159) and (160), numbers 
quantify the length of years that the speaker desire to impart upon the hearer. The use 
of the number ‗100‘ may have the effect of maximizing luck as it is used in these 
ch￩ngyǔ— it is also associated with completeness and is a lucky number. Example   142 
(162) also reflects the myths surrounding elixirs, pills and other things that may be 
consumed to produce longevity and immortality. These beliefs were so strong, for 
example, that in the third century B.C. the emperor Qin Shi Huang ―sent several 
expeditions in search for an elixir of immortality‖ (Needham 1974:2). 
 
(162)  九  轉    郑 丹 
jiǔ   zhuǎn    jīn  dān 
    nine turn golden medicine pill 
    ‗a magical medicine, refined nine times,   
that bestows godhood‘ 
 
In addition to the desire for longevity, the fear of death is also depicted in ch￩ngyǔ. 
 
(163)  十  親  九  故 
shí   qīn   jiǔ   gù 
    ten relatives nine dead 
    ‗many relatives are dead‘ 
 
In (163), numbers describe the case in which a large proportion of one‘s relatives are 
deceased. This ch￩ngyǔ denotes great sadness and perhaps longing. Consider further 
examples of death-related ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals: 
 
(164)  一  命  嗚  呼 
    yí    m￬ng wū  hū 
    one life cry exhale 
    ‗to die‘ 
 
(165)  一  命  歸  西 
    yí    m￬ng guī xī 
    one life goes to (returns to) west (heaven) 
    ‗to die‘   143 
(166)  一  息  奄  奄 
    yì    xī    yān  yān 
    one breath feeble feeble 
    ‗only one last breath left; life coming to an end‘ 
 
(167)  一  朝  千    古 
    yì    zhāo qiān gǔ 
    one morning thousand old 
    ‗to die suddenly‘ 
 
(168)  一  聚  枯  馨 
    yí    jù    kū    gǔ 
    one assemble of dry bone 
    ‗assembly of dry bones; dead for a long time‘ 
 
(169)  一  瞑  不  視 
    yì    míng bú  shì 
    one close of the eyes not see 
    ‗eyes are closed and don't open again; death‘ 
 
(170)  勈  弱  一  個 
    yòu  ruò   yí    gè 
    again lose (through death-formal) one individual 
    ‗again one more person dead; to remember the loved 
one that passed and to mourn for them‘ 
 
(171)  不  免  一  死 
    bù  miǎn  yì  sǐ 
    can't avoid one death 
    ‗mortal‘ 
 
(172)  萬  死  一  生 
    wàn sǐ    yì  shēng 
    10 thousand‘ death one life 
    ‗slim chance of survival; great risk; narrow escape‘ 
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(173)  七  死  八  活 
    qī    sǐ    bā    huó 
    seven death eight live 
    ‗on the verge of death‘ 
 
(174)  三  長  兩  短 
    sān ch￡ng liǎng duǎn 
    three length two shortness 
    ‗unforeseen disaster (usually, death)‘ 
 
(175)  千    秋  永  訣 
    qiān qiū   yǒng ju￩ 
    thousand autumn forever good-bye 
    ‗forever depart/farewell from each other‘ 
 
(176)  櫍  儀  千    古 
    mǔ   yí  qiān gǔ 
    mother appearance thousand old/ages 
    ‗the example that a female role model has   
set is forever gone; the mother has passed away‘ 
 
(177)  英  濈  千    秋 
    yīng li￨    qiān qiū 
    hero stern thousand autumns 
    ‗to mourn and remember a dead person for his/her courage‘ 
 
The number ‗one‘ is used to indicate that people only have ‗one‘ life (164, 165, 169, 
170); ‗one‘ breath (166); ‗one‘ death (167, 170). The number in these examples 
reflects stark reality, and no other numbers are suitable. So, in ch￩ngyǔ , numbers are 
not random; in this case they are used to reflect observations grounded in undeniable 
and inescapable reality.   
Death is also depicted as being sudden (164, 167); people may be in situations   145 
that are close to death (172, 173, 168); and people may also wish to be remembered 
after death for the generations to come (176, 177). After death, the living and the dead 
are forever separated (175). In (175) through (177), numbers depict the hopelessly 
prolonged separation between the living and the dead. A large number such as ‗one 
thousand‘ is suitable for the purpose of depicting the separation as being interminable 
and unbearable. In Chinese culture, ‗thousand‘ can mean ‗forever‘. This presents yet 
another example of the fact that numbers in ch￩ngyǔ are consciously chosen to reflect 
a communicative goal. 
 
4.5.1.2.5. Religious concepts 
As language describes culture, culture is also reflected in the language. Ch￩ngyǔ 
reflect numerous religious concepts in Chinese culture, as briefly described in section 
1.4. More than 50 ch￩ngyǔ in the data describe or have strong connection with 
religious concepts. For example: 
   
(178)  三  生    有  幸 
    sān   shēng yǒu x￬ng 
    3 lives/incarnations have luck 
      ‗the greatest fortune in three incarnations; lucky indeed‘ 
 
(179)  緣    訂    三  生 
    yu￡n d￬ng sān shēng 
    fate set-up three lives;   
‗marriage/ fate/destiny previously fixed for three lives‘ 
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Examples (178) and (179) clearly reflects Buddhist religious belief that people 
undergo a series of reincarnations. In this light, marriage in this present life is seen as 
a consequence of events in previous incarnations. Therefore, it is not uncommon for 
Chinese to say–sometimes seriously, sometimes in jest–that the reason why two 
people are married is because one spouse owed the other an unpaid debt in a previous 
life, and the marriage enables the debtor to repay the debt. The number three in (178) 
and (179) may be related to fundamental concepts of religion, philosophy or virtuous 
behavior are often grouped in threes, e.g. the Three Energies of Taoism (see Pellatt 
2007:8,83-104; Lip 1992:11-40; China A New History p. 64). A final idiom that 
reflects religious beliefs widespread in traditional Chinese culture is (180). The six or 
categories or dào (道  ‗path‘) of rebirths within the cyclic system of traditional 
Buddhist cosmology are explicitly referenced: 
 
(180)    六  道  輪  迴 
      liù   dào   lún   huí 
    six dao reincarnation 
      ‗six dao reincarnation‘. 
Several ch￩ngyǔ containing numerals mention the concept of one or more 
supreme beings or gods. For example: 
 
(181)  六  神  不  安 
    liù   shén bù   ān 
    six gods not secure 
‗anxious and lost, unstable mind‘   147 
(182)  萬  家  生    佛 
wàn jiā    shēng f￳ 
    10 thousand household born/living Buddha 
‗10, 000 families – a benefactor to all‘ 
 
(183)  丈     六  郑  趫 
    zhàng    liù    jīn  shēn 
  inch six golden body 
‗a statue of the Buddha‘ 
 
(184)  四  大  郑  剛 
    sì    dà    jīn   gāng 
          four big (Buddha‘s warrior attendant) 
‗Four Heavenly Guardians at the entrance to a   
Buddhist temple‘ 
 
(185)    八  以  過  海 
bā  xiān gu￲ hǎi 
    eight Immortals/Immortals pass sea 
‗each person shows their own power/ability.   
See explanation at (23). 
 
Some ch￩ngyǔ do not refer to gods directly, instead describing concepts deeply 
rooted in a religious worldview. For example: 
 
(186)  六  根  清  淨 
    liù   gēn  qīng jìng 
    six roots clear quiet 
‗free from human desires and passions‘ 
 
Ch￩ngyǔ (186) describes the Buddhist concept that people have six indriya 
(‗roots‘, i.e. sensory organs or faculties: eyes/sight, ears/hearing, nose/smell, 
tongue/taste, body/touch, and mind/mental faculty). In order to be considered ‗pure‘   148 
as a Buddhist, one must free one‘s self from the six indriya. This idiom describes the 
Buddhist belief that when a person is li￹ gēn qīng j￬ng (六根清淨), he/she is 
considered pure and ‗free from human desires and passions.‘ The number liù (六  ‗six‘) 
in this idiom directly relates to a deeply rooted religious belief. Instead of using the 
straightforward term ‗pure‘ to describe a person, Chinese may use this ch￩ngyǔ 
denoting an equivalent religious term. 
 
(187)  四  大  皆  空 
    sì    dà    jiē    kōng 
    four big all empty 
‗being completely indifferent to worldly temptations.‘ 
 
In the Buddhist belief system, when all the four elements (earth, water, fire and 
air) are absent from the mind, one is considered completely indifferent to worldly 
temptations. This is another example of a ch￩ngyǔ directly taken from religious 
concepts. 
 
(188)  三  世  嗠  暜 
    sān   shì   yīn   guǒ 
    three incarnations preordained fate 
‗A fate that is repeated through three incarnations‘ 
 
Buddhist belief holds that anything one does in this present life will be the source of 
related consequences in the next incarnation. Similarly, the problems and bad fortune 
in this life may be the effect/consequence from one‘s previous incarnation(s). Hence,   149 
(188) also reflects religious concepts. Also consider (189): 
(189)  七  魄  三  魂 
qī    pò    sān   hún 
    seven soul three spirit 
‗a person has seven souls and three spirits‘ 
 
(190)  七  情  六  慾 
qī    qíng liù  yù 
    seven emotions and six sensory pleasures 
      ‗seven emotions and six sensory pleasures‘ 
In Chinese Buddhist belief, people have seven emotions – happiness (咜), anger 
(怒), sorrow (憂), fear (懼), love (愛), hate (憎), and desire (慾). These six sensory 
pleasures derived from the eyes, ears, noses, tongue, body and mind. 209 reflects 
Taoist beliefs. 
 
(191)  皈  依  三  寶 
guī   yī    sān  bǎo‘ 
    comply yield three treasures 
    ‗the ceremony of being declared a Buddhist; 
be converted to Buddhism or some other religion‘ 
 
In all of the above examples, we see that numbers were not selected randomly for the 
ch￩ngyǔ, but reflect their origins in culturally significant religious concepts. 
 
(192)  一  步  一  鬼 
yī    bù  yī    guǐ 
    one step one ghost 
    ‗there are so many ghosts that one ghost can 
be seen at every step we take‘ 
 
Examples like (192) clearly reflect traditional Chinese anxieties regarding malevolent   150 
ghosts or spirits called yuān h￺n (spirit of bitter injustice), which have the power to 
hurt living human beings (Harvey, 1933; also see Chao, 1997). This concept is 
expressed in several ch￩ngyǔ. 
 
4.5.1.2.6. Politics, patriotism, government and war 
More than 130 ch￩ngyǔ in the dataset contain concepts related to politics, 
government, emperors, wars, crimes, loyalty and love for country. For example: 
 
(193)  一  嫸  丹  心 
yī  cùn   dān   xīn‘ 
    one  嫸  (unit of length = 0.333 decimeter) red heart 
    ‗one loyal and sincere heart‘ 
 
Since ―red heart‖ is a metaphor for ―loyal heart‖, this idiom is used to describe an 
individual‘s loyal and sincere character, usually in the context of describing one‘s 
patriotism. Moreover, the property of being ‗upright, honest, free from corruption‘ 
is also highly praised in Chinese culture. 
 
(194)  一  廉  如  水 
yī    lián  rú  shuǐ 
    one upright like water 
    ‗upright, honest and free from corruption‘ 
 
(195)  一  錢  太  守 
yī    qián tài-shǒu 
    one coin procurator 
    ‗a government official free from corruption‘ 
 
Chinese tradition resonates with the concept of ―the comprehensive Way of the   151 
Ancients, expressed in the unity of the world, unity of doctrine, and the unity of the 
sage and the emperor‖ (Lewis 1999:293ff). This reflects nationalistic thought that the 
land of China should never be divided (Hardy, Kinney and Kinney, 2005:50). Several 
ch￩ngyǔ describe the cultural wish to return to this unity across the world. For 
example: 
 
(196)  一  匡    天 下 
yī    kuāng    tiān    xià 
    one rectify heaven below 
    ‗to unite the whole empire under one government‘ 
 
(197)  一  統  天  下 
yī    tǒng tiān  xià 
    one unite heaven below 
    ‗to unite the whole nation or world‘ 
 
(198)  一  統  江  山 
yī    tǒng jiāngshān 
    one unite river mountain 
    ‗territories under one sovereign‘ 
 
(199)  九  合  一  匡 
jiǔ   hé    yī    kuāng 
    nine combine one rectify 
    ‗to rectify a disorderly situation‘ 
 
(200)  天  下  為  一 
tiān  xià   wéi  yī 
    heaven below become one 
    ‗to unite the whole nation or world‘ 
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(201)  四  海  一  家 
sì    hǎi   yī    jiā 
    four seas one family 
    ‗we are all one family‘ 
 
In examples (197) through (201), the concept of uniting the world into one great 
empire is conveyed. In such as (197) and (198) the term ‗heaven‘ may be literal, or 
may be taken ―in a broad sense, including not only celestial matters but also principles 
of nature, and the inherent moral principles of the world of men‖ (Lewis 1999:182). 
In (196), (197) and (200) the phrase tiān xià (天下, ‗heaven below‘) is taken to mean 
―land under heaven‖, which in turn can mean either China or the entire world. The 
phrase sì hǎi (四海  ‗four seas‘) in (201) carries the same meaning. Notice that in each 
of these examples, the number ‗one‘ is used. This number is not used randomly, but 
expresses the cultural belief and desire that the whole world (or at the very least, the 
land of China) should be united and become ‗one‘. These ch￩ngyǔ also reflect clearly 
a traditional Chinese worldview. 
Several of the ch￩ngyǔ related to politics also reflect a fear of war, and 
subsequent overturn or destruction of the nation. For example: 
 
(202)  一  言  咪  邦 
yī    yán   s￠ng bāng 
    one saying ruin nation 
    ‗A single word may bring disaster to the nation‘ 
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(203)  五  擥  京  兆 
wǔ   rì    jīng zhào 
    five day capital omen/sign 
    ‗office held for only a short time‘ 
 
Examples (202) and (203) show the fear of the destruction of the nation. This may be 
rooted in the millennia-long saga of warring states and bitter conflict in Chinese 
history, bringing insecurity across the land. Ch￩ngyǔ (202) shows the fear of ruining 
the nation with one inappropriate word. Although the ‗nation‘ may be taken 
figuratively as the core part of any individual‘s life, this ch￩ngyǔ derives its 
expressive force through the contrast between ‗one‘, the smallest unit of whole 
numbers, and the potential for great and bitter destruction one ill-chosen word can 
bring. Ch￩ngyǔ frequently take the smallest number and contrast it with the largest 
unit available in the given frame of reference to make the relationship more striking. 
This might be one of the reasons why the number ‗one‘ occurs more frequently than 
any other numeral in ch￩ngyǔ. In the same vein, ch￩ngyǔ (203) uses the number ‗five‘ 
as a small unit to depict the shortness of the time of one‘s rule, since an empire is 
expected to last significantly longer than five days. Several ch￩ngyǔ containing 
numerals also reflect the fear of facing wars and attacks from other countries. For 
example: 
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(204)  四  面    楚    歌 
sì    miàn  chǔ   gē 
    four    sides Chu song 
    ‗facing attacks from all sides‘ 
 
(205)  四  戰  之  國 
sì    zhàn zhī  guó 
    four war zhī country 
    ‗under attack from all directions‘ 
 
(206)  狼  煙  四  起 
láng yān  sì  qǐ 
    wolf smoke four rise 
    ‗be engulfed in the flames of war.‘ 
 
Doom seems to arise from four directions. This may simply derive from a simple 
reference to the four major points of the compass, but perhaps also reflects the fact 
that in Chinese the word for ‗four‘ (sì;  四) is phonologically similar to the word for 
‗death‘ or ‗to die‘ (sǐ;  死), and therefore considered inauspicious. The historical 
allusion in example (204) is explained above at (129), and (206) refers to the practice 
in ancient China of burning wolves‘ dung at border posts to signal an alarm. 
There are several ch￩ngyǔ describing one or more emperors, since the Chinese 
emperor was ―the legitimate ruler of all mankind, directly appointed by cosmic 
powers… the center to whom all peripheries owed allegiance, [and] the only person 
who could keep the civilized world together‖ (Hardy, Kinney and Kinney, 2005:50): 
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(207)  九  五  之  尊 
jiǔ  wǔ  zhī  zūn 
    nine five zhī honor 
    ‗exaltation of nine and five 
 
(208)  䶌  帝  三  王 
    èr    dì  sān  wáng 
    two emperors three kings 
‗two emperors three kings‘ 
In Chinese historical accounts, the ―two emperors‖ refers to Yáo (堯) and Shùn (舜); 
the ―three kings‖ refers to the founding emperors in the Xia Dynasty (c.21st–c.16th 
century B.C.); the Shang Dynasty (c. 16th – 11th century B.C.); and the Zhou Dynasty 
(c. 11th century 256 B.C.), who were Yǔ (禹), Tāng (湯) and W￩n Wǔ (撇  武), 
respectively (De Bary, & Lufrano 2001:10). Confucian tradition stressed the virtues of 
this particular group of rulers. Therefore, the numbers ‗two‘ and ‗three‘ in this idiom 
are also rooted in historical accounts and traditions rather than the result of a random 
assignment. In (207) the numbers nine and five, when taken together, are associated 
with emperors. This is reflected in several areas of Chinese culture. For example, 
there were five emperors and nine sovereigns of Chinese folklore (Feng & Bodde 
1953:68-9). In Neo-Confucian belief: 
The number five is the most important Yang heaven number… the 
number nine is the highest Yang earth number... the number nine 
together with the number five resulted in the office of the Chinese 
emperor often being referred to as the exaltation of nine-and-five 
                  (Ho 2005:49) 
Moreover, during the Qing dynasty:   156 
the  dragon  became  the  symbol  of  the  emperor…  There  was  a 
hierarchy  of  nine  types  of  dragons,  of  which  the  highest,  the 
five-clawed dragon, was prominently featured on the emperor‘s 
robes… The right to wear nine five-clawed dragons was restricted 
to the emperor, his sons, and princes in the first and second ranks 
              (Rawski 2001:42) 
Below are further examples of ch￩ngyǔ referring to Chinese emperors and their 
special privileges: 
 
(209)  三  呼  萬  歲 
sān  hū    wàn suì 
    three shout ‗ten thousand years‘ 
    ‗to shout ―long live the emperor‖ three times‘ 
 
(210)  三  皇     五  帝 
sān   hu￡ng    wǔ    dì 
    three kings five emperors 
    ‗the three sage kings and five virtuous emperors of   
China at the dawn of civilization‘ 
 
(211)  萬  乘    之  尊 
w￠n ch￩ng zhī zūn 
    10 thousand war chariot zhī honor 
    ‗the exaltation of ten thousand chariots‘ 
 
The number wàn (萬  ‗10 thousand‘) in (209) and (211) signals the cultural belief or 
hope that an emperors will live ‗forever‘ (220) and have ten thousand chariots (also 
symbolizing the population of the country) at his command (211). 
 
4.5.1.2.7. Gender concepts in chéngyǔ 
Although there was some interplay between the view of the view of gender that   157 
framed the correlative yin-yang school – that the sexes were disparate, but neither had 
inherent superiority – and the strict social order that characterized Confucianism, 
gender inequality was quite common in ancient Chinese culture. The Confucian order 
―[argued] for the moral rightness of separate spheres for men and women, and 
womens‘ subordination to the male heads of their households‖ (Li 2000:x). Males 
were valued much more than females. This worldview regarding gender is also clearly 
reflected in ch￩ngyǔ. 
Confucian virtues are among the cultural values encapsulated in ch￩ngyǔ. Filial 
piety (孝; xiào) is considered among the greatest of virtues, and is epitomized in the 
teaching of the wǔl￺n, (五倫  ‗Five Relationships‘). These are the relationships 
between ruler and subject, father and son, elder and younger brother, husband and 
wife, and between friends. One manifestation of this piety is the fact that ―of the three 
unfilial acts [described by Mencius], the worst was to have no sons... a superior man 
must... marry and have sons‖ (Birdwhistell 1989:36-7). This emphasis on producing 
posterity is expressed in ch￩ngyǔ such as (232). 
   
(212)  一  舉  得  男 
yì    jǔ    dé    nán 
    one deed obtain boy 
    ‗to get a son as one's first child, perhaps quickly‘ 
 
In ancient Chinese culture, men were praised for having sufficient power and wealth   158 
to support many wives, as exemplified by (213) and (214, which was previously seen 
as A6 and 136): 
 
(213)  三  墻  四  墾  (or)  三  房  四  墾 
sān   qī    sì    qiè    sān   fáng sì    qiè 
    three wives four concubines (or) or three houses four 
concubines 
    ‗having many wives‘ 
 
(214)  三  宮    六 院 
sān   gōng    li￹  yuàn 
    three palace six courtyard 
    ‗the emperor's harem‘ 
 
While having multiple wives signified men‘s power, women were expected to follow 
play a subordinate role and strive to master a well-defined set of feminine virtues. 
Confucian teaching on this aspect of social order is emphasized in example (215): 
 
(215)  三  從    四    德 
sān   cóng    sì    dé 
    three obediences four virtues 
    ‗three obediences and four virtues of women‘ 
 
In ancient China a female was expected to obey the male members of her family 
throughout her life: her father before marriage, her husband during married life and 
her sons in widowhood. These were referred to as the sān c￳ng (三從; ‗the three 
obediences‘;  在家從父,  出嫁從夫,  夫死後從子; z￠i jiā c￳ng f￹﹐ chū ji￠ c￳ng fū﹐ fū 
sǐ h￲u c￳ng zi). The four virtues are fidelity, physical charm, propriety in speech and   159 
efficiency in needlework (婦德,  婦容,  婦言,  婦峥; fù dé﹐ fù róng﹐ fù yán﹐ f￹ gōng). 
Another idiom expressing the general expectations laid upon women in ancient China 
can be seen in (216): 
 
(216)    三  貞  九  濈 
sān   zhēn jiǔ   liè 
    three loyal nine upright 
    ‗three principles of loyalty and nine of uprightness‘ 
 
A widow was expected live a life of high merit, including declining all offers of 
remarriage. In examples (213–215), we can see clear gender inequality in ancient 
Chinese culture. The numbers three and four in (213) simply refer to having 
‗numerous‘ wives, but the numerals in (214) and (215) were the specific count of 
culturally significant expectations for merits that women should possess. The use of 
these numbers in these ch￩ngyǔ was closely related to cultural values and 
expectations regarding the behavior of women. 
Ch￩ngyǔ that describe distinctive characteristics of men and women reflect 
cultural norms and values regarding masculinity and femininity. Many of the ch￩ngyǔ 
examined honor men as being ‗strong, brave and courageous‘ (217–218): 
 
(217)  勇    冠     三  軍 
yǒng guàn    sān  jūn 
    courage    to crown three armies 
    ‗to describe a very courageous person‘ 
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(218)  萬  夫  不  當 
wàn fū    bù    dang 
    10 thousand‘ men not withstand 
    ‗very courageous and strong; undefeatable‘ 
 
Women, on the other hand, are often depicted as being ‗beautiful‘ (219–220) 
sometimes through disfiguring cosmetic alteration. In (221) the phrase ―three cùn 
golden lilies‖ described the reduced length of women's feet after deformation by 
foot-binding, which was considered beautiful in ancient China. A cùn was a unit of 
measurement roughly equal to 1.3 inches, so the ideal length was roughly 3.9 inches: 
 
(219)  百  媚  千    嬌 
bǎi   mèi  qiān jiāo 
    hundred beauty thousand delicate 
    ‗the pinnacle of beauty and charms‘ 
 
(220)  一  顧  傾  城 
yī    gù    qǐng chéng 
    one glance  fall   city wall 
    ‗devastating feminine beauty‘ 
 
(221)  三  嫸  郑  蓮 
sān c￹n    jīn   lián 
    three cùn golden lilies 
    ‗beautiful 3.9 inch feet‘ 
 
The attitudes toward women were ambivalent. On one hand, women were subject to
‚neo-Confucian ideals of female seclusion‖ (Furth 1999:268):   161 
The role of the female is assigned by the yin metaphor. This 
means a lowly and inferior status, defined by the perimeter of the 
family itself… The standard appellation for wife was [nèirén,  内
䶺], or inner person, meaning the person who was confined 
within the house 
(Taylor & Choy 2005:684-5) 
Within that perimeter, however, women exert a role as moral leaders and 
promulgators of Confucian values, as in (222) where a deceased mother (or a woman 
who has played the role of a mother) is described as possessing positive qualities that 
echo down through future generations: 
(222)  櫍  儀  千    古 
mǔ   yí    qiān gǔ 
    mother manners thousand ages 
    ‗the model of a mother, forever to be remembered‘ 
  On a more negative plane, women are also sometimes depicted as gossiping and 
unworthy of trades or tasks traditionally left to males. Ch￩ngyǔ (223), for example, 
was originally written as an explicitly derogatory reference to ―religious women, 
brokers and traders (including matchmakers) and female healers… lower class 
[female] outsiders who visited gentry homes to provide services to house-bound 
women‖ (Furth 1999:268 following Leung 1996). 
 
(223)  三  姑  六  婆 
sān   gū    liù   pó 
    three aunties six grammas 
    ‗women whose professions are illegitimate; 
a group of gossiping women; 
many/all relatives.‘ 
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4.5.1.2.8. Body parts in chéngyǔ 
As discussed extensively in Yu (1998:49-79), Chinese figurative language uses 
body parts to denote emotions (see Table 1), seemingly making more frequent and 
more explicit reference to them than is the case in English idioms. In the dataset, there 
are a total of 179 ch￩ngyǔ that contain words related to body parts. Since several 
ch￩ngyǔ make mention of more than one body part, a single idiom might increase the 
tally for more than one body part in this table. For example: 
 
(224)  一  心  一  意 
yì     xīn   yí     yì 
    one heart one mind  
    ‗steadfast; determined; bent on doing something‘ 
 
In (224), the occurences were tallied once under ‗heart‘ and once under ‗mind‘, since 
both are mentioned. So, out of the 179 ch￩ngyǔ, there are a total of 192 occurrences 
of body part terms. Further examples include: 
 
(225)  銘  感  五  內 
    m￭ng gǎn wǔ  nèi 
    be deeply grateful in five intestines 
    ‗extremely thankful‘ 
 
The number ‗five‘ in this example is a direct statement of a traditional Chinese belief 
that people have five intestines ‗五臟.‘ 
Following Lakoff & Turner (1989), Yu states that Chinese figurative language   163 
―shares the same generic-level conceptual metaphor ANGER IS HEAT with English‖ (Yu 
1998:50).    This is reflected in (226) : 
 
(226)  七  孔  生    煙 
    qī    kǒng shēng  yān 
    seven aperture produce smoke 
    ‗extremely angry‘ 
 
The human head has seven apertures. This ch￩ngyǔ gives employs a conceptual-level 
metaphor to paint a vivid mental picture of great anger using body parts. 
 
(227)  三  嫸  之  舌 
    sān   cùn  zhī   shé 
    three- cùn (unit of measure) tongue 
    ‗persuasive; can persuade reluctant people‘ 
 
The three cùn measure in (227) describes an atypically long tongue, implying that 
someone is especially persuasive. 
 
(228)  趫  惷  六  甲 
    shēn huái liù  jiǎ 
    body pregnant six Heavenly Stems (甲) 
    ‗to be pregnant‘ 
 
(229)  掐  指  一  算 
    qiā   zhǐ   yí    suàn 
    pinch finger one count 
    ‗finger-counting for fortune-telling‘ 
 
This idiom reflects a cultural and religious practice of telling fortune by counting 
one‘s fingers. The 192 occurrences of body part words are summarized as follows:  164 
Table 30: Table 31: Ch￩ngyǔ that mention body parts 
Body Part  Total  Percentage 
heart  31  16.15% 
eye  25  13.02% 
body  19  9.90% 
face  16  8.33% 
hand  14  7.29% 
mouth  12  6.25% 
head  12  6.25% 
foot  9  4.69% 
hair  8  4.17% 
aperture  7  3.65% 
tongue  5  2.60% 
intestine  5  2.60% 
finger  5  2.60% 
waist  4  2.08% 
vein  3  1.56% 
blood  3  1.56% 
arm  3  1.56% 
ear  2  1.04% 
brain  2  1.04% 
stomach  1  0.52% 
nose  1  0.52% 
liver  1  0.52% 
limb  1  0.52% 
leg  1  0.52% 
bone  1  0.52% 
armpit  1  0.52% 
Total  192  100.00% 
 
In Table 31 it is shown that the five body parts most frequently used in the ch￩ngyǔ 
containing numerals examined were ‗heart‘ (16.15%), ‗eye‘ (13.02%), ‗body‘ (9.90%), 
‗face‘ (8.33%), and ‗hand‘ (7.29%). 
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4.5.1.2.9. Animals in chéngyǔ 
Animals are also well represented in this dataset, since a total of 70 ch￩ngyǔ 
contain the names of animals such as horses, tigers, rats, Raccon Dogs (Nyctereutes 
procyonoides, which is neither a raccoon nor a badger, but is a canine) and so on. 
Some examples are: 
 
(230)  一  颬  一  鞍 
    yì    mǎ   yì    ān 
    one horse one saddle 
    ‗one woman can only marry one husband‘ 
 
The parallel usage of the numeral ‗one‘ in this example forms a clear correspondence: 
as one horse can only have one saddle, so too can one woman only have one husband. 
The content words are both drawn from a schema related to ―horses‖ (horse and 
saddle). 
 
(231)  三  人  成    虎 
sān  rén  ch￩ng    hǔ 
    3 people become tiger 
    ‗A lie, if repeated often enough, will be accepted as truth‘ 
 
In this case, ‗three‘ means ‗any small group‘. When a small group of people agree on 
a certain fact and repeat it steadfastly, it becomes a powerful truth — as formidable as 
a tiger. 
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(232)  十  鼠  同  穴 
    shí   shǔ   tóng xuè 
    ten rats together cave/hole/den 
    ‗pack of vicious people fighting with one another‘ 
 
Rats are sometimes associated with scoundrels or mean, low creatures in Chinese 
culture, as for example in the term shǔ b￨i (鼠輩  literally, ‗rat-kind‘ or 
‗rat-generation‘; figuratively, ‗vicious people‘).    The numeral ‗ten‘ in this idiom 
simply suggests ‗several‘ or ‗many‘. Therefore, this idiom paints a picture of a group 
of several vicious people gathered together, either to fight against one another, or to 
conspire together in some foul plan. 
 
(233)  三  痲    摸  象 
    sān  m￡ng mō xiàng 
    three blind touch elephant 
    ‗biased view; unable to see the whole truth‘ 
 
The numeral ‗three‘ in this idiom simply means ‗a group‘. Each blind person can use 
their sense of touch to investigate one small area of the elephant‘s flank, but the whole 
elephant is too big to be fully investigated in this manner. Therefore, the three blind 
people are restricted to a narrow and even biased perspective; they cannot determine 
the whole truth. The elephant, then, figuratively depicts any domain of information 
that is too large to be investigated with limited resources. 
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(234)  群  雞  一  鶴 
    qún  jī    yí    hè 
    crowd chickens one crane 
    ‗one's appearance and ability outshines all the others‘ 
 
Finally, cranes are considered special and beautiful, and the number ‗one‘ draws 
attention to the ‗uniqueness‘ of the crane against the crowd of common chickens. 
The four animals appearing most frequently in the current set of ch￩ngyǔ are: 
‗horse‘ (27.1%), ‗bird‘ (24.3%), ‗dragon‘ (10.0%), and ‗pig‘  (5.7%), as in (Table 32): 
 
Table 32: Animals in ch￩ngyǔ 
containing numbers 
Animal  Occurrences  Percentage 
Horse  19  27.1% 
Bird  17  24.3% 
Dragon  7  10.0% 
Pig  4  5.7% 
Dog  3  4.3% 
Cow  3  4.3% 
Tiger  3  4.3% 
Fox  2  2.9% 
Rat  2  2.9% 
Snake  2  2.9% 
Animal  1  1.4% 
Donkey  1  1.4% 
Elephant  1  1.4% 
Goat  1  1.4% 
Lion  1  1.4% 
Rabbit  1  1.4% 
Turtle  1  1.4% 
Wolf  1  1.4% 
Total  70  100.0% 
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4.6.  Modern and ancient frequencies of chéngyǔ 
Since mastering 1,895 ch￩ngyǔ could present an intimidating prospect, it would 
be useful to determine which ch￩ngyǔ are used more frequently than others.   
Moreover, since some ch￩ngyǔ occur only in the modern, some only in the ancient 
and some in both, it would also be useful to separate the results by both modern and 
ancient Chinese corpus. The source of frequency data for both the modern and ancient 
corpus was the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese, available 
online at http://www.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus/mkiwi0.htm. There are a total of 
632,428,846 words in the modern corpus and 206,375,060 in the ancient one. A total 
of 159 ch￩ngyǔ occur in the modern corpus but not in the ancient corpus, while a total 
of 388 are found in the ancient corpus but not the modern. Interestingly, some 
ch￩ngyǔ have similarly high frequencies in both the Modern and ancient Chinese 
corpuses.   169 
Table 33:    Top 20 ch￩ngyǔ occurring in both the modern and 
ancient corpuses, by ranking in the modern corpus 
Rank Traditional  Pinyin  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # in 
Modern 
Corpus 
Total # in 
Ancient 
Corpus 
1  千撹百計 
qiān 
fāng bǎi 
jì 
thousand ways 
hundred schemes 
by hook or by crook, by 
all means at one's 
command 
3470  138 
2  成千上萬 
chéng 
qiān 
shàng 
wàn 
become thousand 
up 10 thousand‘ 
by the thousands and 
tens of thousands. 
1994  8 
3  大吃一驚 
dà chī yì 
jīng 
big eat one shock  jump out of one's skin.  1788  384 
4  千家萬戶 
qiān jiā 
wàn hù 
thousand families 
10 thousand‘ 
household 
every family.  1601  3 
5  四面八撹 
sì miàn 
bā fāng 
four sides eight 
directions 
on every side; on all 
sides; all directions; all 
quarters; all around 
1580  206 
6  一如擢往 
yì rú jì 
wǎng 
one same as past 
just as in the past; as 
before; as always 
1153  2 
7  千千萬萬 
qiān 
qiān 
wàn wàn 
thousand 
thousand 10 
thousand‘ 10 
thousand‘ 
to describe a quantity as 
being extremely large   
1064  67 
8  一模一樣 
yī mó yī 
yàng 
one mould one 
appearance 
exactly the same, 
identical 
1042  38 
9  一無所盥 
yì wú 
suǒ zhī 
one no such 
acknowledgement 
to know nothing at all; 
completely unaware; 
absolutely ignorant of 
987  19 
10  一絲不苟 
yì sī bù 
gǒu 
one silk-thread 
not negligent 
no detail is overlooked  882  5 
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Table 33:    (cont‘d) 
Rank Traditional  Pinyin  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # in 
Modern 
Corpus 
Total # in 
Ancient 
Corpus 
11  一言不發 
yì yán 
bù fā 
one word not 
send out 
keep one's mouth shut  881  251 
12  不顧一切 
bú gù yí   
qiè 
not care anything  reckless  851  13 
13  獨一無䶌 
dú yī wú 
èr 
unique one no 
two 
unique; unparalleled; 
unmatched.法 
851  25 
14  一席之地 
yì xí zhī 
dì 
one seat's place 
one seating place; a 
small place; or to mean 
to have a certain 
degree/level of status 
and position 
848  9 
15  䶂七八糟 
luàn qī 
bā zāo 
messy seven 
eight in mess 
at sixes and sevens; in a 
mess; in a muddle. 
841  26 
16  一本正經 
yì běn 
zhèng 
jīng 
one book straight 
script (decent) 
(1) in a serious manner 
(2) (ironic) 
sanctimonious 
822  2 
17  五花八钀 
wǔ huā 
bā mén 
five flower eight 
doors 
rich in variety; 
unpredictable as to the 
variations manifested 
822  19 
18  一心一意 
yì xīn 
yí yì 
one heart one 
mind 
Single-minded; bent on 
doing something 
805  149 
19  有朝一擥 
yǒu 
zhāo yí 
rì 
have morning one 
day 
one day in the future  771  19 
20  一天到晚 
yì tiān 
d￠o wǎn 
one day to night 
from morning till night; 
from dawn to dusk; all 
day long 
731  134 
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Table 34: Top 20 ch￩ngyǔ occurring in both the modern and ancient corpuses, 
by ranking in the    ancient corpus 
Ranking Traditional  Pinyin 
Literal 
Meaning 
Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # in 
Modern 
Corpus 
Total # in 
Ancient 
Corpus 
1  大千世界 
d￠ qiān 
shì jiè 
big thousand 
world 
boundless universe  343  2158 
2  大吃一驚 
d￠ chī 
yì jīng 
big eat one 
shock 
jump out of one's skin.  1788  384 
3  一切眾生 
yí qiē 
zhòng 
shēng 
all the 
multitude lives 
all human beings that 
have consciousness 
211  308 
4  心生一計 
xīn 
shēng 
yí jì 
heart produce 
one plan 
suddenly came up with 
one great plan 
55  269 
5  一五一十 
yī wǔ yī 
shí 
one five one 
ten 
to enumerate or to 
narrate in detail; to tell 
something exactly as it 
happened 
288  267 
6  一言不發 
yì yán 
b￹ fā 
one word not 
send out 
to keep one's mouth 
shut 
881  251 
7  碎屍萬檵 
su￬ shī 
wàn 
duàn 
smash corpse 
10 thousand‘ 
segments 
in great anger one 
threatens to kills others   
22  244 
8  決一死戰 
ju￩ yī sǐ 
zhàn 
determine one 
death fight 
fight to determine who 
lives/wins and who 
dies   
125  224 
9  一古腦兒 
yì gǔ 
nǎo ￩r 
one old brain 
all together, completely 
all 
177  220 
10  七手八腳 
qī shǒu 
bā jiǎo 
seven hands 
eight feet 
many people doing 
something 
simultaneously in a 
disorganized manner 
167  210 
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Table 34:    (cont‘d) 
Ranking Traditional  Pinyin 
Literal 
Meaning 
Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # in 
Modern 
Corpus 
Total # in 
Ancient 
Corpus 
11  四面八撹 
sì miàn 
bā fāng 
four sides eight 
directions 
on every side; on all 
sides; all directions; all 
quarters; all around 
1580  206 
12  一言難盡 
yì yán 
nán jìn 
one word 
difficult finish 
It is a long story  135  205 
13  一飲而盡 
yì yǐn 
'ér jìn 
one drink then 
empty 
Empty the glass at one 
gulp. 
314  201 
14  一臂之力 
yí bèi 
zhī l￬ 
one arm's 
strength 
help; assistance  300  196 
15  萬夫不當 
w￠n fū 
bù dang 
10 thousand‘ 
men can't 
withstand 
courageous and strong 
person; a multitude 
can't oppose   
6  194 
16  四大天王 
sì dà 
tiān 
wáng 
four big 
heaven's gods 
four heavenly gods (the 
four gods calling each 
other) 
73  170 
17  七零八落 
qī l￭ng 
bā lu￲ 
seven zero 
eight fall 
scattered here and 
there; in confusion 
180  169 
18  一般見識 
yì bān 
jiàn shì 
one kind see   
knowledge 
lower oneself to the 
same level as another 
person , to withhold the 
right to fight with 
someone or to give the 
other person trouble 
67  168 
19  百發百中 
bǎi fā 
bǎi 
zhòng 
hundred 
launch 
hundred 
bullseye 
every shot hits the 
target; unfailing 
accuracy; a crack shot. 
101  165 
20  一來一往 
yì lái yì 
wǎng 
one come one 
go 
repetition of one's 
movement and actions 
38  164 
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Table 35: Top 20 ch￩ngyǔ occurring in the modern corpus 
but not the ancient: 
 
Rank 
Traditional  Pinyin  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # 
in 
Modern 
Corpus 
1   三位一體 
sān w￨i 
yì tǐ 
three persons one body  Trinity; three-in-one    609 
2   百家爭鯴 
bǎi jiā 
zhēng 
míng 
hundred/school of thought 
households contend 
Contention of a hundred 
schools of thought. 
501 
3   一脈痸承 
yí mài 
xiāng 
chéng 
one vein each other 
continue 
come down in one 
continuous line; can be 
traced to the same origin. 
259 
4   第一憊手 
d￬ yī bǎ 
shǒu 
the first handle hand 
the highest ranking people 
in charge 
210 
5   一波三憘 
yì bō sān 
zhé 
one wave three bend/twist 
meeting repeated 
difficulties; hitting one snag 
after another 
160 
6   步調一致 
bù diào 
yí zhì 
step melody the same  to be united in action.  154 
7   千瘡百孔 
qiān 
chuāng 
bǎi kǒng 
thousand sore hundred holes 
riddled with gaping 
wounds; numerous 
afflictions. 
146 
8   獨具一格 
dú jù yì 
gé 
unique contain one style 
very unique and special and 
different all the others 
115 
9   六親不認 
li￹ qīn bú 
rèn 
six relatives not recognize 
not to recognize one's own 
closest relatives --cold and 
arrogant 
114 
10   趫價百倍 
shēn ji￠ 
bǎi b￨i 
body price hundred times 
having a sudden increase in 
value and raise in status 
108 
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Table 35:    (cont‘d) 
 
Rank 
Traditional  Pinyin  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # 
in 
Modern 
Corpus 
11   一專多翽 
yì zhuān 
duō n￩ng 
one expert many ability 
expert in one thing and 
good at many. 
107 
12   漆鷑一團 
qī hēi yì 
tuán 
paint black one mass 
pitch-dark--utterly hopeless; 
an utter failure 
98 
13   濏七八糟 
wū qī bā 
zāo 
dark seven eight mess 
in a horrible mess; in great 
disorder; obscene; dirty; 
filthy. 
91 
14   低䶺一等 
dī r￩n yì 
děng 
lower people one 
grade/level 
inferior to others.  87 
15   排除萬難 
pái chú 
wàn nán 
eliminate rid 10 thousand‘ 
difficulties 
face and eliminate all 
difficulties. 
83 
16   一禮䶌白 
yì qióng 
èr bái 
one poor two white  grinding poverty  80 
17   千秋萬代 
qiān qiū 
wàn dài 
thousand autumn 10 
thousand‘ generation 
a very long time; ages    78 
18   漏洞百出 
lòu dòng 
bǎi chū 
leakage holes hundred out 
having a lot of holes, leaks, 
mistakes; refers to writing, 
words and actions that are 
not carefully thought out   
77 
19   一鱗半爪 
yì lín bàn 
zhǎo 
one scale half claw 
fragments (of antiques, 
ancient ruins, etc.) 
71 
20   萬古長青 
w￠n gǔ 
cháng 
qīng 
10 thousand‘ years remain 
everlasting green 
to remain fresh forever; to 
be everlasting 
71 
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Table 36: Top 20 ch￩ngyǔ occurring in the ancient corpus 
  but not the modern: 
 
Rank 
Traditional  Pinyin  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # 
in 
Ancient 
Corpus   
1   一表非俗 
yì biǎo 
fēi sú 
one surface/face not 
ordinary 
extraordinary appearance 
full of power and grandeur 
85 
2   六街三市 
liù jiē sān 
shì 
six streets three cities 
to describe very crowded 
and busy areas in a city   
47 
3   通同一氣 
tōng tóng 
yí qì 
connect same one air 
to collude in doing 
something evil   
45 
4   三嗞五次 
sān huí 
wǔ c￬ 
three times five times  frequently  44 
5   六韜三略 
liù tāo 
sān luè 
six art of war three 
strategies 
六韜  and  三略 refer to the 
books on the art of war 
written by  姜子牙  and  黃
石公 
38 
6   言三語四 
yán sān 
yǔ s￬ 
word three expression four 
speaking nonsense and 
criticizing others without 
proof 
38 
7   千歡萬咜 
qiān huān 
w￠n xǐ 
thousand joy 10 thousand‘ 
joy 
extremely joyful  38 
8   計出萬全 
jì chū 
wàn quán 
plan out perfect and sound 
very detailed and thorough 
plans; there won't be any 
accidents or errors 
35 
9   一表䶺物 
yì biǎo 
rén wù 
one model person  handsome or dashing  33 
10   罪當萬死 
zuì dāng 
w￠n sǐ 
sin should/deserves 10 
thousand‘ death 
guilty of a crime for which 
one deserves to die ten 
thousand deaths or for 
which even death cannot 
atone. 
30 
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Table 36:    (cont‘d): 
 
Rank 
Traditional  Pinyin  Literal Meaning  Idiomatic Meaning 
Total # 
in 
Ancient 
Corpus   
11   鵬程萬里 
péng 
chéng 
w￠n lǐ 
roc journey 10 thousand‘ 
miles 
(make) a roc's flight of 
10,000 li - have a bright 
future. 
27 
12   紅擥三竿 
hóng rì 
sān gān 
sun up three poles  late in the morning.  26 
13   一家一計 
yì jiā yí 
jì 
one family one count  one family  25 
14   四分五落 
sì fēn wǔ 
luò 
four divide five fall 
scattered, disorderly and 
chaotic   
24 
15   一暕南柯 
yì zhěn 
nán kē 
one pillow  南柯( place 
name) 
to describe that life is like a 
dream and unpredictable, 
riches honor and wealth 
come and go 
22 
16   三班六房 
sān bān 
liù fáng 
three grades/classes/ranks 
six rooms 
the three classes of guards 
in ancient Chinese prisons 
and six divisions in the 
government   
21 
17   萬窭攢心 
wàn jiàn 
chuān xīn 
10 thousand‘ arrows pierce 
heart 
extremely painful  21 
18   有死無䶌 
yǒu sǐ w￺ 
èr 
have death no two  very loyal and steadfast    19 
19   萬䶺之敵 
wàn rén 
zhī dí 
10 thousand‘'s enemy 
talented at leading armies; 
having great martial arts 
skill; can stand against 10 
thousand‘ people   
19 
20   萬死一生 
w￠n sǐ yì 
shēng 
10 thousand‘ death one life 
slim chance of survival; 
very risky; close brush with 
death 
18 
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5.1 Conclusions 
The central thesis of the dissertation was that the creation and use of ch￩ngyǔ are 
guided by a confluence of robust syntactic and cultural factors. The dissertation 
pursued this argument primarily by unpacking a number of structural tendencies in the 
data sample at hand, and secondarily by illuminating selected underlying cultural 
themes. An additional point was offered that ch￩ngyǔ do include conceptual 
metaphors, as looked at from the standpoint of the conceptual theory of metaphor 
launched with Lakoff and Johnson (1980a). 
The presence of syntactic and semantic parallelism within the ch￩ngyǔ in the 
dataset was a recurring theme in the dissertation. Parallelism was demonstrated 
syntactically by ch￩ngyǔ with invertible elements (as explored in section 4.4.3) and 
by the overwhelming preference for syntactic parallelism, in particular the # N # N 
structure (sections 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.4). Semantic parallelism was 
demonstrated via content words with related semantic fields (section 4.3.2.9), and 
reduplicated content words (section 4.3.2.10). A form of syntactic parallelism is also 
found in separable content words, as discussed in 4.3.2.11. The fact that parallelism 
was an expression the correlative Chinese philosophy of the wǔxíng (五行  ‗Five 
Phases‘ or ‗Five Elements‘ of the universe) was explored in section 4.3.2.5. 
The Chinese philosophical concepts of yīn + yang also have a clear impact on   179 
the use of numbers within ch￩ngyǔ    It seems that when ch￩ngyǔ containing two 
numerals have the same number, there is a tendency to prefer ‗y￡ng ‘ (odd) numerals. 
However, when the numerals are different, the two numbers tend to have different 
‗yin‘ and ‗y￡ng‘ properties, resulting in ‗yīn + y￡ng (even + odd)‘ or ‗ y￡ng + yīn (odd 
+ even)‘ combinations. This tendency is in line with the Chinese belief that there 
should be a balance between yīn numbers and y￡ng numbers. This suggests that 
ch￩ngyǔ also reflect Chinese cultural concepts regarding numbers and religious 
beliefs: yīn and y￡ng are preferably arranged in balance with each other. If only one is 
present, however, then y￡ng is considered to be preferable over yīn. This also reflects 
a general preference for y￡ng over yīn, as discussed. 
Numbers are freighted with special cultural significance and symbolism in 
traditional Chinese cosmology as well as in daily life. The interaction between the 
numbers within ch￩ngyǔ has several pragmatic effects. The combination of the 
numbers qī (七  'seven') and bā (八  'eight') as used to suggest disorder, untidiness or 
physical or emotional disturbance (Pellatt 2007:96) is examined in section 4.3.2.6. 
Numbers often have the effect of highlighting the contrast between two content words. 
When two numbers are used to signal the meaning of ‗proportion‘, they usually 
indicate the polar extremes of ‗zero percent‘ (45.4% of the 324 ch￩ngyǔ) or ‗one 
hundred percent‘ (38.6%). Taken together, these two proportions account for 84.4% of   180 
the ch￩ngyǔ in this group. Four-character expressions in which disyllabic words are 
interleaved with a pair of numerals to achieve a pragmatic effect over and above (but 
related to) the literal meaning of the disyllabic content word are also common in 
Chinese (Ching 1964:8), 
With respect to the problematic grammatical structure of some ch￩ngyǔ 
discussed in 4.4.1, although some ch￩ngyǔ have a clearcut syntactic analysis, others 
do not. This is due to their highly elliptical and idiomatic nature, the fact that many 
lexemes can fall into more than one word class, and the fact that ch￩ngyǔ are frozen 
expressions that often preserve some grammatical structures from Classical Chinese.   
The effect of bàn (半  ‗half‘) were explored in section 4.4.3, and negation was 
discussed in 4.4.4.   Bàn may be used in ch￩ngyǔ to denote the meaning of ‗a 
proportion.‘ It also may be used together with yī (一  ‗one‘) to indicate ‗any at all‘ as 
well as a cluster of closely related concepts generally indicating ‗the existence of a 
small amount.‘ Ch￩ngyǔ sometimes negate a desirable, positive or tangible outcome 
or concept to express the presence of a negative quality or outcome, rather than using 
a positively framed description. 
Ch￩ngyǔ offer insights into a vast reservoir of allusions to historical Chinese 
persons and events, traditional norms and values, ways and means of creative 
self-expression, and many other intriguing aspects of Chinese culture. They function   181 
today as metonymic indexes to classics of Chinese literature and the Confucian canon 
(Günthner 2001:266). They often draw upon knowledge of historical incidents, 
practices or figures. Other cultural themes discussed in various section of the 
dissertation included wealth and money; luck and success; the value of knowledge; 
longevity and death; religious concepts; politics, patriotism, government and war; 
gender concepts; body parts and animals in ch￩ngyǔ. 
5.2 Implications   
The present study points to the conclusion that the words and numerals within 
ch￩ngyǔ are selected in a deliberate and culturally meaningful manner, as a function 
of their use as a form of creative language use and patterned symbol manipulation. 
Since their creation was in many ways patterned and rule-governed, these patterns can 
be discovered through examination of the forms of ch￩ngyǔ, and the deeper cultural 
implications inherent in them. It is hoped that unpacking some of these patterns can 
be of value to learners of Chinese as a second language. 
 
5.3 Limitations of Study   
The ch￩ngyǔ in this study are limited to those of four characters (which describes 
the majority of ch￩ngyǔ), but also limited to those including one or more numeric 
values. They are drawn from five representative sources, and do not represent the 
entire set of those ch￩ngyǔ that contain numerals. Although a corpus was used to   182 
examine the frequency of use of the ch￩ngyǔ, these examples are drawn from a 
decontextualized source, and discussed in a decontextualized manner. All four of the 
principal native speaker informants were from Taiwan. However, two native speakers 
from the Peoples‘ Republic of China offered additional comments insights. 
 
5.4 Suggestions for Further Research  
The sparse English-language literature on ch￩ngyǔ presents a very wide range of 
possibilities for future research. English-language corpus-based studies such as Ji 
(2007b) are almost nonexistant. Inquiries into the pragmatic particulars of everyday 
use in conversation or correspondence could provide numerous constructive insights. 
The conceptual metaphorical aspects of the allusive language of ch￩ngyǔ could be 
probed further, as could questions regarding the problematic grammatical structure of 
some ch￩ngyǔ. The use of ch￩ngyǔ as a tool for learning Chinese as a second 
language seems promising. In sum, there are many possibilities open to various 
subdisciplines of linguistics.   183 
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Appendix One: Abbreviations 
#      Number 
Mod    (Modifiers) Adverbs, Adjectives 
N     Noun 
Neg    Negation 
V     Verb 
Q     Quantifier 
X      Content Word 
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Appendix Two: Common correspondences and meanings 
The following table provides a brief summary regarding the significance or 
meaning of each number. Understanding these may aid second language learners of 
Chinese: 
 
Table 37:    Common correspondences and meanings. 
Note that all odd numbers are yáng (陽), and all even numbers are yīn (陰). 
1   
 The Tao (道). The primordial unity; the source of all being. 
 North. 
 Winter 
 Black 
 Water (see Five Phases) 
 Total. 
 Small, unexpected, limited. 
 Heaven; roof or cover 
 Foundation 
 Obstacle 
2   
 Fire (see Five Phases) 
 South 
 Duality; yīn and yáng . 
 Double; reinforcement 
 Complementary relationship; struggle; extremes; transition. 
3   
 Fundamental concepts of religion, philosophy or virtuous behavior are 
often grouped in threes, e.g. the Three Energies of Taoism. 
 Repetition, repeatedly, multiplicity. 
 Disorder; instability; lack of balance. 
 Wood (see Five Phases) 
 East 
4   
 Phonologically similar to the word for ‗death‘; therefore inauspicious. 
 West 
 Gold (see Five Phases) 
 Four sides of the square earth. 
5   
 The Five Elements or Five Phases, a fundamental concept in Chinese 
cosmology, are the forces of the universe under which all things on   193 
earth are classified or correlated: gold, wood, water, fire and earth. 
Earlier numerologies focusing on one and three, four, nine, etc. were all 
surpassed by this later doctrine. 
 The Five Relationships of Confucianism are: ruler and subject, father 
and son, man and wife, brothers, and friends. 
 When used with the number 3, means ―Repetition; repeatedly‖ 
6   
 Winter 
 Water    (see Five Phases) 
 North 
 Buddhist concepts often grouped in sixes: Six Perfections, Six Stages 
of Existence, Six supernatural powers of Buddha. 
7   
 Fire (see Five Phases) 
 South 
 Seven and eight are frequently combined to suggest disorder, 
untidiness or physical or emotional disturbance. 
8   
 Wood (see Five Phases) 
 East 
 Groups of eight entities frequently occur in Taoism and Buddhism, e.g. 
the Eight Immortals in Taoism, and the Eight Symbols of Buddhism. 
 Phonologically similar to the word for ―multiply; increase‖ and thus 
auspicious in many contexts. 
9   
 Metal 
 West 
 Dragons 
 Longevity 
 Luck (Northern China) 
10   
 Often used in expressions involving proportions. 
 Variety 
100 
 Longevity 
 Many 
1,000 
 Very many 
 Forever 
10,000 
 Colossal; huge; unimaginably many. 
 Forever 
 Held up as a strong norm against which exceptions are contrasted or 
uncertainty noted; ―if‖ or ―just in case‖ 
Source: Compiled from Pellatt 2007:8,83-104; Lip 1992:11-40; Fairbank & Goldman 
1998:64; Tan 1989:17; Beer 2004:63; Franke & Twitchett 1994:343.   194 
Appendix Three: Chéngyǔ contrasting ‘one’ and ‘many’ 
 
一目十行: to read ten lines at one glace; (said of the ability to read very fast) 
一髮千鈞: (literally) a thing which weighs one thousand chiun (鈞) hangs on a hair– a 
desperate or critical situation; a close shave 
 
一飯千郑, one rice thousand gold; to reward a benefactor handsomely for the 
favor or help one has received from him 
 
一本萬利: one origin 10 thousand profit; to gain enormous profit out of small capital 
investment; to make handsome profits with a small capital 
 
一諾千郑: one promise thousand gold; a solemn promise 
 
一落千丈: one fall thousand  丈( unit of length equal 3 and 1/3 meters); (said of 
prestige, fortune, etc.) a nose-dive or decline drastically 
 
一刻千  郑: one  刻  (15-minutes) thousand gold; literally, one moment is worth a 
thousand pieces of gold– (said of newlyweds during their honeymoon) Time is 
precious. 
 
一呼百諾: one exhale hundred promise; (said of a wealthy or powerful person with a 
large number of attendants) One command draws a hundred answers 
 
一壺千郑: one teapot thousand gold; Things that are ordinarily worthless become 
very valuable when they are needed 
 
一夕數驚: one night various frights; (said of people in troubled times) in constant fear 
 
一擲千郑: one throw/cast thousand gold; to spend money recklessly 
 
一擥千里: one day thousand li (kilometers); (literally) a thousand li a day; to make 
progress or improvement at a tremendous pace   195 
Appendix Four: Chéngyǔ containing two numerals 
showing proportion 
 
一通百通: one goes through hundred goes through; grasp this one thing and you'll 
grasp everything ; (100%) 
 
一覽無遺: one view no remain; (literally) A single glance takes in all-a panoramic 
view ; (100%) 
 
一䶆百䶆: one finish hundred finish; (literally) The solution of one problem leads to 
the solution of all other problems-to solve the key issue will expedite the solution of 
the whole problem ;(100%) 
 
九死一生: nine death one life ; a very narrow escape from death; grave danger in a 
situation in which among 10 people 9 would die and only one will live to mean a very 
dangerous situation; (90%) 
 
萬死一生: 10 thousand‘ death one life; a very slim chance of keeping oneself alive; 
very risky; very lucky for escaping death (tiny possibility); 0.01% 
 
十拿九穩: ten take nine stable ; to be very sure of (success, etc.); almost certain; 90 
percent sure; (90%) 
 
十全十美: ten full ten beauty; perfect; complete% it means 10 out of 10 to mean 
100% (100%) 
 
十之八九: ten's eight nine; eight or nine cases out of ten; most likely 
(80-90%) 
 
十室九空: ten houses nine empty; (literally) nine out of ten houses are vacant– almost 
all of villages or cities are deserted, as a result of wars, natural disaster, etc. (90%) 
 
千慮一得: thousand thinking one gain; one always gets something by thinking 
constantly; (0.1%) 
 
千載一時: thousand years one hour; once in a thousand years– once in a lifetime; a 
very rare chance; a golden chance; (0.1%)   196 
Appendix Five: Chéngyǔ containing zhī (之) 
 
一峱之私: one self's private; one's own selfish interests 
 
一之為甚: one time is plenty; one mistake is enough 
 
一孔之見: one hole's view; a very limited outlook; a narrow view 
 
一撹之任: one direction/way to duty/position; a responsible government position 
which carries considerable authority 
 
一丘之貉: Raccoon Dogs of one mound (Nyctereutes procyonoides); people of the 
same ilk ; jackals from the same lair; birds of a feather. 
 
一以貫之: one to link it; one kind of truth that is linked up or that can be found in 
various things 
 
一字之師: one word's teacher; a teacher who will correct one word in a writing 
 
一暝之棲: one branch shelter ( shelter made of one branch); a shelter or a minor 
position (for people out of luck) 
 
一勇之夫: one courage man; to describe a man that has courage but no wisdom and 
does things according to one's heart, without reflection 
 
一面之交: one face's cross/friend; to have met but once a nodding acquaintance 
 
七步之才: seven step's talent; a person who has the ability to make a poem within 
seven steps; to describe a person as being extremely talented and fast in thinking and 
reacting to problems 
 
八代之衰: eight dynasties decline; (literally) the decline of the eight dynasties from 
Eastern Han (東漢) to Sui (開) – the dark age in Chinese literature 
 
八拜之交: eight bows friendship; sworn brotherhood 
 
九五之尊: nine five's honor; to mean monarchy throne and in power 
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六尺之孤: six chǐ ( unit of length (1/3 of a meter) orphaned boys and girls under 15 
years of age 
 
百六之會: hundred six's meeting; disaster, difficult and bad fate/time 
 
百歲之後: hundred years after/later; after death 
 
百龍之智: hundred dragon's wisdom; very clever and shrewd 
 
萬乘之尊: 10 thousand‘ war chariot's honor; the emperor-with 
ten thousand chariots at his command 
 
萬鈞之力: 10 thousand‘ jūn (an ancient unit of weight (equal to 30 jin)'s force; 
extremely powerful; great strength; overwhelming force 
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  Appendix Six: Chéngyǔ reflecting historical information 
 
季布一諾: Jì Bù ( person's name; famous for keeping his word) one promise; to have 
very good credit and reputation because one always keeps his/her words and promises 
 
七步成詩: seven step's talent; a person who has the ability to make a poem within 
seven steps; to describe a person as being extremely talented and fast in thinking and 
reacting to problems 
 
秹暗七賢: bamboo forest seven wise/upright people; seven well-known hermits in 
ancient Chinese; they are called ‗秹暗七賢‘. 
 
三教九流: (literally) the three religions (Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism) and 
the nine schools (Confucianist, Taiost, Astrologist, Legalist, Nominalist, Mohist, 
Diplomatist, Miscellanist and Agriculturist); People of all walks of life 
 
三跪九叩: three kneeling nine touching the ground with head; 
to kneel three times with the head touching the ground nice times, an ancient ritual 
performed by a subject during an audience with the emperor 
 
䶌帝三王: two emperors three kings; the two emperors are  帝堯、帝舜; the three 
kings are:  夏商周三代的開國君主禹、湯、撇、武  王䶌帝指帝堯、帝舜。三王
指夏商周三代的開國君主禹、湯、撇、武王 
 
十䶌郑釵: twelve golden hair pin (1) to refer to the twelve most beautiful ladies in 
the classic Chinese book Hónglóu mèng (紅樓夢; Dream of the Red Chamber or Red 
Chamber Dream or A Dream of Red Mansions); beautiful ladies; (2) ancient Chinese 
women's hair pin 
 
三嫸郑蓮: three-inch golden lilies; three-inch golden lilies (women's feet deformed 
by foot-binding, which were considered beautiful in ancient China) 
 
三戶亡秦: three household destroy Qing; Even though  楚國  was destroyed by Qing, 
but if the remaining people from  楚國  can get their forces together, they can destroy 
Qing one day 
 
三媒六證: three matchmakers six evidence; in the old times, a marriage must involve 
a match maker, having three matchmakers and six evidence describes a person as   199 
being extremely sincere and serious about his/her speech and the things he said 
 
三墳五典: three graves five canon; the classic books/canon of the ancient times 
 
三顧茅巬: three visit cottage; to make three calls at the thatched cottage-a historical 
allusion dating back to the Epoch of the Three Kingdoms, now used to describe a man 
in power who tries to obtain the service of the capable and the virtuous by showing 
his utmost sincerity and eagerness 
 
孟櫍三遷: Meng's mother three relocation; to describe parents trying their best to 
educate their children and to pick the best learning environment for the children to 
study even if it takes moving/relocating many times' it's to describe parents hard work 
and strong will to do what's best for their children's education 
 
三千珠履: three thousand pearl shoe; During the Warring state years, the country of 
Zhao had many messengers who went around carrying sword made with jade to show 
off their wealth. They attended the feast in country of  楚國  and wanted to show off 
their wealth and to make fun of the  楚國  people for being poor but when they 
arrived at the party, they saw more than three thousand guests there wearing shoes 
with decorations of precious pearls. Then, the messengers of Zhao suddenly felt 
embarrassed for they have been over-confident and overated their own wealth and 
power. Now, this idiom is used to describe a person who overrates his/her own 
strength and talent 
 
五撗憘腰: five dou3 ( unit of dry measure for grain (ten liters) bend waist; a person 
who humbles his/her self and takes a job for a low salary  本指晉代陶淵明任彭澤縣
令，不願為微薄的俸祿而屈就於䶺 
 
五擥京兆: five day capital of a country omen/sign; 
office held for a short time only; an official who doesn't expect to remain long in 
office. 
惠撽五跊: Huì Shī ( person's name, who is famous for his profound knowledge) five 
cars; to describe people for having very great and profound knowledge 
 
四大奇書: four big amazing books; the four classical Chinese books in China: 
 
四戰之國: four battle's country; under attack from all directions and all sides 
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百家爭鯴: hundred/school of thought households contend; contention of a hundred 
schools of thought. 
 
百家觸子: hundred schools various teachers; to refer to all the various schools of 
thought in the  春秋  (chūnqiū) the Spring and Autumn Period (770-476 B.C.) and  戰
國 Zhànguó the Warring States (475-221 B.C.) times 
 
萬里長征: 10 thousand‘ miles long expedition; (1) to launch a military expedition 
very far away; to embark on a long journey; mile after mile to battle (2) (in Chinese 
Communist terminology) the Long March to Yunan after they were routed by 
government troops in the early 1930's 
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Notes 
 
 
                                                 
i  This dissertation will present Standard Mandarin Chinese terms in three ways. The 
Traditional character set will be preferred over Simplified characters except when 
noted. The Hanyu Pinyin Romanization system, which adds diacritical marks to a 
vowel in order to depict the four (or five) tones of the Chinese language, will be used 
to give an indication of pronunciation. The tonal markings are as follows: 
The first tone (Flat or High Level Tone):    mā 
The second tone (Rising or High-Rising Tone):  má 
The third tone (Falling-Rising or Low Tone):  mǎ 
The fourth tone (Falling or High-Falling Tone):  mà 
The fifth tone (Neutral Tone), occurring relatively rarely in this dataset, is 
represented by the absence of an accent mark. 
ii  Aronoff and Rees-Miller (2001 p. 243) note that ―Haas's ideas are not readily 
accessible in published form; a summary can be found in (Cruse 1986:ch. 1)‖ 
iii  Three of the terms that are often translated as metaphor are bǐ (櫔) , yù (喻) and bǐ 
yù (櫔喻). Bokenkamp (1989) wishes to assign the definition ―simile‖ to bǐ (櫔) and 
―metaphor‖ to y￹ (喻). An analysis of these terms is beyond the scope of this paper; it 
is sufficient to note their use in this context. 
iv  As I have seen from personal experience. A colleague of mine followed precisely 
this course after consulting a numerologist soothsayer, in the wake of an extended 
bout with depression. 
v  Peking University Chinese Linguistic Research Institute: Modern Chinese 
Supplement: 157 files, 23 folders, 229,700,435 characters (219 MB), 115 million 
words. 
vi  The first three are the San zi jing (Three Character Classic), Bai jia xing ( Hundred 
Surnames), and Qian zi wen ( Thousand Characters Text). The fourth, and less 
well-known, is Qianjia shi (Poems by a Thousand Poets) (Yu 2003:11-12). 